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Abstract

In this thesis, the results of a series of molecular com puter sim ulation studies
undertaken to investigate amphiphilic self-assembly are presented. Here, the aim
has been to develop a coarse-grained model for amphiphilic behaviour, and ex
amine its ability to exhibit free self-assembly of complex structures a t m oderate
com putational cost.
Firstly, the development of a novel single-site model for an am phiphilic molecule
is addressed. The model is based on m ixtures of (rod-like) Gay-Berne and (spher
ical) Lennard-Jones particles, the rods being taken to be single-site models of
amphiphilic molecules immersed in a solvent of spheres. The hydrophobic effect,
believed to be the main driver of amphiphilic self-assembly, is incorporated by
giving the rod-sphere interaction a dipolar symmetry. Results obtained indicate
th a t free self-assembly of micellar, lamellar and inverse micellar arrangem ents can
be readily achieved.
Following on from these prelim inary simulations, a refined rod-sphere potential
has been used to study the micellar region in greater detail. The effects of b o th the
amphiphilic strength and hydrophilic-lipophilic balance on micellar properties are
examined. We find th a t these key molecular interaction param eters can be used to
control the size, shape and internal structure of micelles. Interesting interm icellar
phenomena can also be accessed within these simulations such as micelle fusion
and exchange of long-lived monomers between micelles. Furtherm ore, a ‘ra ttlin g ’
motion of short-lived monomers, leaving and re-entering micelles, can be observed.
Finally, binary m ixtures of amphiphiles have been studied as a function of their
m utual degree of attraction and the m ixture composition ratio. The am phiphile
with longest ‘hydrophobic’ tail is found to dom inate the monomer phase whereas
the micelles showed very different structures. A two-layer radial shell stru ctu re in
the well-mixed micelles is found for m utually attractive amphiphile types. As the
m utual attraction is reduced, structurally segregated sphero-cylindrical micelles
dominate. In these, amphiphiles with large head groups tend to form the end
caps of a cylinder made of amphiphiles w ith short head groups. W hen the m utual
interaction is reduced even further, two distinct coexistent micellar phases are
then observed w ith most micelles containing only one type of amphiphile.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

An am phiphatic or amphiphilic molecule (from the greec amphis: bo th and philia:
love) is a chemical compound possessing both an hydrophobic region and an hy
drophilic region. The term hydro is often coined due to the omnipresence of w ater
as a solvent, however, the term solvophilic/solvophobic is probably more appro
priate for generic systems. As a result of this chemical frustration, these molecules
are able to dissolve, to some extend, to both w ater and non-polar solvent such as
oil. The duality induced by the combination of two antagonistic properties give
rise to remarkable self-assembling lyotropic liquid crystalline phases over a wide
range of composition and tem perature.
The role of this class of molecules is immense in both nature and industrial ap
plications. Indeed, phospholipids, a class of amphiphilic molecules, are the main
components of biological membranes and the amphiphilic nature of this molecules
defines the way in which they form these membranes. They are also dom inant
in the detergent industry through the use of surfactants (surface active agents).
However, despite their wide technological applications and m any years of investi
gations, little is known about the underlying physics of their self-assembly.
For the last few decades, many theoretical and experimental studies have been

performed on this m atter in order to improve detergent efficiency b u t also for
pure academic reasons. Indeed, the hydrophobic effect, key phenom ena at the
origin of their behaviour, is still poorly understood and, therefore, represents a
fundam ental question for many scientific communities, from biological to physical
chemistry. New perspectives are also rising from so-called bio-inspired m aterial
science which aim at developing complex molecular systems which mimic nature.
By adopting the principles of self-assembly found in biological system s to our
own purposes, one could, for example, design novel m aterials w ith self-healing
properties or novel drug delivery vehicles.
However, full theoretical treatm ent are usually extremely difficult to achieve due
to the complex nature of these systems and most experim ental techniques can
not achieve the molecular resolution required to make a link between molecular
properties and the observed macroscopic phenomena. This is where com puter sim
ulation, as tool in between experim entation and theories, can be well-suited for
investigating these systems and gain in-depth insights of the molecular behaviour.

1.1

Aim s & objectives

The work presented in this thesis addresses the study of amphiphilic self-assembly
processes by means of molecular simulations. The aims of this study were initially
defined as follows:

• to understand the self-assembly processes involved in amphiphilic systems, in
term s of generic molecular models, i.e. not bound to any chemical specificity.
The main goal was to identify the underlying physics in order to sim ulate
phenomena common to all amphiphilic molecules from phospholipids of the
cell membrane to the surfactants used in detergents.
• to develop a model able to retreive entire phase diagrams, i.e. not biased
towards the form ation of a given phase.

• to study in greater details one of this phase, e.g. the micellar phase, to
identify and characterise generic processes of micellar formation, structures
and dynamics.

In particular, the effect of molecular interactions on the

curvature of amphiphilic aggregates was of interests.

1.2

O u tlin e o f th e th esis

Aside from this introduction, this thesis is organised as follows.
In chapter 2, some background information about amphiphilic systems is given.
Specifically, the description of the types of molecules which exhibit such am
phiphilic phases and details of the structures involved as well as experim ental
characterisation techniques, are discussed. This chapter also provides a descrip
tion of the main theoretical models of amphiphilic self-assembly and a review
of the hydrophobic effect, main driver of this amphiphilic self-assembly. Finally,
details bn the theoretical characterisation of mixed micellar phases is given.
C hapter 3 considers the description of the relevant Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulation technique used in this thesis and a comprehensive literature review
of the different simulations performed on amphiphilic systems, from models w ith
atom istic resolution to mesoscopic simulations.
C hapter 4 combines a detailed description of the proposed molecular model for
generic amphiphilic behaviour and the prelim inary results associated w ith this
initial model. Specifically, the phase behaviour with amphiphile concentration is
investigated and some discussion on the viability of this model is provided.
C hapter 5 presents an alternative param eterisation of this molecular model. This
model is then used to study the micellar phase in greater details.

Firstly, a

description of the observed processes involved in a particular micellar system is
given. Then, the effects of molecular interaction param eters on this processes are
analysed.

In chapter 6, binary m ixtures of amphiphiles are considered. Here, comparisons
w ith single component system is provided in order to assess the effect of the mixing
behaviour on micellar structures and self-assembly properties.
Finally, chapter 7 brings together the main results and conclusions of this thesis
and suggestions for future areas of work are listed.
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Chapter 2

Behaviours of amphiphilic
systems

Amphiphilic molecules are used in a wide range of applications [1] in industry as
well as in everyday life. Amphiphiles are found in soaps and detergents, paints,
ink, paper coatings, food and pharm aceutical applications, etc...

Amphiphilic

molecules are also found in nature, being fundam ental to a feature found in every
single living organism on the planet: the cell membrane. Biological am phiphiles,
such as phospholipids, serve as the building blocks of cell membranes. Thus their
behaviour has attracted interest from several communities. Not only biology, bio
chemistry and biophysics, where the interest is obvious, but also physical chem
istry and chemical engineering, due to the fascinating variety of self-assembling
supermolecular structures available. Theoretical physics and m athem atics have
also contributed to this field, novel theoretical models having been developed to
aid understanding of the conformational behaviour of these structures.
In this chapter, the phase behaviour of amphiphilic systems is reviewed as well
as the properties of amphiphilic self-assembly in dilute solutions. First, an in
troduction to surfactant systems and their applications in real life is presented.

The second p art of this chapter deals with a more detailed study of the phase
behaviour of systems involving amphiphiles. Finally, The factors affecting the
self-assembly properties of theses molecules are reviewed.

2.1

From soap to cell m em brane

The word surfactant is an abbreviation of surface active agent and means, by
definition, active at surfaces and interfaces. Surfactant or amphiphiles usually are
linear molecules with a hydrophilic (‘a ttra c te d ’ to Water) head and a hydrophobic
(‘repelled’ by water) tail. This ‘dual personality’ is characteristic of surfactant
systems which have the tendency to be absorbed at interfaces between two im
miscible phases such the air/w ater or oil/w ater interface. In doing so, they enable
the system to reduce its free energy by removing hydrophobic groups from the
aqueous environment. Thus surfactant molecules are well known as being able
to reduce the surface tension of an interface. On the same basis, these molecules
tend to aggregate in aqueous solution in order to shield their hydrophobic tail(s)
from the solvent. This phenomenon occurs due to a com bination of several fac
tors bu t the so-called ‘hydrophobic effect’ is believed to be the m ain driver of this
self-assembly (see next section).
Due to their molecular anisotropy, amphiphiles are capable of forming num erous
supramolecular structures, some of which are of biological interest. The simplest
of these is the spherical micelle in which the molecules tend to cluster w ith their
hydrophilic groups pointed outward and their hydrophobic groups pointed in
ward, so forming a spherical aggregate. A more detailed description of this phase
behaviour can be found in the next p art of this chapter.
In a typical amphiphilic system, the head groups carry a small electrical charge,
which makes them soluble in w ater but not very soluble in oil. In contrast, the
long, uncharged hydrophobic tails are much less soluble in w ater b u t are more

6

(a) P P E

(b) DMPC

Fig. 2.1: Polypropylene (PPE) and Disphosphatidyl-choline (DMPC)
soluble in oil, which is also non-polar. The tail usually consists of a hydrocarbon
or fluorocarbon chain while the polar or ionic head can be a variety of chemical
structures. These different chemical structures can give the head an overall charge
which will alter the properties of the amphiphile. This charge is, therefore, often
used to categorise the amphiphile into one of this groups:

• Non-ionic (neutral)
• Anionic
• Cationic
• Zwitterionic (contains both anionic and cationic charge)
• Amphoteric (can be either cationic, anionic or zwitterionic depending on
solution pH)
• Gemini (surfactant possessing more th an one hydrophobic tail and hydrophilic
head group)

Surfactant systems are also related to other soft condensed m atter systems such as
colloidal suspensions and liquid crystals: they can all spontaneously self-assemble
into correlated structures with very useful m aterials properties. For instance, ly
otropic liquid crystals exhibit a key characteristic of biomolecular self-assembly

7

in th a t the amphiphilic nature of a lipid (on the nanom etre scale) generates self
organized structures on the mesoscopic scale. Lamellar lyotropic phases are com
posed of stacks of lipid bilayer separated by a solvent. Here, the spacing between
the bilayers is well defined and can be hundreds of nanom etres even though the
structure remains liquid-like at the molecular scale.
In fact, amphiphilic systems have been shown to encompass a much wider range
of phase behaviour th an biological systems and it is clear th a t numerous m ateri
als with novel properties could be elaborated through an improved knowledge of
the self-assembling process (e.g. creating tem plate for organic mesoporous m a
terials [2] or creating artificial liposomes). Many amphiphilic systems exhibit a
very rich phase diagrams even in simple binary surfactant-w ater combinations.
These systems are also very dependent on concentration, tem perature and other
characteristics of the solvent such as the pH. Many other structures can be found
in the nature on a larger scale. The shapes of these assemblies are as varied as
the capacity of the molecules to move though space will allow: from spheres and
planes to highly interconnected bi-continuous structures.

2.2

P h a se b eh aviou r o f am p h ip h ilic sy ste m s

2.2.1

Am phiphilic phases

At very low concentration, amphiphiles are scattered throughout an aqueous en
vironm ent and form a disordered isotropic solution (phase L). At a certain con
centration, the surfactants spontaneously aggregate into globular constructions
known as micelles (phase L \). A micelle can be simply described as a spherical
surface of polar heads dissolved in water, while the inner portion consists of a pure
hydrocarbon liquid core. However, this description is rath er simplistic and much
work has been done experimentally, theoretically and by simulation, to clarify
micellar structure. Contrary to the illustration shown in Fig. 2.2(a), a micelle

is characterised by a liquid-like core with disordered hydrocarbon chains and a
rough surface.

(a) Spherical micelle

(b) Discontinuous cubic arrangement of
discrete micelle

Fig. 2.2:
The micellar phase is mainly characterised by its dynamic properties: micelles are
in dynamic equilibrium with each other and with their monomers (un-aggregated
amphiphiles) in solution. In other words, micelles exchange monomers between
one another and also form and break-up at certain rates. Interm icellar exchange
rate occurs on the nanosecond scale while micelle form ation/break-up occurs on
a tim e scale of the order of a second.
Throughout the micellar concentration region, one can find micelles of various
shapes and sizes. As concentration increases, for example, it is not uncommon to
find cylindrical micelles of bigger size.
This basic structure can itself then be arranged into a further supram olecular
structure with a higher degree of order. As the concentration increases, for ex
ample, micelles can organize themselves into a body-centered cubic liquid crystal
structure (phase /i) as shown on Fig. 2.2(b).
Rod-shaped or tubular micelles of indefinite length forming hexagonal structures
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(a) Hexagonal arrangement of rod micelle

(b) Bilayer/lamellar arrangement

Fig. 2.3:
can be observed as well (phase Hi). Here, the distance between adjacent cylinders
depends on the water content, but can vary over the range 8-40 A(Fig. 2.3(a)).
At higher concentrations, another liquid crystalline form can be produced : the
lamellar phase (LQ) which is characterised by a stack of double layered sheets
of amphiphiles (Fig. 2.3(b)). These bilayers generally extend over length scales
of the order of microns or even more. The interbilayer distance typically ranges
between 2-220 Awhereas the bilayer thickness can vary from

8Ato > 100

A.

These phases are not as dynamic as the micellar phase and the molecules rem ain
in the bilayer for a relatively long time, rather th an continually diffusing in and
out the aggregate.
As for the micelle, the schematic representation of a bilayer shown in (Fig. 2.3(b))
is misleading.

The La phase is characterized by a liquid-like structure of the

chains. By decreasing the tem perature, in fact, a gel phase (denoted Lp) can be
found in which the hydrocarbon chains are well ordered. This gel phase can also
adopt a tilt compared to the bilayer normal (Lc) due to an asym m etry in the
amphiphile molecular shape; alternatively, the 2 layers can significantly overlap
each other, leading to a thinner bilayer membrane (Lpi). An interm ediate between
the Lc phase and the L a is the L'p where the bilayer is tilted but the chains are still
in a fluid state. Also, a so-called ‘ripple phase’ has been found in phospholipid
10

bilayers which exhibit a co-existence between liquid phase L a domains and gel
phase Lp or L c domains.
For some systems, an isotropic phase constituted of multiple interconnected bi
layers, or sponge phase

(L

jjj

),

can be found at high tem perature (50-80C).

Between the lamellar phase and the hexagonal phase, one can usually find another
cubic phase called Vj (see Fig. 2.4(a)) or

V

jj

for the reverse form.

water
droplet

(a) Continuous cubic phase

(b) Inverse micelle

Fig. 2.4:
As the amphiphile concentration is increased even further, inverse phase start
to be formed, in which the water forms droplets surrounded by amphiphiles (se
Fig. 2.4(b)). Like normal micelles, inverses micelles (L2) come w ith different size
and shape depending on the concentration and the type of amphiphiles. Inverse
hexagonal phase ( Hu ) also exists between the inverse micellar phase and the
lamellar phase, where w ater cylinders are packed into hexagonal arrays.
Phospholipids, which are found in cell membrane, spontaneously form vesicles in
water, encapsulating a small water droplet in a spherical shell of phospholipid
bilayer. Both the inner and outer wall of the shell are composed of hydrophilic
heads, whereas the alkane tails occupy the inside of the vesicle shell. Fig. 2.2.1
below show a slice through a spherical vesicle.
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Fig. 2.5: Vesicle

Vesicles can be described as ideal membrane systems since the vesicle’s underlying
membrane molecular arrangem ent is the lipid bilayer. The elasticity of m em brane
bilayers was studied independently in the 1970’s by Canham [3], Evans [4] and
Helfrich [5], the aim being to understand the formation of vesicles from planar
lipid bilayers. Shear and stretch are in fact very negligible forces acting on a vesi
cle floating in water. Therefore, the main force to play a role in vesicle form ation
is flexion. On applying a flexion force, the membrane is deformed and a curva
ture is induced. The flexion th a t determines the elastic energy of the m em brane
in its final state is proportional to the mean curvature of the membrane. The
elastic energy of curvature or bending energy is, therefore, directly related to the
geometrical shape of the vesicle. Thus, if the vesicle is at therm al equilibrium , it
attains a shape corresponding to the minimum bending energy, assuming a fixed
volume and surface area. This has led to the definition of the ‘curvature m odel’
from the Canham-Helfrich ham iltonian which describes how a surface will coalesce
w ith itself to form a vesicle. This model can predict the shape of a vesicle for a
fixed volume and surface area (assuming th a t the exchange of molecules w ith the
12

surrounding solution is very slow and so the area is essentially constant on ex
perim entally relevant timescales). It involves param eters like the bending rigidity,
the spontaneous curvature and gaussian curvature m odulus as well as the pressure
difference between the inside and the outside of the vesicle and the lateral tension.
Vesicles, and especially liposomes (vesicles made up of phospholipids) are exten
sively used in research and industry (see [6] for review). They can be a very useful
tool for the reconstitution of artificial biological membrane and be, therefore, used
for elucidating the mechanisms of m em brane fusion, (e.g. virus-cell interactions
can be studied experim entally for immunological research). Liposomes also have a
im portant technological im pact as tran sp o rt vehicle for new drug delivery systems
and DNA transport. Liposomes can also provide a model system relevant for the
emergence of life and the study of their self-assembly could, help understanding
its origin [7].

P h ase behaviour o f a binary w ater/am p h ip h ile

The stability of all the phases described above depends largely on the type of
surfactant used. Thus, the sequence of structures observed w ith increasing con
centration is always the same but their windows occurrence may be different.
Also, it is seen experimentally th a t the phase behaviour of amphiphilic system s
is a function of concentration and tem perature. Therefore, from this point of
view, amphiphiles can be considered as lyotropic liquid crystals (the so-called
therm otropic liquid crystals exhibit ordering transition as tem perature only is
changed).
Some work has been done experimentally to construct phase diagram s for different
amphiphiles w ith different molecular geometries. For example, phase behaviour of
series of pure polyoxyethylene surfactants (CnE O m) with w ater has been studied
using optical microscopy techniques, adiabatic calorim etry [8] or small-angle neu
tron scattering and electrical conductivity measurements [9]. From these studies,
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complete phase diagrams of these linear surfactants for different chain and head
group lengths have been constructed over a tem perature range of 0 — 100°(7.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.6, the phase diagram changes dram atically w ith in
creasing the head group size. On the phase diagram of C i 2 EOq, all of the phases
described earlier are present, w ith the micellar and hexagonal phase being pre
dom inant, but the lamellar phase existing in a very small region of tem perature
and concentration. In contrary, C 1 2 E O 3 displays only a lamellar phase, this being
available over a large range of concentration.
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Fig. 2.6: Phase diagrams of non-ionic surfactant-w ater systems for C \ 2 chain sur
factant w ith different head group size (3,5,6 and 8 oxyethylenes). mic: micellar
phase L i, rev mic: inverse micellar phase L 2, lam: lamellar phase L a , spo: sponge
phase L3, hex: hexagonal phase H i, cubm: micellar cubic phase I\, cubt,: bicontinuous cubic phase Vi - From [10]
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By observing the phase diagram s of other CnE O m systems, one can also see the
effect of increasing the head group size: certain phases like the hexagonal phase
and micellar phase are favoured by large head groups while other phases, such as
the lamellar phase, become less and less prevalent.
Also, throughout the micellar phase Li, by increasing concentration a n d /o r tem 
perature, micelle morphology can change, leading to rod-like a n d /o r disk-like ag
gregates. Thus, the nature of the low tem perature LC mesophase can be related
to the shape of the micelle formed at high tem perature. For instance, cooling
down a rod-like micelle, can lead to formation of a H I phase.
More recently, the structure-properties relationship of su rfactan t/w ater systems
have been investigated by looking at different surfactant shapes while keeping the
hydrophilic-lipophilic-balance, or HLB, constant (the HLB represents th e ratio
between the net hydrophobic volume and the net hydrophilic volume in a given
system). Such studies have clearly indicated the relationship between molecular
geometry and the LC phase behaviour and micellar aggregate shapes.

2.2.2

G eom etric considerations to phase behaviour

T he complex behaviour of amphiphiles in an aqueous medium in governed by
complex therm odynam ics forces, particularly the hydrophobic effect (see section
2.3.1 for a more detailed review). W hile the concentration is a crucial param eter
in controlling the final structure, however the geometry of the molecule plays a
significant role in determining, e.g., the natural curvature of the interface between
water-rich and amphiphile-rich regions.
In the 1930’s, Hartley et al. [11] suggested th a t surfactants can self-assemble to
form globular aggregates (micelles) in which the hydrophobic chain is molten.
This hypothesis leads to the idea th a t in order for them to pack, their molecu
lar dimensions must be compatible. For instance, in a micelle, th e length of the
molecule is equal to the radius of the spherical micelle. Thus, some aspect of the
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mesoscopic geometry can be interpreted in term s of the molecular geometry of
the amphiphile: the phase favoured by a particular amphiphile partly reflect its
molecular shape [12]. This phenomenon is quantified by the surfactant shape fac
to r or critical packing param eter CPP, Sp = Vhc/aohc- This param eter describes
the geometry of the molecule in term s of the volume of the hydrophobic chain
region VhC, the length of the chain lhC and the polar head group cross-section ao.

• Spherical micelle
A micelle of radius R has a surface area of 4ttR 2 and a volume of 4ttR 3 /3 .
Thus the num ber of particles in a micelle can w ritten as 4 7 rR2/ao or 47rRs/3vhC
Equating these expression gives: R = 3vhc/ao. Then, since there is no void
inside a micelle, R m ust be less th an or equal to the length of the hydrocar
bon chain /^c and the last equation becomes Vhc/adhc < 1/3. In other words,
spherical micelle are favored by a shape factor Sp < 1/3. This corresponds
to a conical shape, i.e. single-chained lipids w ith large head-group areas.
• Cylindrical micelle
Following the same algebra leads to 1/3 < S p < 1/2 for the range of shape
factor favoring cylindrical micelles.

These are single-chained lipids w ith

small head-groups.
• Curved bilayer
W ith a shape factor in the range 1/2 < S < 1, curved bilayers can be
observed as well as vesicles.

These are double-chained lipids w ith large

head-group area, like phosphatidylcholine.
• P lanar bilayer
if interdigitation is neglected, the packing geometry of a bilayer is best satis
fied by cylindrical molecules and hence the shape factor favoured for bilayers
is S

1. These are double-chained lipids w ith small head-group areas like

phosphatidyl ethanolamine.
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• Inverted micelle
For S > 1, the head group is relatively small and the favored aggregate is
an inverse micelle.

This geometric argument can be quite useful in linking the shape of an aggregate
w ith the molecular packing properties of the amphiphiles. However, from a geo
m etric point of view, different structures could fit the same molecular geometry.
This critical packing param eter is, therefore, not the only param eter to consider.
From a therm odynam ic perspective, too large a structure can create too much
order (low entropy) whereas too small a structure can cause the surface area of
the hydrophobic p art in contact w ith w ater to be undesirably large.

cubic

sphere

hexagonal
rod
lamellar
bilayer

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.0

volum e fraction

Fig. 2.7: Schematic diagram representing shape of the aggregate as a function
of the intrinsic curvature and concentration of the amphiphilic molecules in the
family CnE O m [10]
Following these considerations, however, the model phase diagram presented on
Fig. 2.7 has been developed for the family of linear surfactants CnE O m. It shows
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how the overall shape of the structure formed varies w ith concentration and cur
vature. The curvature here is a rather abstract variable, representing the intrinsic
curvature associated with a particular molecular geometry.
This concept of packing constraint has been very useful for understanding the
geometrical structure of surfactant aggregates. However, this concept only works
with non-ionic surfactants. For systems containing ionic surfactants, the complex
electrostatic interaction between the head groups also has to be considered in
order to explain the observed phase behaviour.

2.2.3

E xperim ental characterization o f am phiphilic phases

M icellization properties

As stated above, at low concentration amphiphilic molecules are dispersed through
the solvent. The physicochemical properties of the solution are then the same as
those of a simple electrolyte. W hen reaching a critical concentration, known as
the ’’Critical Micelle Concentration” or CMC , the amphiphiles sta rt to aggre
gate. This change can be experim entally determ ined by m easuring m any different
physicochemical properties.

P roperties o f other phases

The other amphiphilic phases are usually determ ined by polarized optical mi
croscopy. Each phase has a specific texture which allows them to be identified:
A lamellar phase has a mosaic or streaked texture while a hexagonal phase dis
plays fan-like features. However the cubic phases ( / 1? / 2, Vi, V2 ) do not have any
axes of sym m etry and, therefore, are not optically bi-refringent. However, these
isotropic phases can be identified by their viscosity and the phases surrounding
them. O ther techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electron-spin
resonance (ESR) and X-ray diffraction m ethods are often useful com plem entary
18
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2.3

Self-assem b ly o f am p h ip h ilic sy ste m s

In the previous section, the phase behaviour of amphiphilic systems was reviewed
and some geometric argum ent were given relating molecular packing to the shapes
of the various aggregates formed. The aim of this section is to identify th e driving
forces th a t promote this self-assembly. Some theories accounting for micellar selfassembly are briefly presented and, finally, the interesting case of mixed micelles
is presented.

2.3.1

T he hydrophobic effect

The self-aggregation of amphiphilic molecules does not occur due to a strong
attraction between the amphiphiles and it is not appropriate to consider only the
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amphiphile-amphiphile interaction when considering these systems. As a m atter
of fact, micelles do not form in the gas phase, or in non-polar solvent. The self
aggregation of amphiphiles can be, rather, explained through the action of an
effective interaction: the hydrophobic effect.
In spite of being treated quite extensively in the literature, it seems th a t some
aspects of hydrophobic interactions (HI) are still to be addressed.

In fact, it

seems th a t HI are used by different authors to describe different phenomena. The
term hydrophobic effect usually encompasses several phenom ena under a single
appellation. Hydrophobic hydration is usually used to describe the solvation of
a hydrophobic particle in water. On the other hand, hydrophobic interactions
usually refers to the interactions between two hydrophobic solutes in water. For
any solvent, the words solvophobic and solvophilic are commonly applied.
Furtherm ore, it seems th a t the concept of hydrophobicity is not fully understood
and there are still some fundam ental questions to answer.

Is there a relation

between HI and the peculiar properties of w ater ? Is this hydrophobic effect
limited to aqueous solvents ? Are HI im portant for biological processes (protein
folding, amphiphilic bilayer self-assembly) ?

H ydrophobic hydration and hydrophobic interactions

M any experiments, theoretical argum ents and simulation studies have been per
formed to examine the low solubility of non-polar solutes such as noble gases in
aqueous solvents.
Forsman and Jonsson performed a Monte Carlo simulation (see next chapter for
a brief description of this simulation technique) of the transfer of a non-polar
molecule (Neon) into w ater at room tem perature [13,14].

Fig. 2.9 shows the

calculated free energy of interaction between two neon atom s in the gas phase and
in liquid w ater (Fig. 2.9(a)) and th a t of a neon atom w ith an hydrophobic wall
in w ater (Fig. 2.9(b)). It can be clearly seen th a t the interaction between 2 neon
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(a) Free energy of interaction between 2
neon atoms in liquid water (dotted line)
and in the gas phase (continuous line)

(b) Free energy of interaction of a neon
atom with a hydrophobic wall in liquid water (dotted line). The continu
ous line represent interaction between 2
neon atoms in water

Fig. 2.9: Monte Carlo simulation of the hydrophobic effect from [13]
atom s in w ater has a much stronger attractive minimum th an th a t found in the
gas phase. Also, as an hydrophobic wall is introduced, the neon-wall interaction
increases even further.

‘Oil and water don’t m ix ’. This fact is so ingrained into our every-day life th a t we
never ask why it is so. The hydrophobic effect could be described as the tendency
of non-polar solutes to cluster so as to shield themselves from contact w ith an
aqueous environment. To account for this, Langmuir proposed the existence of
a strong m utual interaction between non-polar solutes together w ith a repulsive
potential between them and water. However, hydrophobic de-mixing processes
actually appear to be related to entropy driven ordering and are, therefore, quite
different from the enthalpy driven m ixing/dem ixing processes exhibited by other
liquids. In most liquids, phase separation depends on the enthalpies of mixing, i.e.
how favorable the interactions are between similar compounds compared to their
interactions w ith one another. One could model this by considering two types of
particles A and B and setting the interaction energies between them such th at:
AA = B B »

AB.
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Fig. 2.10: Signature of the hydrophobic effect - at room tem perature: solubility
is lowest, entropy is negative and enthalpy is zero.
The hydrophobic effect is, however, distinct from generic de-mixing. First, th e
solubility curve of a typical hydrocarbon in w ater shows a different behaviour
from th a t seen for most liquids (Fig. 2.10(a)). Instead of increasing m onotically
with tem perature, the solubility curve display a minimum at around room tem 
perature. This is consistent w ith the free energy of solvation A G displaying a
maximum around room tem perature. This is explained by the entropic contri
bution being negative (favoring de-mixing) and the enthalpic contribution being
around zero (even negative for some compounds like pentane and cyclohexane) at
room tem perature (Fig. 2.10(b)). The early d a ta of Eley from 1937 [20] showed
th a t (i) gas solubility in w ater is much lower th an it is in organic liquids and th a t
(ii) it decreases w ith increasing tem perature, the opposite trend to th a t seen for
other solvents. W hile these results contradicted Langm uir’s model, they were in
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agreement with an alternative hypothesis introduced by Harkins. A contem pory
of Langmuir, Harkins p ut forward the idea th a t the low solubility of apolar so
lutes in w ater was due to the strong association of w ater rath er th an any direct
interactions involving hydrocarbons. Indeed, Oss et al. in 1980 [21] showed th a t
the hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon interaction energy is in fact about the same as the
w ater-hydrocarbon interaction energy. This picture is fundam entally very differ
ent from Langm iur’s theory: there is no ‘phobia’ between hydrocarbons and w ater
but a relative ‘philia’ between them [22].
In 1945, Frank and Evans [23] invoked an ‘ordering’ of the w ater molecules around
a non-polar solute to account for the entropic loss.

By adopting certain con

figurations, the w ater molecules surrounding a solute were considered able to
m aintain their hydrogen bonds w ithout losing enthalpy.

This ordering of the

w ater molecules induced a rotational restriction which may be related to the ob
served increased strength of the hydrogen bonds [24]. Self-assembly could, though,
still occur if the entropic cost of demixing w ater and hydrophobic solutes proved
smaller th an the entropic cost of ordering w ater molecules at the hydrophobic
surface of the molecule. From this, one can see th a t the effective attractio n of two
hydrophobic molecules is not a result of a direct pairwise potential between them .
R ather, it results from a solvent-induced interaction which tends to m inimize the
surface area of the solute exposed to w ater (see Fig. 2.11). As pointed by Hilde
brand in 1968 [25], the term ‘hydrophobic’ is misleading and it would probably
be more accurate to refer to w ater being ‘lipophobic’.
From this perspective, one can also consider the effect of the solute on hydropho
bic interactions. W hen solutes are small, w ater can form a cavity w ithout losing
hydrogen bonds, so it is more likely th a t w ater will separate such species rath er
th an drive them together. In contrast, w ater is not able to accomm odate large hy
drophobic objects as a complete hydrogen bond network then becomes unachiev
able for geometric reasons. This situation leads, therefore, to a strong effective
attraction between large hydrophobic objects [26-28]. This size dependance is
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d

(a) cold water

(b) hot water

Fig. 2.11: ‘iceberg m odel’ for the large negative entropy of transfer of nonpolar
solutes into water, (a): at room tem perature the w ater molecules adopt a cage-like
structure (large negative entropy) to avoid wasting hydrogen bonds (low enthalpy),
(b) in hot water, more configurations become accessible (higher entropy) b u t at
the cost of breaking hydrogen bounds (high energy)
in agreement with experim ental results and simulations. It also explains why the
neon-wall free energy interaction is more attractive th an the neon-neon interaction
in liquid water (recall Fig. 2.9(b)). Also recent studies of hydration map calcula
tions and RDF calculation for several hydrocarbon molecules [29] show th a t this
effect seems to be largely independent of the molecular details of the solute-solvent
interaction within broad families (see Fig. 2.12).
According to this explanation, the hydrophobic effect is due exclusively to hy
drogen bonding. This means th a t other hydrogen bonding liquids could poten
tially display equivalent behaviour. This suggestion has now been verified ex
perim entally several times as amphiphilic aggregation has been established in
hydrazine [30,31], ethylammonium n itrate [32], formamide [33] and glycols [34].
All of these solvents share the properties of having hydrogen bonding capability
and a high dielectric constant. It has also been shown [35] th a t amphiphilic aggre
gation does not occur in 3-methylsydnone, a solvent w ith high dielectric constant
and a cohesive energy comparable with th a t of an hydrazine and ethylam m onium
nitrate, but no O-H bonds (aprotic solvent).
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Fig. 2.12: Detailed 3D hydration maps of Cyclohexane (a) and Benzene (b) from
[29]
However, other studies suggest th a t the property of water responsible for hydrophobicity is its small size. M adan and Lee [36] showed th a t the free energy of
cavity formation in water is very similar to th a t of non-polar liquids of the same
size. Lee has also proposed th a t while the hydrogen bonding properties of w ater
play a role in determining the enthalpy and entropy of solvation, these contri
butions act to cancel each other out [37]. This enthalpy-entropy com pensation
makes the small size Of w ater a dom inating factor in hydrophobic interactions.
This view has been confirmed by Pohorille and P ra tt [38] who used a sim ulation
study to show th a t the work required for cavity formation in w ater is only about
20% higher than in hard-sphere fluid of equivalently sized particles.
As pointed by Lazaridis [39], the relative im portance of cohesive energy and the
small size of water has not been yet resolved. However, whatever the molecular
mechanism, the net free energy change is unfavorable for dissolution, resulting in
the aggregation of solutes. As pointed out by Chandler, though, a fundam ental
difference between water-oil phase separation and amphiphilic self-assembly is sto
ichiometry [40]. Each amphiphile contains an oily species th a t is constrained to
remain within a molecular length of the hydrophilic species. This constraint frus
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trates macroscopic phase separation and, so, limits these systems to mesoscopic
assemblies such as micelles.

2.3.2

T heoretical considerations of self-assem bly

The self-assembly of amphiphiles into aggregates can be described energetically
by considering the cluster formation processes to be ‘entropy driven’ in an aque
ous medium. Cluster form ation lowers the num ber of independent objects in the
system and thus reduces the entropy. At the same time, by clustering into ag
gregates, the am phiphiles’ hydrophobic segments are shielded from the aquaeous
solvent, leading to a reduction in the system ’s potential energy. Therefore, the
self-assembly processes of amphiphiles in w ater can be described in term s of a com
petition between the potential energy, which favours clustering, and th e entropy,
which favors a homogeneous distribution of the molecules in the solution.
Considering the micelle state as a reference w ith zero free energy, one can define
an energy penalty

for an amphiphile to escape from the micelle. On leaving

a micelle, the molecule increases its energy by Ebind b u t also increases the entropy
of the system: to asses the resultant behaviour of the system, it is useful to draw
an analogy between the dilute solution and an ideal gas.
The entropy per molecule of an ideal gas at num ber density p is :

( 2 . 1)

2'KmkbT
Thus, we write the free energy per molecule in the solution phase as:

3
2
2

'KmkiT

(2.2)

• at low density (small p) Sgas dominates and the dispersed phase is favored.

• a t higher density (large p) E^nd dom inates and the condensed phase is
favoured.

This simple analysis leads to the idea of a threshold for the micelle form ation at
Efnnd = TSgas>corresponding to an aggregation density of

_ exp (5/2 - Ebind/faT) h3
Pa" ~

(2ttm k bT f / 2

This leads to the concept of a critical micelle concentration (CMC) described
earlier in this chapter.
The micellization process has been extensively studied experim entally b u t also
theoretically w ith four m ain models being developed to observe micelle forma
tion. These are the phase separation model, the mass action model, the m ultiple
equilibrium model and the small system model.

P hase separation m odel

In this model, the monomers and the micelles are considered as two different
phases. The system is treated as if it undergoes a phase transition as the con
centration reaches the CMC. The micellar pseudo phase is then considered as a
separated phase from the free monomers. This model is easy to understand and
easy to use bu t experim ental values show discrepancies w ith predicted values. In
contradiction with this model, it is observed, experimentally th a t the monomer
num ber does not rem ain constant above the CMC, leading to some im portant
changes in micelle size and shape, which are not taken into account in this simple
model [41,42]

The mass action model
In the mass action model, each micelle is described by an aggregate A n of a unique
size n in equilibrium w ith monomers A \.

(2.4)

nAi ^ A n

w ith the equilibrium constant K =
where X n and X \ are the molar concentrations of micelles and monomers, respec
tively, and f n is the activity coefficient of a molecule in a cluster of size n.
This model has proved to be a b etter approxim ation to micellar form ation th a n the
phase separation model. It shows a sm oother transition in the m icelle/m onom er
concentration a t the CMC (Fig. 2.13(a)). However, as w ith the phase separation
model, the monomer concentration remains constant above the CMC and, there
fore, this approach fails to explain non-ideality phenomena seen with, e.g. ionic
surfactants [43,44]
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(a) Schematic distribution of amphiphiles between
monomers and micelles: typical predictions from
mass action model (plain lines) and the phase sepa
ration model (dashed lines) [45]

Fig. 2.13:
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(b) Schematic size distribu
tion plot for a typical micelleforming amphiphile [46]

The multiple equilibrium model
B oth the phase separation model and the mass action model fail to describe the
inherent polydispersity of the micellar phase. The assum ption th a t th e micelles
are monodisperse constitutes an over simplification th a t prevents micelle size and
shape from being studied adequately. Thus, the multiple equilibrium model repre
sents a refinement of the mass action model, since it considers micelles of different
sizes in equilibrium w ith each other. To do this, the original single-step reac
tion is replaced by a series of association/dissociation reactions of monomers w ith
aggregates of size n — 1 /n .

A \ + An_1 ;=± A n

(2.5)

The reaction equation can be summarised by a single-step reaction:

nA, £ A n

(2.6)

and corresponds to the case where an aggregate is formed directly from monomers
rather th an through a stepwise addition of monomers. T\ and 72 represent the two
characteristic relaxation times; a fast relaxation tim e (ri), microseconds, and a
slow relaxation tim e (7 2 ), milliseconds to minutes.
This model allows account to be taken on polydispersity of micellar phases. As
shown on Fig. 2.13(b), the micelle size distribution function, not available ex
perimentally, comprises two main peaks: one peak corresponding to the presence
of monomers and a second broader peak indicating micelles. The m axim um of
this second peak typically occurs at aggregation num ber of the order of 50-100.
Thus, a true micellar phase contains bo th monomers and micelles, the presence
of sub-micellar aggregates and
the presence of a minimum

very large micellesbeing

very unlikely. Indeed,

in the size distribution plot was proposed to be a
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characteristic of micellar phases [46].
Ben-Shaul et al. [47] have extended this model by incorporating an ex tra term
in the expression for the chemical potential so as to account for non-ideality due
to changes in aggregate shape above the CMC. This leads a b e tte r description of
micellar behaviour and allows analysis of micelle shape transitions. For example,
the micelle sphere-to-cylinder transition, which can occur on increasing the am 
phiphile concentration above the CMC, can be described by decomposing the free
energy of a rod-like micelle into contributions from the cylindrical centre and the
semi-spherical end caps.

T he sm all system m odel

A nother m ethod uses a modified version of the theory of small systems [48] in
which micelles are considered as ‘small system s’ in dynamic equilibrium w ith
each other and surrounded by a b ath defining the environment variables [49]. It
allows prediction of size distributions as a function of tem perature, pressure and
free monomer chemical potential.

However, despite a rigorous treatm ent, this

approach has not yet been very popular and is often regarded as unnecessary
complicated.

2.3.3

Surfactant m ixtures

Many theoretical and experimental studies involve only one type of am phiphile for
simplicity. However, most everyday life applications of amphiphilic molecules em
ploy mixtures. Commercial detergents usually include several kinds of surfactants.
Pure surfactants are expensive and have very little advantage over less expensive
m ixtures [50]. Indeed , in may cases, m ixtures have superior properties to those
of the individual surfactant components involved [51-53]. Biological m em branes
can also contain up to a thousand different lipids [54]. The study of am phiphilic
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m ixtures is, therefore, of great interest for many scientific fields. However, the
complexity involved in treatm ent of m ixtures has lim ited their studies and the
available literature is relatively sparse.
We have seen, in the previous section, th a t different amphiphilic molecules can
give very different phase behaviours. By changing their molecular geometry or
the chemical nature of the head or tail groups, large variations can be observed in
the phase properties such as the CMC. In mixed amphiphile systems, the CMC
may lie somewhere between those of the pure amphiphiles, b u t there are m any
examples for which this is not the case [55].
A nother issue relevant to m ixture systems is th a t the surfactant composition of
its micelles may differ greatly from th a t of both surfactant monomers w ith which
they are in equilibrium. In other words, the tendency of these molecules to dis
tribute themselves between the monomer phase and the micelle phase, may vary
from component to component. Thus, it is possible to obtain a binary m ixture
in which the micelle composition is 50/50 whereas the monomer com position is
90/10 [50]. This is of practical im portance as a certain monomer or micelle com
position may be needed. For example, in the adsorption of surfactant on to solids
the monomer concentration is crucial whereas the solubilisation of these solids will
largely be controlled by the micelle composition. This monomer-micelle equilib
rium is, therefore, an im portant issue to understand in order to predict micelle
and monomer compositions.
W hen dealing with m ixtures of amphiphiles, the interaction between different
amphiphile types has to be considered.

In a m ixture comprising 2 different

amphiphiles, denoted A and B w ith very similar hydrophilic head groups and
tails containing similar hydrophobic groups, the only difference between the am 
phiphiles may lie in the chain lengths. In this circumstance, th e A-A, B-B and
A-B interactions can be considered equal, and, the net interaction between the
different amphiphile species can be set to zero. In many real systems, however, the
repulsion between head groups can be very different for the intra-species and inter
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species interactions. For example, in a m ixture of ionic and non-ionic amphiphiles,
the repulsion between the head groups of the ionic amphiphiles is shielded by the
non-ionic amphiphiles, leading to a net interaction between the two species. In
an anionic/cationic m ixture, there is an even stronger net interaction between the
two species which need to be taken into account in any theoretical treatm ent of
this kind of mixtures.

M ixtures w ith no net interaction

In the case of m ixtures with no net interactions, one can calculate the CMC of
the m ixture as the weight average of the CMCs of the two am phiphiles types, i.e.:

CMC = xaCM Ca + xbC M C b

(2.7)

where Xi is the mole fraction and C M C i the critical micelle concentration of
amphiphile i, w ith i = A , B . However, this linear combination describing the CMC
of the solution can lead to incorrect results when considering the concentration of
the species in system as a whole.
A b etter description can be achieved by considering the fraction of the am phiphile
species within the micelles, x™

C M C = x ™CMC a + x ™CMC b

(2.8)

x™ can w ritten as

xaCM Cb

Xa

xaC M C b

+ x BC M C A

Also, one can derive the expression for the CMC as a function of the mole fraction
of the amphiphiles in the whole system, i.e. the solution composition:
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1

=

CMC

' XA

CMCA

XB

( 2 . 10 )

CMCb

Figs. 2.14(a) and 2.14(b) show the calculated values of the CMC and the micelle
composition as a function of the solution composition for three cases, C M C b / C M C a =
0.01,0.1 and 1.

cm cvcm c^ i

05

01
0 01

SuM actant

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.14: (a): Micellar composition as a function of the solution com position in
the bulk solution for C M C b / C M C a = 1, 0.1 and 0.01 calculated using Eqn. 2.9
(b):Surfactant composition in micelles, x ^r P_ElQ, in a S D S + N P — Eio system,
as a function of the surfactant composition. The dashed line represents th e same
composition in the micelles and bulk. The dotted line is the calculated composition
assuming no interactions using Eqn. 2.9. Full line is calculated from Eqn. 2.14
From these, one can clearly see the effect of adding a second amphiphile w ith a
smaller CMC to the solution. As amphiphile B is added, the mole fraction of
amphiphile B in the micelles increases dramatically. For 20% am phiphile B in
the solution, the micelle composition exceeds 97.5% in amphiphile B. This also
leads to the monomer composition being very different from the solution com
position. Fig. 2.14(b) illustrates a comparison between this predicted behaviour
and experim ental results obtained from sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) + ethoxylated monylphenol N P — Eio mixture. In this case, the theory gives a reasonable
fit. However, this is not always the case due to non-ideal effects in the mixing
behaviour. This can, nevertheless, be taken into account by considering a net
interaction between the two surfactant species.
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M ixtures w ith a net interaction

In this case, Eqn. 2.8 is rew ritten as:

C M C = x™f™CMCA + Xq / q C M C b

(2.11)

where //" is the activity coefficient of the amphiphile in the micelle and is described
by the regular solution theory:

In f? = (x fY p

(2.12)

w ith (3 being an interaction param eter quantifying the net interaction between the
amphiphile species. Positive values of (3 represent a net repulsion while negative
/3 impling a net attraction. Substituting these alternative expressions into the
above treatm ent finds th a t

CMC

f? C M C A

**
f BCMCB

■

(2-13)

From this, one can readily derive an expression describing the mole fraction of
component A in micelles, x™, as a function of the to tal mole fraction of A in the
bulk, x A. Thus:

m=
xj J S C M C b
4
x Af ? C M C B + x Bf ? C M C A

y '

’

Using this equation, one can study the variation of the micelle com position vs.
bulk concentration curve as a function of the m utual interaction between both
species set by the param eter f3. This is shown for the S D S + N P — E \ q m ixture in
Fig, 2.14(b). Fig. 2.15 illustrates the behaviour of micelle composition for two sur
factants having the same CMC (C M C a / C M C b — 1)- The theoretical predictions
are shown on Fig. 2.15(a) for different values of (3. Experim ental m easurem ents
are shown in Fig. 2.15(b) for a m ixture of a sodium decylsulfate (SDeS) and de-
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cyltrim enthylam m onium bromide (DeTAB). This is a typical system w ith a large
net attraction between the surfactants (/?=-13.2). For this mixture, the micellar
composition is constant at almost all bulk compositions due to the effect of the
electrostatic attraction between the two surfactant species. As the CMC ratio
between the two species is changed, the behaviour of the micellar composition can
also be dram atically modified, as shown on Fig. 2.16.
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Fig. 2.15: micellar composition vs. bulk composition for different (3 values, calcu
lated for C M C a / C M C b = 1. (a):predicted micellar composition using Eqn. 2.14
(b): Experim ental results from [56]. The dashed line shows the predicted be
haviour for /3 = 0. The sigmoid continuous curve corresponds to (3 = —13.2
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Fig. 2.16: micellar composition vs. bulk composition for (a): C M C a / C M C b =
0.1 and (b): C M C a / C M C b = 10 calculated using Eqn. 2.14
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C hapter 3

Computer simulations of
amphiphilic systems

Theories of hydrophobic molecule self-aggregation in w ater commonly focus on
comparing the chemical potentials of free solute molecules w ith the associated
ones. Thus, for each specific aggregate size and shape, the systen free energy can
be calculated and the most stable arrangem ent selected as the equilibrium phase.
Numerical m ethods using this approach have been very successful a t predicting
size distributions and phase boundaries for amphiphilic systems b u t are not able
to probe the dynamics and pathways by which such systems evolve. Also, the a
priori specification of the aggregate structure needed for such treatm ents prevents
the identification of novel and unexpected phases. These shortcomings can be
overcome, however, by studying self-assembly systems using com puter sim ulation
techniques. Various simulation techniques have been used over the past 20 years
to study amphiphilic systems.

These have proved to be very useful in giving

insights into the molecular behaviour underlying these systems th a t are relatively
unaccessible to both experiment and theory.
The first p art of this chapter contains a review of the different sim ulation tech36

niques used to study soft condensed m atter system and a detailed description of
the m ain m ethod used in m aterial sim ulation at atom istic and molecular scale,
called Molecular Dynamics. Following this, previous work on the sim ulation of
amphiphilic systems is reviewed.

3.1

C om p u ter sim u la tio n tech n iq u es

This section presents an overview of the numerous simulation techniques available
for studying soft condensed m atter systems. These different techniques have been
developed through the years in order to access different tim e and length scales rel
evant to these systems.

One of the most common techniques used is th e Molecular

Dynamics technique (MD), described in detail in the following section.

3.1.1

M olecular D ynam ics

T he basic idea

Molecular dynamics is a m ethod which solves the classical equations of m otion for
N atoms an d /o r molecules to obtain the tim e evolution of the system, assuming
quantum mechanical effects to be negligible. Considering a system of molecules
w ith C artesian coordinates r^, the equations of translational m otion are

(rriiTi) = fj

f; = - V rtU

(3.1)

(3.2)

where ra* is the mass of molecule i and f\ the force acting on th a t molecule. The
forces are derived from the potential U th a t describes the interactions between
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the particles.
The simplest model of a liquid is a system of spherical particles, interacting via a
pairwise potential, th a t depends on the distance between them, j\j == |r* —rj |. As
we know, molecules repel when they are very close to each other, but a ttra c t each
other at larger separation. The most widely used model for such an interaction is
the Lennard-Jones potential.

a
Vii]

12

a

(3.3)

Fig. 3.1: (a): A Lennard-Jones fluid in a 3d box (b): Plot of the Lennard-Jones
potential function from Eqn. 3.3
The functional form 1 /r 6 describes the attractive term and comes from the lead
ing term in the quantum-mechanical solution for non-polar, neutral atom s w ith
spherically symmetric electron shells, like e.g. noble gas atoms. W hilst it only has
a sound foundation for this class of particle, it is, nevertheless, frequently used as
an approxim ation for many other atom types.
Unlike attraction, the exact functional form for the repulsive interaction is not
well known and is commonly approxim ated either by an exponential, or by the
inverse power term. Use of the inverse twelfth power is a pragm atic approach in
com puter simulations, as it is the square of 1 /r 6 and, hence, leads to an efficient
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calculation of the energy.
The constants e and a are used to param eterise the strength and shape of the
interaction and, hence, define the properties of the simulated liquid, a defines
the distance at which the potential gets repulsive and e sets the strength of the
interaction or the depth of the potential ‘well’. In fact it can be shown th a t the
depth of the well is ju st —e.
For the purpose of modelling complex molecules like liquid crystals, proteins or
polymers, several Lennard-Jones particles can be linked together by the use of
bonding potentials. Taking each atom as a Lennard-Jones site, one can model a
fully-atomistic representation of a particular molecule and can expect a reasonably
realistic simulation to come out of it. However, for many systems, this requires a
huge am ount of com puting tim e due to the large system size and sim ulation tim e
needed. Thus, for some applications, coarse-grained models are more appropriate.
Hydrogen atom s are sometimes not included explicitly, but absorbed into the
more ‘massive’ neighbour atoms. In this case, the coarse-graining corresponds to
a united atom model.

The basic form of a MD algorithm is as follows:

• step 1: set up the initial configuration, i.e. give all atom s a position and a
velocity.
• step 2: calculate of the forces on all atom s using the chosen potential.
• step 3: update positions/forces, i.e. move the atom s for a short tim estep
according to the calculated forces and the equations of motion.

Steps two and three are then repeated until the sim ulation is completed.
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Initialisation

There are two concerns to address when setting up the startin g structure. First
the positions of the atom s need to be assigned w ithout appreciable overlap of the
atomic sites. This is often achieved by simply placing the particles on a cubic
lattice. For most of cases, this is a highly unstable structure, which means it
contains a lot of excess potential energy, and will melt quickly as the simulation
runs and the particles spontaneously develop more stable configurations.
Secondly, velocities need to be assigned to the desired tem perature. From statis
tical mechanics, a Gaussian-like distribution called the M axwell-Boltzmann dis
tribution describes the velocity distribution of particles in a canonical ensemble
in therm al equilibrium w ith its surroundings. For particles w ith a mass m and a
tem perature T, velocities are usually assigned to the particles random ly according
to the following distribution function:

(3.4)

T he integration algorithm

W hen applied to m any-particle systems, a general analytical solution to Eqn. 3.1 is
not possible. There are, however different algorithms available for integrating the
equations of motion numerically [57]. An im portant point to consider in this is the
accuracy w ith which a given algorithm is able to determ ine a particle’s p a th over
a long timestep. A nother im portant criterion is the conservation of energy. We
usually distinguish between short term and long term conservation. Short term
energy conservation is connected to the first consideration: an algorithm w ith a
good accuracy over a long tim e step conserves energy well over th a t tim estep.
However, such algorithms tend to develop drifts in the energy after m any tim e
steps.
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An often chosen algorithm is the velocity-Verlet algorithm [58]. It has only moder
ate short term energy conservation but little long term drift. It is also a simplectic
algorithm which gives it a useful tim e reversibility property. It calculates the po
sitions, velocities and forces a t step i from the last step i —1 using the expressions:

St 2
Ti (t + St) = Ti (t) + St • Vi(t) + — 3Li(t)

(3.5)

Vi (t + St) = ^ + y [ai(£) + a * (t + &)]

(3.6)

where St is the simulation tim estep.
The im plem entation of these 2 equations involves, however, two stages: First,
the new positions of the particles at tim e t + St is calculated using Eqn. 3.5 and
m id-step velocities are calculated with

vt ( t + ^St \ = V i +

i(t)

(3.7)

Then the forces and accelerations are com puted before completing the velocity
update using

Vi (t + St) = V i ^ t - f- ^ S t ^ + ^Stai (t + St)

(3.8)

W hen considering non-spherical particles, rotational coordinates, i.e. orientation
vectors, and angular velocities have to be considered. Special measures have to
be taken to m aintain the orientation vector Ui at. unit length and to keep its first
derivatives, Ui, in a plane perpendicular to u;.
For this purpose, the following equations are used:
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Ui

(t

+

^St^J

=

U i (t)

+ ^Stg+(t) + Aui(t)

U{ (t + 8 t) — u i(t) + Stui ^ t +

(3.9)

(3.10)

where g f-(t) is the perpendicular component of the torque causing rotation of
particle i , and A is the Lagrange m ultiplier calculated as

A0= ~ S t (iii • Ui) + ^ S t g l ( t ) ^2iii + -< ftg i-(0 )

(3.11)

further refined by two iterations of

x

Finally, after

x _ (1 + ASt ) 2 (uj • Uj) - 1 - 2A0St
2 S t( l + \S t)

(
1

.
'

calculating the torques, the angular velocities a t tim e t + St are

evaluated:

Ui (t + St) = lii ( t + ^St^j + ^ 5 t g - - ( t + 5 t ) — ^Ui

-j- ^St'j • u i ( t + St)^j u i (t + St)

(3.13)
The explicit expressions for the forces and torques for the systems studied in this
thesis (Lennard-Jones and Gay-Berne systems) can be found in A ppendix B.
As stated before, an MD procedure basically comprises two steps which are re
peated throughout the simulation. First all the forces on all atom s are calculated,
then the equations of motion are integrated over a certain tim e interval. The
length of this tim e interval has to be carefully chosen. It is im portant to make it
as long as possible to save computer time, as the calculation of forces is by far the
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most tim e consuming p a rt of an MD simulation. On the other hand it cannot be
made too long, since the forces on the atom s are taken to be constant during the
tim e step, an assum ption th a t clearly breaks down as 8t is increased.

P r a c tic a l a s p e c ts

B o u n d a r y c o n d itio n s a n d t h e m in im u m im a g e c o n v e n tio n

Due to the

lim itation of com putational power, all com puter simulations are restricted to a
limited num ber of molecules. For these small systems, a large proportion of the
particles are close to the boundaries of the system. Usually, however, the interest
of a simulation is not these surface effects. The standard way of reducing these
effects involves the use of periodic boundary conditions. As shown on Fig. 4.1,
this am ounts to replicating the simulation box periodically though space in all
directions.

W hen a molecule reaches the edge of the simulation box, it does

not bounce against a boundary; instead it passes through and instantaneously
reappears on the opposite side of the box w ith the same velocity. These periodic
boundary conditions remove unwanted surface effects at the expense of imposing
an artificial periodicity in the system, a so-called finite-size effect. Furtherm ore,
the system cannot exhibit fluctuations of wavelength greater th an L, the length
of the simulation box. Therefore care has to be taken in studying systems where
large lengthscale phenomena take place.
In such a periodic system, the interaction between a pair of particles is com puted
according to the ‘minimum image convention’: here, each particle interacts w ith
its nearest neighbours, including ‘images’ from the replicated boxes.

The use

of a cut-off distance rc allows the neglect of weak interactions between particles
with large separation. Introducing this cutoff into the potential energy calculation
considerably improves the efficiency of the energy calculation as the size of th e
system increases. In a system of size L, the condition rc <

has to be satisfied

in order to avoid interaction of a molecule with more th an one image of a second
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Fig. 3.2: A two-dimensional periodic system with cutoff radius rc and neighbour
list radius tl

molecule.

V e rle t N e ig h b o u r lis t

For further efficiency in the com putation of the pair-

interaction within the system, a neighbour list is created for each particle. W hen
a potential function has a spatial cutoff, particles at a large separations do not
interact. The Verlet neighbour list [38] is an algorithm which exploits this prop
erty. The neighbour list contains all of the particles which are within a radius tl
of each particle (see green circle in Fig. 3.1.1). W hen calculating the forces and
torques acting on a given particle, the program does not then loop through all the
particles but only those appearing in the list.
As tl is larger than the cutoff rc in the potential, it is only necessary to update this
array periodically. Specifically, when an atom has moved a distance of 0.5 (77, —rc)
then it is necessary to update the list. If

(7 7

— rc) is set too small then the array

update frequency is too high; if it is too large, however, then at every function
evaluation an unnecessary number of calculations will be performed. Typically

an (tl — rc) value of

0 .1

rc is found to be a good compromise between these two

competing factors.

W e a k c o u p lin g to a t e m p e r a t u r e b a t h

The m ethods described above allow

simulations to be performed in the constant N V E ensemble, in which the num ber
of molecules N , volume V and to tal energy E are held fixed. In order to simulate
other ensembles, modifications to this m ethod need to be made.
constraint m ethod

is

The simple

applied to simulate the system in the canonical or constant

N V T ensemble (N , V and the tem perature T are fixed). This system is equivalent
to a coupling of the system to an external bath. The equations of m otion are
modified such th a t there is a first order relaxation of T towards th e preset reference
tem perature T0. The coupling equation equivalent to a first-order system is:

^ 1

[To - T(t)]

= ^

(3.14)

where tt is the relaxation tim e and corresponds to the rate a t which th e m ethod
forces the system towards the desired To. Discretising the last equation using the
MD tim estep 8t gives
A T ( t) = - [ T 0 - T ( t ) ]
rT

(3.15)

The change in kinetic energy corresponding to a change in tem perature is :

A K {t) = N dfCv ST(t)

(3.16)

where C y and N dj are, respectively, the heat capacity per degree of freedom at
constant volume and the number of degrees of freedom.This change in kinetic
energy can alternatively be expressed in term s of the changes in the velocities:
d K (t)
dt

1

^

2

'
2=1
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dvf(t)
dt

(3 . 17)

Considering the changes in velocities due to a rescaling from Vi to AVi

AK(t)=lJ2miAvi(t'>=\J2m
i
i=l
[A2 (t) - 1] 1 J 2 m iv2M

- «?(<)]

= [a2(<) - !] \ N i s k BT {t)

(3-18)

(3.19)

1=1

From Eqns. (4.8) and (4.11), therefore

A T(t) = [A\t ) - 1] ~ n t )

(3.20)

Combining (4.7) and (4.12), then gives

(3.21)

A(t)

1/2

C y A t / To
. + kB tt \T ( t )
2

(3.22)

The heat capacity C y may be approxim ated by k s /

2

, which leads to:

1/2

A(t) =

.

tt

\T (t)

)_

(3.23)

The strength of the coupling depends on r^. if tt is large, the system goes slowly
to the preset value To. This scaling conserves the Maxwellian shape of th e velocity
distribution but does not generate a canonical ensemble.
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M e a s u rin g s y s te m p r o p e r tie s

R e d u c e d u n its

It is often convenient to express quantities such tem perature,

density, pressure, etc.. in reduced units instead of dimensional ones. If a system
has some characteristic length, i.e the w idth of the molecule, it is convenient to
set it to be a unit length. Similarly, sim ulated systems often have n atu ral units of
energy, length and mass, from which it is possible to express all other quantities in
term s of these basic units. It is natural to measure all distances in units of cr0 and
energies in units of eo- From these, the unit of tem perature becomes eo/&n> where
k s is the Boltzm ann constant. Similarly, the unit of tim e is equal to croy/m/co
and the unit of pressure is eo/cr^ • The mass of the molecule can be chosen as a
unit of mass which makes molecular m om entum p* and velocities v* numerically
identical, as well as the forces

and accelerations a*. For example, in a Lennard-

Jones model of liquid argon, eo/£;B = 120 A and cro = 0.34nm which corresponds
to a unit of time of

2

x

10

- 1 2 s.

T h e rm o d y n a m ic o b s e rv a b le s

The calculation of many observables is based

on the statistical mechanics assum ption th a t an ensemble average of a given
macroscopic property A 0 b S can be obtained from the tim e average of its in stan ta
neous values A (X ) taken over a long tim e interval, where X is a particular point
in phase space

1

A-abs « <A(t))Hme = (A (X (i)))time =

lira —
to b s ~ > 0 0

t 0 bs

P ^o b s

/
J o

A (X (t))d t

(3.24)

In other words, the so-called ergodic hypothesis states th a t if one allows a system
to evolve in time indefinitely, th a t system will eventually pass through all possible
states. Using this result, such therm odynam ic quantities as the potential energy,
tem perature and pressure can be evaluated in a MD simulation every step. The
potential energy is given by the sum of all pairwise potentials in the system:
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N

e ,„

N

E

E

1

1

(3-25)

i= l j > i

The kinetic energy is defined as the sum of the translational and rotational velocity
terms.

N

2

N

T

2

(3-26)
i= 1

z=0

According to the equipartition theorem , an average of \ k s T contributes to all
independent quadratic degrees of freedom in the system, i.e. to each translational
and rotational degree of freedom.

k BT = l y l

(3.27)

From this, the tem perature T of a m ixture of N rod rods and N sph spheres can be
expressed as

N sph

2

£
z= l

N roci

+ £
i= 1

2

N sph T

E lfL + E

2

/ cr

o

\

!% - = ( I Nrod + | N sph) k BT

i= i

(3.28)

/

\

In this equation, the spheres contribute 3 degrees of freedom, through their posi
tional coordinates x , y and z. The rods, being axially symmetric, contribute to
5 degrees of freedom: 3 positional coordinates and 2 rotational coordinates, th e
rotation around the molecule’s long axis being ignored. Note th a t this also allows
one to set the inertia tensor I to unity as the

2

rotational axis share the same

moment of inertia.
The pressure is calculated using the virial theorem,
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1

N

N

P = PkBT+W J252 r«-Fi

(3.29)

i= l j > i

S tr u c t u r a l o b s e rv a b le s

As well as the therm odynam ic observables described

above, structural properties can be measured through order param eters and dis
tribution functions.
O rder param eters are used to quantify the degree of order in a given system.
Ideally, an order param eter would give a value of 1 for a perfectly ordered phase
and a value of zero for an isotropic distribution. Experimentally, one can measure
the so-called nematic param eter P<i defined as the average over all particles of
the second order Legendre polynomial in cos a , where a is the angle between a
particle and the director n.

p2 =

( P 2 (cOS t t ))particles

3
p2 =

1
^

2

^Particles

(3.30)

(3.31)

In a Molecular Dynamics simulation, the orientational order param eter is mea
sured as the largest eigenvalue of the Q-tensor

(3.32)

Qa(3

Positional order can be examined by computing distribution functions of particle
positions by compiling histograms. The radial pair distribution function or RDF,
g (r), represents the probability of finding a pair of particles i and j w ith intermolecular separation r^ . This function is particularly useful for giving insight
into the positional correlations of particles. This function can be expressed as:
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sw = ^ < £ £
i

5(r-r«)>

(3-33)

jO i

g(r) is constructed by com puting a histogram of all pair separations ry [r : 7’ + <fo*]
where 0 < r <

and L min is the shortest simulation box length. Thus, each

bin represents the particle occupancies in a series of concentric spherical shells.
The w idth of these shells represents the resolution of the m ethod. The num ber of
particles in each shell is then normalised by p x Vsheii, i-Z- the expected occupancy
of an ideal at the same density for a particular shell such th a t

Vaheii =

[(r + <fr) 3 - r 3] = ~ 7T [(6 r ) 3 + 3r 25r + 3 r(£ r)2]

(3.34)

This procedure is repeated for several uncorrelated configurations in order to
obtain sm ooth functions
It can also be useful to consider different distribution functions, for instance,
resolving only the parallel or perpendicular projection of the the pair separation
Tij. The parallel distribution g\\ (r||) measures the degree of layering and the parallel
distribution g±(r±) measures the positional order within a layer. A similar m ethod
as the one used for g(r) is used to compute these two distribution functions. Here
histograms of the parallel projection ry = n •
r_l = yjrfj —rjj of the pair separation vector

and perpendicular projection
are considered.

The norm alisation by p x VSheii is performed in a cylindrical geom etry such th at:

Vshell = {

< ‘5r
hcyiTT [(6 r ) 2 + 2 r6r]

f0 r5 |l(r")
for g±(r±)

(3.35)

hcyi and r ^ i represent the dimensions of the cylinder in which the calculation is
performed (see Fig. 3.3). The cylinder is set to be smaller th an the sim ulation
box b ut kept large enough to allow analysis of the widest possible area. For this
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purpose, the cylinder dimensions are set to
1
j Ljnin (v3 lj
.
fty
where b = ----- ^----- - and a = arccos w | .

=

0 .8

Lmtn and r ^ i = b ta n a ,

Lmin( 2 ),/2

Fig. 3.3: Representation of the geometry used in the calculation of (^ll)- The
diagram shows a projection of a cylinder in a 3d box in the plane parallel to the
axis of the cylinder

Finally, the shape of aggregates can be described by analysis of th e principal
moments of inertia [59]. This three components of the inertia tensor I I , I m , I s
are usually normalized such th a t I I > I m > I s and I I + I m + I s =

1-

Different shapes of aggregate correspond to different sets of principal m om ents of
inertia:

• for a sphere, I I = I m — Is — \
• for a cylinder, (I I , I m ) > Is and I I = I m
• for a disk, I L > (I m , I s ) and I m = Is

3.1.2

Other molecular sim ulations techniques

There are many techniques other than MD th a t have been used to sim ulate soft
condensed m atter [60]. Depending on the tim e and length scale of the problem at
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hand, one can choose the appropriate simulation technique. In certain cases these
different m ethods overlap, allowing direct comparison between them . As described
earlier, the MD methodology deals with the atomic structure of molecules and
assumes an homogeneous distribution of the electrons around the atom ic nuclei.
In other words, the electronic and nuclear structure of atom s is not modelled
explicitly b ut is, rather, embedded in pair-potential functions such as the LennardJones potential. At the sub-atomic level of detail, a quantum mechanical approach
is required. M ethods such as ab-initio can then be used to derive macroscopic
properties th a t depend on the electronic distribution around atom nuclei and can
also be useful for investigating chemical reactions.
While MD and ab-intio approaches can give very detailed inform ation about the
behaviour of a given system, these simulations are com putationally very expensive
and are currently limited to very small system size. This lim itation is due to the
fact th a t the tim e-step is imposed by the highest frequency mode th a t can occur
in a system. Typically, hydrogen bond stretching is the fastest frequency present
in a molecular system and imposes a tim estep of 1 /s . To increase the tim e-step,
the so-called ‘united-atom ’ approach can be used where the hydrogen atom s are
‘englobed’ into neighbouring large atoms. This allows bigger tim e/len g th scales
to be accessed but still limits simulations to few nanoseconds/nanom etres.
As opposed to these determ inistic simulation methods, the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation technique is based on stochastic trial moves of particles. This nondeterm inistic m ethod uses a statistical sampling of the phase space ra th e r th an
working out the actual trajectory of the particles as in MD and ab-initio. This
simulation is therefore useful for determ ining the configuration w ith the lowest po
tential energy. However, analysis of dynamic behaviours is impossible and, there
fore, this technique cannot provide tim e-dependent quantities due to its stochatic
nature.
Over the recent decades, several techniques have been developed to access pro
cesses occurring over suprainolecular scales. M ethods such as Lattice B oltzm ann
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(LB) and Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) do not offer the atom ic detail th a t
atom istic models provide b u t represent very effective approach for modelling large
system sizes over a large time. The DPD m ethod considers ‘soft beads’ containing
several molecules. In this coarse-graining, each bead represents an element of the
fluid under consideration rather th an an atom or small group of atom s, allowing
overlaps and exchange of m aterials between these beads. The LB m ethod, in con
trast, is based on a discrete description of the Navier-Stokes equation for fluids
dynamics and allows even bigger scales to be accessed.

3.2

S im u lation s o f am p h ip h ilic system s: H isto r y
and m eth o d s

3.2.1

M onte Carlo sim ulation of lattice m odels

Early isolated m icelle m odels

Prom a com puter simulation point of view, micellar systems are difficult to study.
The dynamics of such systems involves very short timescales of 10- 8 — 10_6s
(exit/entry rate of monomers into micelles) as well as longer timescales

10

-2 s

(typical micelle life time). Furtherm ore, nowadays fully atom istic sim ulations are
only reaching few nanoseconds which makes the bridging of timescales an obvious
problem. Therefore, due to their com putational simplicity, pre-assembled isolated
micelles were the first amphiphilic systems to be studied. In these sim ulations, a
micelle was constructed at the beginning of the simulation in order to study its
evolution. This approach was pioneered by P ra tt et al. [61,62] and co-workers w ith
a highly idealized lattice model of a isolated micelle (no explicit solvent) studied
by MC. This work used

2

different surfactant chain length (n = 4 and n =

6

)

with a very simple set of param eters: an attractive tail-tail interaction together
with a head-head repulsion. Starting from an initial .spherical arrangem ent, the
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surfactant aggregate relaxed to an aspherical structure. W hile this differs from
the conventional picture of a micelle from H artley et a l [1 1 ], these results have
been verified by more recent and more realistic atomic simulations.
At the same period, however, another early micelle model was the spherical model
developed by Dill and Flory [63], in which the micelle had an almost ‘crystalline’
interior, an absence of looping of the chains, a completely radial distributions
of the chain and a sm ooth spherical surface.

Menger et a l [64] argued th a t

there was no evidence for these attrib u tes and proposed a rather different picture.
Subsequently, more realistic models were achieved by Haile and O ’Connell [65,66]
using a MD approach. Here, the model used was a united-atom representation of
the carbon chain w ith a head group fixed on a spherical shell.

(a) Dill-Flory lattice
representation of a mi
celle

(c) fixed
model

head

(b) Menger micelle modell

(d) harmonic spring model

group

Fig. 3.4: Prim itive MD model of micelle
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However, the results of P ra tt et al cast doubt on the assum ptions m ade in Haile
and O ’C o n n ell’s original model. To resolve this, therefore, the model surfactants
were allowed to move on the surface of the sphere while still being constrained,
by an external potential, to lie inside the sphere. From this it was found th a t
conformational structure was only slightly affected by the introduction of head
group mobility when compared w ith th a t seen in the previous model in which the
heads were rigidly fixed to the confining shell.
The spherical model was then further extended by introduction of a potential
barrier which particles had to cross in order to leave/enter the micelle. In this
case, small fluctuations in size and shape were observed in MD sim ulations, so
confirming the initial results of P ra tt et al.

Self-assem bly o f m icellar phase

T he previous simulations were limited to single micelles whereas, in order to simu
late micellar solutions, 3D systems of large sizes are required. Complex 3D lattice
models were developed to this end in the mid 1980’s by Larson et a l [67-72] and
then by Care et a l [73-79]. Here, a sufficient num ber of amphiphiles were present
to enable form ation of several micelles. In this kind of model, each am phiphile
was represented as a flexible chain of connected lattice sites, w ith each site ty p 
ically representing the hydrophilic head group and the rem ainder of th e chain
representing the hydrophobic tail of the molecule. Despite m aking no a priori
assumptions on the final structures, this model was found to self-assemble into
micellar, lamellar and even vesicle arrangem ents.
W hen compared w ith the work of P ra tt et al, where the molecules were con
strained to form a connected micelle, this lattice model represented a m ajor ad
vance in th a t the amphiphiles were allowed to self-assemble freely into the pre
ferred structure. Cluster size distribution functions were qualitatively captured as
a function of tem perature [75] and it was shown th a t, for any value of the head-
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solvent interaction, the system exhibited a high tem perature monomeric phase.
On decreasing the tem perature, the system showed a tem perature region where
micelle-like clusters formed. Then, at lower tem perature, w ith the same headsolvent interaction, these micelles coalesced to give a spontaneous multi-bilayer
structure.

(a) micelle

(b) bilayer

(c) vesicle

Fig. 3.5: Configuration snapshots representing the different phases observed w ith
Care’s lattice model [73,74,77]
It is interesting to note th a t even early results for a chain length of 4 showed
th a t this model was capable of self-assembling into structures analogous to those
exhibited by real amphiphilic materials. By increasing the chain length to 6 (with
2 sites being used to represent the head group), self-assembly of the amphiphiles
into a vesicle was found.

This work showed th a t single-chain surfactants can

form the three main structures found in real amphiphilic systems: micelle, bilayer
and vesicle. In both C are’s and Larson’s model, it was observed th a t the free
monomer concentration decreases above the CMC. This was subject of debate as
this decrease was seen esperimentally, but simple theories predicted a constant
monomer concentration above the CMC.
Subsequent to this, more complex simulations involving ternary systems were
performed. Phenom ena such as micellar encapsulation [80] and the asym m etric
growth of micelle while adding oil were observed [81]. Similar types of model were
used to study the self-assembly of block co-polymers [82].
More recently, off-lattice models have been developed by M ahanti et al. [83-86].
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Here, the amphiphiles are not attached to a 3D lattice mesh, leading to im
proved reliability of the aggregate shape descriptionn. By introducing long-ranged
Coulombic interactions, it has also been shown th a t ionic surfactants display more
intermicellar ordering due to the repulsion of head groups. This type of model
has proved to be very successful a t calculating micellar distribution functions: the
system sizes accessible to these models are large enough to show sm ooth distribu
tions of micelle size and shape. Rutledge et a l [87] also studied the shape of the
micellar distribution function and showed an asymmetric peak comprising a Gaus
sian distribution, characterizing spherical micelles, combined w ith an exponential
tail corresponding to cylindrical micelles.

3.2.2

M olecular D ynam ics o f all-atom m odels

In 1986, Jonsson et a l performed the first MD simulation of a pre-constructed
sodium octanoate micelle w ith full atomic detail. This was lim ited however to
a very short run of less th an lOOps [8 8 ]. Following on from this, W atanabe and
Klein [89,90] studied the same system by simulating 10-20 molecule for a few
lOOps. It is only much more recently th a t all-atom models have been used to
study the self-assembly processes of amphiphilic systems.
al

In 1999, M aillet et

performed a N PT simulation of two surfactant molecule systems, CgTAC

and E M AC, for 3ns [91]. For both systems, only 50 molecules were considered.
However, these were proved sufficient to observe shape fluctuations of initially
pre-constructed micelles and, more im portantly, the self-assembly of a random
configuration into a single micelle. Depending on the therm odynam ic conditions
and the type of surfactant used, spherical and cylindrical micelles were formed.
From this, it was concluded th a t the self-aggregation process was of Smoluchowsky
+ Becker-Doring type, which describes the kinetics of aggregation/fragm entation
of clusters (see previous chapter). In agreement w ith experiments and theoretical
expectations, it was found th a t the molecules first approached one another to form
aggregates w ithout any well defined organisation. Then, these random aggregates
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merged to form stable micelles.
These simulations have been performed in various ensembles for non-ionic surfac
tants, these simulations being less tim e consuming since long-range interactions
can be ignored when ionic species are absent. So far, no MD sim ulation has been
carried out on an atom istic system large enough to contain several micelles, for a
tim e long enough to allow micelle-monomer and micelle-micelle dynam ic proper
ties to be studied.
Bilayer simulations are relatively recent compared to simulations of other biologi
cal structures like micelles. Through the progress of com puter technology and the
need to reconcile theory with experim ental d ata, such work has focused on MD
simulations of all-atom models and studied the dynamics of ‘realistic’ systems.
This was pioneered by Berendsen et a l , particulary in 1988 through his work
w ith Egberts [92] on a ternary alcohol-fatty acid-water system. This was th e first
all-atom MD simulation of a phospholipid bilayer (hydrated D P P C m em brane) in
the liquid crystalline phase.
Since then, such studies have been extended to bigger tim e/length scale MD sim
ulations. In 1993, Heller et a l [94] performed a MD sim ulation of a bilayer of
200 lipids in the gel and liquid crystalline phases. More recently, Lindahl and
Edholm [95] achieved a m ajor advance in the scale of such sim ulations by per
forming a simulation of 1024 lipids (over 120,000 particles or interaction sites in
total) reaching the 20n m length scale and 60ns tim e scale. It was then possible
to calculate mesoscopic properties, such as the bending modulus and bilayer area
compressibility, to sufficient accuracy to enable comparison w ith experim ental
values.
However, studying biological systems through MD is a considerable com putational
challenge and several im portant methodological issues have risen. T he need for
bigger tim e and length scales, together w ith the need to perform appropriate
analysis on such systems, leads to some fundam ental questions th a t need to be re-
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Fig. 3.6: Slab from a DP PC lipid bilayer simulation [93] - color scheme: P O 4
green, N (C H s)s violet, H 20 blue, term inal C H 3 yellow, O red, glycerol C brown,
C H chain, grey

solved. The first therm odynam ic ensemble employed in the study bio-membranes
was the constant NVT (constant volume and constant tem perature) or canoni
cal ensemble. However, the study of these systems under the isobaric-isotherm al
ensemble (i.e. constant pressure and tem perature) has the great advantage of
allowing the size of the system to change. Thus, in response to the chosen force
field environment, a given bilayer system is able to find its equilibrium density by
itself. Therefore, only a rough estim ate of the initial density is required, whereas
under NVT conditions an accurate value for the bilayer density is essential. Early
constant pressure simulations were reported by Egberts et al. [96] and by Huang et
al. [97] but used m ethods th a t did not sample the N PT ensemble correctly. Shinoda [98] and Tu [99] have, more recently, used simulations performed in conditions
th a t do truly correspond to the N PT ensemble. However, Chiu et al. [100] and
Feller et al. [93] have argued th a t a ‘constant’ surface tension ensemble is a more
correct approach for simulating biological membranes. Thus, using the so-called
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N P 7 T ensemble, they defined a surface tension

7

as being constant during the

simulation. However, Tielem ann et a l [101] have argued th a t changing from the
N PT to the N P 7 T ensemble has no significant effect on bilayer behaviour.
In recent years, it has been possible to sim ulate bilayer self-assembly of all-atom
detailed amphiphilic molecules in a water-like solvent using MD in the constant
N PT ensemble. The first such self-assembly process observed w ith an all-atom
model was th a t sim ulated by M arrink et a l in 2001 [1 0 2 ]. This self-assembly
process was found to take only 15ns for a system containing 64 D P P C lipids
and 3000 w ater molecules. It was observed to occur through a rapid microphase
separation of the initial random m ixture (Fig. 3.7(a)) into lipid and aqueous do
mains (Fig. 3.7(b)). Then, a bilayer-like form ation developed on the tim e scale
of t = 5ns (Fig. 3.7(c), ceq). The last step (Fig. 3.7(d)) involved surm ounting
the free energy barrier associated w ith form ation of a defect-free bilayer. From
this, the authors concluded th a t the life-time of a pore is the rate-lim iting variable
of bilayer self-assembly. This sequence of events is cogently sum m arised in the
schematic Fig. 3.8.
M arrink et al

also studied the effect of undulations on the surface tension

of lipid bilayers [103] as well as pore form ation due to mechanical and electric
stresses [104]. O ther phases have also been modelled successfully, such as a lipid
diamond cubic phase [105] and its transition to hexagonal phase [106] using noncubic simulation boxes. Recently, the first vesicle self-assembly w ith an all-atom
description of D PP C molecule have been performed [107]. Here to reduce the
probability of forming a lamellar phase through the PBC, an ex tra layer of w ater
molecules was added around an initially equilibrated configuration containing the
random ly distributed lipids. These 1017 D PP C molecules then formed a small
vesicle of 10 — 15nnn run over 90ns.
Even though recent advances in com puter hardware allow large scale MD simula
tions to be performed, reaching up to
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n s over a length of 2 0 nm (corresponding

to about « 1000 lipids), atom istic models are still very limited. M any interesting
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Fig. 3.7: Configuration snapshots showing the evolution of the self-assembly pro
cess of a D PPC molecule in a bilayer [102]

Fig. 3.8: Schematic diagram of free energy change during self-assembly [102]

phenomena, e.g. biological processes can span anywhere from femtoseconds to
m inutes/hours. The significant gap between the space/tim e scales th a t govern
typical intramolecular events and those which are relevant for collective m otion,
therefore renders this technique inappropriate for modelling numerous biological
application.
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3.2.3

Coarse-grained m odels

Due to the severe lim itations associated w ith all-atom models, m any coarse
grained (CG) models have been developed over the years. Here, one approach
is to sta rt w ith an atom istic description of real molecules and reduce the degree
of freedom involved by approxim ating several prim ary chemical units (e.g. car
bon groups) by an effective monomer. The interaction between these monomers
can then be set by an simple potential form such as the Lennard-Jones poten
tial or some effective tabulated potential. By adjusting and tuning these site-site
interaction potentials, one can then, in principle, achieve an improvement in the
com putational efficiency depending on the level of coarse-graining.

As stated

above, a first level of coarse-graining can be achieved by ignoring the hydrogen
atom s in the united atoms approach (UA), which corresponds to a global speedup
of 2 orders of m agnitude. More speedup can increased by further coarse-graining
as in the CG model developed by Smit et al. in 1990 [108-112]. In this model, th e
amphiphile was represented by a chain of Lennard-Jones beads. Only 2 types of
particles were considered: an hydrophilic particle, representing either the solvent
particle or the head group particle, and an hydrophobic particle, representing ei
ther the oil particle or a tail particle. Self-assembly into micelle-like structures
and monolayers formed between oil and the w ater phases were observed. However,
inverse micelles did not form in the oil phase (see Fig. 3.9).
Cluster size distribution functions were reported and different head group sizes
and shapes as well as different hydrophobic tail lengths were studied. However,
no system atic studies were performed on the effect of molecular properties on the
micellar structure and morphology. Nevertheless, these workers found th a t by
setting the head-head interaction to a repulsive potential and by increasing the
head group size, the ‘effective’ shape could be made to have a dom inant role in
determ ining the obtained aggregate size and shape.
Similar bead-spring models followed Smit et a V s pioneering work. In particular,
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Fig. 3.9: System of oil and water phase separated by a monolayer containing
micelles in the w ater phase. Configuration snapshot taken from a bead-spring
coarse-grained model [109]

ht4

HT4

H3(T4)2

Fig. 3.10: Lipowsky’s bead chain model representation of amphiphilic molecules
[113]

Lipowsky et al. [113,114] developed a CG model (shown in Fig. 3.10) considering
3 different surfactants of differing size and tail flexibility. These studies focused
on behaviour of amphiphilic systems with different concentrations.
As the concentration was increased, the micelle-like aggregate formed by 20 am-
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(a) small micelle out of
20 amphiphiles

(b) bigger micelle out
of 60 amphiphiles

(c) cylindrical micelle
out of 80 amphiphiles

(d) bilayer out of 110
amphiphiles

Fig. 3.11: Lipowsky’s h i4 model results for different amphiphilic concentration from [113]
phiphiles (Fig. 3.11(a)) increased its size to 60 amphiphiles (Fig. 3.11(b)) until it
stretched throughout the box forming an infinite cylindrical micelle (Fig. 3.11(c)).
At even higher concentration, the aggregate fused through the PB C in 2 directions
to form a bilayer (Fig. 3.11(d)). Instead of adopting a multi-micellar arrangem ent,
the amphiphiles kept aggregating as if there were phase separating and could not
be shown to be really forming a true micelle. A series of larger sim ulations span
ning the same concentration range would be required to verify w hether or not
this model is able to produce a genuine micellar phase with several micelles in
equilibrium.
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These models have in common the sym m etry of the potentials between the hy
drophobic and hydrophilic particles, i.e. the solvent-hydrophilic particle interac
tion is the same as the oil-hydrophobic particle interaction. These model are, thus,
very simple in their designm,despite which they have proved to be successful in
reproducing qualitative phase diagrams for generic amphiphilic behaviour. How
ever, being instrasically generic in their design, it is not appropriate to m ap the
simulations results from these CG models into a specific experim ental systems.
To overcome this lim itation, some CG bead-spring models have been derived from
all-atom simulation models in order to combine both com putational efficiency and
chemical specificity of a particular molecule [115-121]. M arrink et al. have tuned
their bead-spring model using density profiles and diffusion constant from an all
atom simulation of a D PPC or D PP E bilayer [117].
head-solvent
interm ediate-solvent
tail-solvent

1

0
■1
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•3
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1.5

2

Fig. 3.12: Lennard-Jones potential used in M arrink’s CG model [117].

M arrink’s model defined 3 types of interactions with strengths ranging from
5 k J /m o l for the head-water interaction to 1.8k J /m o l for the tail-w ater inter
action (see Fig. 3.12). Through recent improvement in hardware technology, this
CG model has been used to simulate the free-assembly of vesicles [116] and to
study the mechanisms of vesicle fusion [115], suggesting two different pathways
in agreement w ith theoretical predictions and other simulation m ethods. A nother
model developed by Stevens [121], similar to Lipowsky’s model (e.g. not based on
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all-atom simulations), has suggested yet another path-way for m embrane fusion
where the presence of a double hydrocarbon tail is compulsory.
Shelley et al. also developed an alternative CG lipid model by adjusting the po
tential functions in order to retrieve the correct radial distribution of the lipid
head-groups in a lamellar phase of a DM PC molecule [118-120]. From this, it
was shown th a t the lipid-solvent interaction could be modelled through LJ poten
tials, whereas the lipid-lipid interactions required nonphysical tabulated potentials
determ ined using a reverse Monte Carlo scheme (Fig. 3.13).

2000

1000

DC

>

-1000

R (Angstroms)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.13: (a): Tabulated potential for the E l-E l interaction used in Shelley et a V s
model (b): Atomistic to coarse grain m apping of the DM PC molecule [118,119]

Fig. 3.14 shows a plot obtained by summing the interactions between Shelley’s CG
lipid model and a single solvent bead. From this, it is clear th a t the hydrophilic
head presents a strong attraction to the solvent spheres, while the hydrophobic
tail displays a weaker (but still attractive) interaction with the solvent.

Note

th at, in contrast, in Smit and Lipowsky’s models, the tail-solvent interaction is
modelled via a repulsive potential.
The CG models desribed above have successfully reproduced the behaviour seen
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Fig. 3.14: Plot of the interaction potential between the CG lipid beads and a
CG solvent bead used in Shelley et a V s model on a p ath parallel to the D M PC
molecule axis. The abscissa represents the distance along this p a th from the top of
the molecule, i.e. adjacent to the head group (r = 0 A) to the tail (r = 3.2 A). T he
lipid beads- solvent bead interaction is based on Lennard-Jones 12-6 potentials
stronger at short distances (around the head group) and weaker a t larger distance
(around the tail)

in experiential and all-atom simulation studies and have allowed extension of th e
scope of MD simulations to larger tim e and length scales. However, these models
have generally been tuned to m atch specific characteristics such as diffusion [117]
or structural conformations [118,119] based on the lamellar phase only. Their
transferability to other amphiphilic phases (e.g. more dilute structures such as
the micellar phase and more concentrated phases like the inverse micellar phase)
is therefore questionable.
Very recently, solvent free models of amphiphilic self-assembly have been devel
oped [122-129]. Having an implicit solvent implies the use of additional cohesive
forces between the amphiphiles. The phase diagram for implicit solvent models
employing LJ interaction only contains a gas/crystal transition then and no fluid
lamellar phase is achievable. M ulti-body potentials were therfore developed as well
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as highly tuned potentials [123,124] and angle-dependant potentials [125-129].
O ther authors proposed to widen the range of the Lennard-Jones potential in or
der to create a fluid lamellar phase in a system which, otherwise, has only a a
gas/crystal transition [123,124]. This is a fundam entally different approach from
th a t used in previous models based on an anisotropic amphiphile-solvent interac
tion, i.e. a solvent-induced interaction. This class of models has proved attractive
to the modelling community due to their high com putational efficiency. However,
most of these models have been designed so as to study a specific phase such as
the bilayer phase w ith a very strong cohesive energy between the amphiphiles.
Therefore, the other lamellar phases such as the ripples phase, gel phases, tilted
phase and the other amphiphilic phases observed experim entally w ith varying
concentration may not be reproduced successfully.
In 1989, an alternative CG model for lyotropic systems was presented by G unn and
Dawson [130]. A ttem pting to bridge the gap between the more prim itive lattice
models described earlier and the highly complex all-atom simulations, th ey devel
oped an even more coarse-grained model in which each amphiphilic molecule was
modelled as a single site ellipsoidal-shaped particle. Using an anisotropic version
of the Lennard-Jones potential, namely the Gay-Berne potential (see next chap
ter for a detailed description), to model the amphiphiles, the solvent molecules
being modelled as simple Lennard-Jones spheres. The am phiphile-solvent inter
action energy was then designed such th a t one end of the ellipsoid had an a t
tractive potential whereas the other had a repulsive one.

This m odel proved

able to form a bilayer, however no other concentrations were studied and th e use
of a very strong side-side attraction for the amphiphile-am phiphile interaction
( e Si d e - s i d e / ^end -en d

—

Id )

probably strongly prom oted the form ation of these bi

layers. Unfortunately, no further work was performed to investigate the behaviour
of this model.
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3 .2 .4

M e so sc o p ic m o d e ls

Mesoscopic scale simulations have also been carried out using Brownian dynamics
(BD), Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) and Lattice Boltzm ann (LB) ap
proaches. This work is complementary to the molecular simulations and gives
another insight into how these systems behave since it operates at different length
and tim e scales. Therefore, if one is looking to develop a coarse-grained model
aimed at bridging the gap between the microscopic and macroscopic world, it is
interesting to compare these studies with the atomic scale simulations. These
mesoscopic techniques also offer the advantage of allowing the study of hydro
dynamics effects. Although MD should, in theory, recover correct hydrodynam ic
behaviour, no studies have lead to meaningful d a ta for this to be observed as MD
is limited to relatively small length and time scales.
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Fig. 3.15: (a) Phase diagram of amphiphilic dimer from a DPD sim ulation showing
micellar, lamellar, hexagonal and inverse micellar phase vs. density and tem pera
ture [131] (b) Equivalent experimental phase diagram of the non-ionic surfactant
c 12e 6 [10]
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One of the first applications of the DPD technique to amphiphilic system s was
performed by W arren et al. [131-133]. In these simulations, am phiphilic dimers
(A-B) were immersed into a solvent fluid C. Similarly to MD, the DPD m ethodol
ogy considers beads, but they interact via soft repulsive potentials so allowing the
use of longer timesteps. The strength of the soft repulsive potential is governed
by the param eter a such th at: oaa = gleb = &cc = 25, oab = 30, oac — 0 and
&bc = 50. This indicates th a t the sites B are relatively immiscible w ith fluid C
(large a s c ) whereas the sites A ae miscible w ith C (small auc)- The A-B and
like-like interactions were set so th a t the dimer-dim er interaction for' a parallel con
figuration is slightly more favorable th an the equivalent anti-parallel configuration
( clab = >

&AA, clab = >

c l b b )-

The choice of a ‘m inim al’ amphiphile (dimer) is a

priori surprising as it is known from MC lattice models th a t relatively large chain
molecules are required (e.g. A 2B 3) to observe self-assembly of mesophases [72].
However as noted by G root et al. [134], the DPD technique allows phenomena,
usually observed experim entally for long chain block copolymer molecules, to be
observed using D PD ‘molecules’ w ith relatively small chain lengths. Fig. 3.15(a)
illustrates the phase behaviour observed for this amphiphilic dimer as function of
concentration and tem perature. It can be seen th a t the phase behaviour of this
dimer matches the experim ental phase behaviour (Fig. 3.15(b)) of a non-ionic
surfactant C \2E G w ith a similar HLB ratio of 50%. Also mesoscopic phases such
as the hexagonal phases, difficult to obtain w ith coarse-grained MD, are easily
obtained w ith this technique.
Following the pioneering bead-spring models used in MD, similar models have
been developed by Smit et al. using this DPD methodology and similar interaction
param eters [135-142]. The phase behaviour of lipid bilayer has then been studied
thoroughly as a function of the chain stiffness, chain length and tem perature.
Interdigitated phases, ripple phases and gel phases have been readily found w ith
this approach and proved to be consistent w ith experim ental studies.
The DPD technique has also been used to study the fusion of a vesicle w ith a
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Fig. 3.16: Fusion of a vesicle with a planar membrane by DPD sim ulation [143]

M M

•m i0 m
Fig. 3.17: Fission - budding of a vesicle through a colloidal particle modelled by
Brownian Dynamics simulation [144]
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planar membrane [143,145-147] (see Fig. 3.16). Experim entally, such processes
are believed to be m ediated by proteins, although the molecular details of their
action remains unclear. In this work, the action of the proteins was mimicked
by applying a transient curvature change and a tension change in a circular ring
around the fusion zone. In other words, an externally induced surface tension
gradient was imposed on the planar membrane, inducing a flow of lipids from the
vesicle into the planar membrane.
Noguchi et al. have studied the interaction of vesicles and adhesive nanoparticles
using a Brownian dynamics simulation [144,148-151]. Here, the nanoparticles can
be seen as simple models for proteins or colloidal particles (see Fig. 3.17). This
work showed th a t the nanoparticle induced morphological changes in the vesicle
prom oting budding, fission and fusion processes (see Fig. 3.17).
At a bigger length scales, amphiphilic molecules tend to form even more exotic
phases th an bilayers and micelles. These structures have been studied by m acro
scopic curvature models based on the Helfrich ham iltonian [5] th a t describes their
equilibrium properties.

However, the self-assembly of such ordered structures

cannot be described by these models. To fill this gap, Coveney et a l [152-154]
have developed LB simulations to compute the self-assembly of cubic and lamel
lar phases from random initial configuration (see Fig. 3.18). The lamellar phase
was obtained from the same initial random configuration b u t w ith the interaction
between amphiphiles switched off. However this work did not show w hat happens
a t different concentrations or different tem peratures. Furtherm ore, the lam ellar
phase was only found by changing the interaction potential of the fluid system,
whereas, a perfectly working model should be able to retrieve all phases available
in the tim e/length scale of the simulation w ith a single model potential.
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(a) starting configuration

(b) cubic phase

(c) lamellar phase

Fig. 3.18: Lattice Boltzm ann simulation of an binary surfactant/w ater fluid mix
ture [153]

3 .3

C o n c lu sio n

In this chapter, the main simulation techniques available for soft-condensed m atter
studies have been briefly reviewed. A wide range of time and length scales is
accessible, from atomic detailed simulations to mesoscopic fluid flow dynamics
simulations. The main method, namely MD, covers a subset of this wide range
of scales through the use of all-atom (AA), united-atom (UA) and coarse-grained
(CG) models.
The com puter simulation literature for am phiphilic and lyotropic liquid crystal
systems is extensive and contains examples incorporating a wide range of dif
ferent simulation techniques. It has been seen th a t, the early prim itive lattice
models developed for single micelles have evolved, with tim e and increasing com
puter power, to 3D lattice models of large systems capable of calculating useful
quantities such as micelle size distribution functions and various dynam ic quan
tities. These models are, in general, capable of simulating several micelles for a
few micelle life-times, allowing the modification of existing theories of micellar
formation, leading to better fits to experiments and simulations.
However, the intrinsic simplicity of these models has brought about the use of
atom istic MD simulations to gain more detail about the underlying behaviour of
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these systems. The computing challenge th a t these systems bring has also trig
gered many debates and fundam ental improvements in the sim ulation techniques
themselves {e.g. the choice of therm odynam ic ensemble).
Although, it is possible, nowadays, to simulate the self-assembly of a single mi
celle w ith an all-atom description, unfortunately, the com puting cost of atom istic
simulations is still very high and precludes the study of the large scale systems
considered the simpler Monte Carlo lattice models. Even in the sim ulation of long
chain surfactants (expected to have fast monomer exchange w ith bulk), alm ost no
monomer exchange can be observed. As a result, most of all-atom sim ulations are
still based on pre-assembled structures. Therefore, coarse-grained models have
been developed and have proved to be very successful at reproducing generic be
haviour. Many of these CG off-lattice models are based on Sm it’s pionering bead
chain model based on Lennard-Jones potentials. The interactions are set so th a t
the like-like (hydrophilic-hydrophilic and hydrophobic-hydrophobic) interactions
are attractive and the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interaction is purely repulsive.
These models have proved to be efficient enough to study the self-assembly of var
ious amphiphilic molecules. However, the use of completely repulsive potentials
for unlike interactions can be questioned as it might prom ote phase separation
rather th an true amphiphilic self-assembly. Most successful models have over
come this by considering relatively weaker attractions. Some groups have even
made a complete m apping of an all-atom model to a coarse-grained model in order
to gain more chemical specificity.
Despite their success, these CG models have, however, one drawback. Intrinsi
cally governed by interaction potentials, these models are all based on relatively
weak tail-solvent interactions compared w ith the other interactions in the system.
The self-assembly processes described by these models are, therefore, enthalpic
in origin and should be essentially independent of tem perature. It is, neverthe
less, im portant to recall th a t the self-assembly of surfactant molecules in aqueous
solutions is mainly an entropy-driven process which, therefore depends on tem 
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perature. One could, therefore, argue th a t these models are not appropriate for
studying self-assembly phenomena in aqueous solutions.

As already noted by

Lipowsky et al [113], these enthalpic models could, indeed, correspond b e tte r to
enthalpy-driven self-assembly in non-polar solvents [155-158]. However, one could
argue th a t the entropic effect of the hydrogen bonding is somehow incorporated
into those models via the required packing of the solvent around the hydrophobic
tail due a strong solvent-solvent attraction. Furtherm ore, w hatever the m olecular
mechanism responsible for the self-assembly (whether entropy or enthalpy domi
nates the hydrophobic effect - see chapter

2

), the net free energy is positive and

unfavorable for dissolution which is successfully reproduced w ith these models.
Recently, the advent of new mesoscopic sim ulation techniques such as D PD and
LB has brought about new perspective in the field.

Complex structures such

as the hexagonal or cubic phases, reputed difficult to obtain via traditional MD
simulation, are now readily obtained using these techniques. The explicit presence
of hydrodynamic interactions also seems to be im portant in long-range ordering,
fundam ental to these complex 3D arrangem ents. However, these sim ulations lack
molecular details and render the link between between molecular param eters and
mesoscopic properties difficult to obtain.
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C hapter 4

D esign of a novel single site
am phiphilic m odel

In the previous chapter, the need for a coarse-grained model to elucidate some
aspects of the self-assembly process was discussed. From this it is apparent th a t
a single site amphiphilic molecular model could be com putationally very efficient
and so allow one to study generic behaviour of amphiphilic systems.
In this chapter, the design of such a generic model, capable of retrieving global
amphiphilic phase behaviour, is presented. The first p art of this chapter con
tains an introduction to the type of molecular model used. Following this, the
incorporation of amphiphilic behaviour into this model is described. Finally, some
prelim inary simulations of this model are presented for a wide range of concen
trations.
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4.1

In tro d u ctio n

In the previous chapter, atom istic and coarse-grained models were reviewed. Most
coarse-grained models use bead-chains to represent the amphiphilic molecules. For
instance, in Lipowsky’s model, a chain of 5 beads is used in which bond angles
are able to vary. This m ulti-site model therefore allows intram olecular flexibil
ity. Furtherm ore, one can readily design molecules w ith different topographies
(e.g. 2-tail amphiphiles or molecules w ith different head group sizes). However,
in a ’5 bead-chain model, 25 contributions are still required per molecule-molecule
interaction. Furtherm ore, this type of bead-based coarse grained model requires
both inter and intra molecular potentials. In seeking to develop a generic simu
lation model for an amphiphile with greater com putational efficiency, one could
try to reduce this num ber of interaction contributions. This can be achieved by
increasing the level of coarse-graining, i.e. reducing the num ber of beads. A more
dram atic route is to consider the amphiphile as a single-site rod-shaped particle
(see Fig. 4.1).
In such a model, the amphiphile-amphiphile interaction is reduced to a single
contribution potentially leading to an increase in com putational efficiency. How
ever, any intram olecular flexibility, easily incorporated in a bead-chain model, is
obviously lost in such a single site model.
In the following, we describe the development of such a model in which each am
phiphile is represented by a single rod-shaped particle and each solvent molecule
by a single spherical particle. In this m ixture of two different species, one has to
deal w ith 3 different intermolecular potentials: one for each class of like-like in
teraction and a further one to describe interactions between unlike species. Here,
the solvent-solvent interactions are governed by the Lennard-Jones p otential (de
scribed in previous chapter), the amphiphile-am phiphile interaction by the GayBerne potential (see below) and, finally, the amphiphile-solvent interaction by a
novel modification of the Gay-Berne potential.
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(a) all-atom representation of a
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) molecule

(b) chain
model of 5
beads

(c) single site
rod-shaped
particle model

Fig. 4.1: Schematic pictures of the coarse-graining process from all-atom (a) to
bead-chain (b) to single-site rod-shaped particle (c)

4 .2

C o m p u te r m o d e l o f ro d -sp h ere m ix tu r e

4 .2 .1

T h e G a y - B e rn e M o d e l

For the purposes of modelling anisotropic molecules as single-site objects (instead
of as multi-site molecules made of Lennard-Jones particles), Berne and Pechukas
[159] proposed a generalised form of the Lennard-Jones potential w ith an angular
dependence of the shape param eter a determ ined by considering the overlap of
two ellipsoidal Gaussian distributions.
This model describes the interaction between soft ‘rod-shaped’ particles through
a potential Upp taking the following form :

UBp{?ij,

u j ) = 4e (m , U j )

a(rij,U i,U j)

12

o-(ry,U i,U j)
Tij
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(4.1)

Fig. 4.2: Schematic diagram showing orientations and displacement of particle i
and j

where u z and u j are unit vectors describing the orientations of the molecules
and Tij = Tij/rij is the unit intermolecular vector (see Fig. 4.2.1). The energy
param eter e (u;, iij) and the shape param eter cr(r^-, u*, u j) (which are constant for
the Lennard-Jones potential) are now given by

e (U j,

%) =

£0

[l - X2

(u i

■u 3 ) 2]

(4.2)

and

■

, Uj, u.j)

(Jq

-I

1 /2

(4.3)

where eo and (Jo define the units of energy and distance, respectively. The param 
eter x controls the shape anisotropy of the rod such as:

AC — 1
X = AC2 + 1

(4.4)

where ac = cre/cr0 is the length to breadth ratio w ith ae and cro defined as the
length and the w idth of the molecule, respectively.
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W hen compared w ith the potential obtained for linear arrays of Lennard-Jones
sites, this model was not entirely satisfactory; the energy param eter given in
Eqn. 4.3 does not depend on the intermolecular vector r^- so th a t there is no
difference between the side-side and the end-end interaction strengths. Also, the
w idth of the attractive minimum scales w ith cr, whereas for linear Lennard-Jones
arrays, it has little orientation dependance.
To address these unrealistic features of the Berne-Pechukas potential, Gay and
Berne [160] proposed the alternative shifted form:

U G B { i i j , U i, U j )

= 4e ( t i j ,

_______ Vo_______ \\

U i, i i j )

Tij -

12

-hero)

__________ vq__________

(4.5)

Tij - a ( T i j , U i , U j ) + a 0

Here, the shape param eter is the same as th a t in the Berne-Pechukas model, while
the energy param eter is given by:

e (uf, uj)

=

e0 [ei (u*, Uj)]" [e2 ( r ^ , u*,

where eo is a constant and ei (uj, Uj) is the energy param eter

(4.6)

used in the Berne-

Pechukas potential.

The second term of Eqn. 4.6 takes the same form as the Berne-Pechukas a (tij, u i, u j)
(see Eqn. 4.3):

~ X -I X
e2 ( r ^ u ^ u ^ l - y

(tjj.Ui + Tjj.Uj)2

( t i j .U i- r jj .U j )2

l + x'(ui.U j)

l-x(ui-Uj)

where x is the energy anisotropic param eter:
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(4.7)

(4.8)
(k )1^

+ 1

w ith K = f-ss/tcc

This gives a pair-interaction energy which is governed by b o th an anisotropic
shape and an anisotropic energy function.

The param eter ess is the depth of

the potential for a pair of parallel molecules arranged side-to-side and eee is the
equivalent depth for two parallel molecules arranged end-to-end. The exponents
H=

1

and v =

2

were originally adjusted to obtain a good fit to a linear four-site

Lennard-Jones potential representation of an anisotropic molecule. In this original
param eterisation, the elongation of the molecule ae / cro was set to 3 and the ratio
€gg / eee to 5. The use of k, = 1 and k! = 1 w ith any /i and v leads back to the
spherical LJ potential.
The Gay-Berne model was originally designed for studying therm otropic liquid
crystals, and a substantial literature exists relating to this application [161-171].
The set of param eters G B ( k , k

, v,

/i)

—

G B ( 3 ,5 ,2 ,1 ) was shown to prom ote

isotropic, nematic, smectic A and smectic B phases [162].

Later, an attem p t

to model a more realistic system was made. Estim ates of the GB param eters were
calculated for p-terphenyl, a non-polar and rigid typical mesogen, by fitting the
param eters against a m ulti-site p-terphenyl potential. Two p-terphenyl molecules
were constructed using 36 Lennard-Jones sites. Then, by comparing w ith sev
eral biaxially averaged contour sets obtained when rotating one molecule around
the other, the set of param eters GB{A.4,39.6,0.74,0.8) was determ ined [168]. In
this param eterisation, the GB particles are slightly more elongated th a n those
with the original param eters and the well-depth anisotropy is significantly larger
(«' almost

8

times larger th an the ‘stan d ard ’ value). Simulations perform ed us

ing this potential showed th a t the isotropic and nem atic phases, dom inated by
short range repulsion, remained unchanged, whereas the stability of th e Sa was
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critically dependant on the anisotropy in the attractive forces. A subsequent sys
tem atic study into the effects of molecular elongation on the Gay-Berne phase
diagram [171] showed significant changes notably in the location of the isotropicnem atic transition. Also, an investigation of the generic effects of the attractive
p art of the potential [170] showed th a t smectic order is favoured as k' is increased,
thus confirming the im portance of attractive forces for the form ation of smectic
phases by rod-shaped particles.
Thus, due to m any developments and an extended possibility of param eterisation,
the Gay-Berne model is one of the most versatile and com putationally efficient
molecular models for liquid crystal simulation (see recent reviews in [172-174]).
Depending on the chosen shape and energy param eterisation, it can be used to
model many different liquid crystals, from linear mesogens to discotic LC [175,176]
and even, recently, pear-shaped particles [177]. It can also be combined w ith other
potentials leading to, e.g., G B +point dipole [178] and GB + point quadrupole
[179,180].

4.2.2

T he rod-sphere potential

particle i

p a n ic le j

Fig. 4.3: schematic diagram of a rod and sphere

The Gay-Berne potential introduced in the previous section gives an interaction for
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two identical b ut uniaxially anisotropic particles. Later developments by Cleaver
et al. [181] generalised this potential to allow non identical particle to be dealt
with. This lead to some simulation work on LC m ixtures [182-187]. The GB
potential can, alternatively, be simplified to make it appropriate for the interaction
between a sphere and GB particle. In this case, the shape param eter is given by

-

I2- - d2-

<7(f U • U j) = (To

1 _ J.

1 /2

- 1 . ff*. u . ) 2

q + cp

1

,J J\

(4.9)

where lj , di and d are, respectively, the rod length, rod diam eter and sphere
diameter. The corresponding well-depth term is:

e (f « • U j) = £0

( - s r

w

(4.10)

where ^CE = k controls the well-depth anisotropy of the interaction.
The form. 4.9 was first noted in an aside in Berne and Pechukas original paper
[159]. It was only through the generalised form derived by Cleaver et al., however,
th a t it was made clear th a t there is a continuous route between the rod-rod and
rod-sphere shape param eters, corresponding to a gradual shrinking of one of the
rods to a sphere.
By changing the ratio k , it is possible to create systems in which the spheres
either favour the ends of the rods (k <

1)

or make no distinction between the

ro d ’s ends and sides (k = 1). Finally, if k > 1, the spheres can be made to favour
the sides of the rods rather th an their ends (see Fig. 4.4).
The behaviour of this class of system was investigated through a comprehensive
simulation study by Antypov [185]. This showed the effects of adding small spher
ical particles to a fluid of rods which would otherwise represent a liquid crystalline
substance [187].
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(a)

k

=

1/5

(b) « = 1

(c)

k

= 5

Fig. 4.4: Potential energy contour plot of the rod-sphere interaction for different
value of k! = ^ [186]

4 .2 .3

P r e lim in a r y s im u la tio n s r e s u lts

Before dealing with the modifications made to this potential in order to retrieve
amphiphilic behaviour, we first present a prelim inary simulation study of this
simple rod-sphere system. The aim here is to validate the simulation code by
making comparison with A ntypov’s results.
A system of 1024 particles was simulated in the canonical or constant NVT ensem
ble using the MD algorithms described earlier. The param eterisation of the system
studied was as follows. The sphere-sphere interactions, via the Lennard-Jones po
tential, set the unitary interaction strength of e = eo and the sphere diam eter of
a = ao. The rod-rod interaction was set up with the original param eterisation
with the elongation ratio k, = <Je/c7o set to 3 (with the ro d ’s diam eter equal to the
sphere’s diam eter) and the ratio

e s s / e ee

set to 5. This param eterisation prom otes

normal liquid crystalline behaviour where the molecules tend to lie parallel w ith
one another. Finally, the rod-sphere potential was set up with k,' = 5 by setting
eE = 0 .2 eo and

€5

= e0.
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(a)

Fig. 4.6: (a) Isotropic (p = 0.40) and (b) LC phase (p = 0.49) for a rod-sphere
m ixture with k, = 5 at T = 0.7
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic diagram showing orientations and displacement of particle i
and j

where

and u j are unit vectors describing the orientations of the molecules

and Tij = Tij/rij is the unit intermolecular vector (see Fig. 4.2.1). The energy
param eter e (u^, u j ) and the shape param eter cr(ry, Uj, u j ) (which are constant for
the Lennard-Jones potential) are now given by

e (Uj, u>) = e0 [1 — x 2 (u< • f y) 2]

( 4. 2)

and

-

( fy .U i + T i j . U j f

( fy .U i - T ij.U j)'

1/2

(4.3)

where eo and Go define the units of energy and distance, respectively. T he param 
eter x controls the shape anisotropy of the rod such as:

K2 X = K2 +

1

(4-4)
1

where k = oej o o is the length to breadth ratio w ith ae and gq defined as the
length and the w idth of the molecule, respectively.
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W hen compared w ith the potential obtained for linear arrays of Lennard-Jones
sites, this model was not entirely satisfactory; the energy param eter given in
Eqn. 4.3 does not depend on the intermolecular vector

so th a t there is no

difference between the side-side and the end-end interaction strengths. Also, the
w idth of the attractive minimum scales with cr, whereas for linear Lennard-Jones
arrays, it has little orientation dependance.
To address these unrealistic features of the Berne-Pechukas potential, Gay and
Berne [160] proposed the alternative shifted form:

\

\

UGB(rij, Uj, Uj-) = 4e (f jj, Uj, Uj)
T'ij

O’( $ i j , Uj, U j

)

-f- (Tq

12

J

__________ CTO__________
Tij -

a ( t i j , Uj, U j )

+

(4.5)

(To

Here, the shape param eter is the same as th a t in the Berne-Pechukas model, while
the energy param eter is given by:

e (uj, Uj) = e0 [ei (uj, Uj)]1' [e2 (rjj, Uj, Uj)]M

(4.6)

where eo is a constant and ei (uj,Uj) is the energy param eter used in the BernePechukas potential.

The second term of Eqn. 4.6 takes the same form as the Berne-Pechukas cr(fjj, Uj, Uj)
(see Eqn. 4.3):

e2 (rjj,Uj,Uj) = l - y

(r jj.U j + t j j . U j Y

l + x^Ui-Uj)

where x Is the energy anisotropic param eter:
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(rjj.U j — Tj j . Uj )
1

- x ( u i - Uj - )

(4.7)

( k ) 1^ -

1

X

(k ')17"

(4.8)

+ 1

w ith k = ess/e e

This gives a pair-interaction energy which is governed by b o th an anisotropic
shape and an anisotropic energy function.

The param eter ess is the depth of

the potential for a pair of parallel molecules arranged side-to-side and eee is the
equivalent depth for two parallel molecules arranged end-to-end. The exponents
/z =

1

and v =

2

were originally adjusted to obtain a good fit to a linear four-site

Lennard-Jones potential representation of an anisotropic molecule. In this original
param eterisation, the elongation of the molecule ae / cr0 was set to 3 and the ratio
€.gg / eee to 5. The use of k = 1 and k! =

1

w ith any n and v leads back to the

spherical LJ potential.
The Gay-Berne model was originally designed for studying therm otropic liquid
crystals, and a substantial literature exists relating to this application [161-171].
The set of param eters G B ( k , k ,

is,

h) = G B ( 3 , 5 , 2 , 1 ) was shown to prom ote

isotropic, nematic, smectic A and smectic B phases [162].

Later, an a ttem p t

to model a more realistic system was made. Estim ates of the GB param eters were
calculated for p-terphenyl, a non-polar and rigid typical mesogen, by fitting the
param eters against a multi-site p-terphenyl potential. Two p-terphenyl molecules
were constructed using 36 Lennard-Jones sites. Then, by com paring w ith sev
eral biaxially averaged contour sets obtained when rotating one molecule around
the other, the set of param eters GT?(4.4,39.6,0.74,0.8) was determ ined [168]. In
this param eterisation, the GB particles are slightly more elongated th a n those
w ith the original param eters and the well-depth anisotropy is significantly larger
(k,' almost

8

times larger th an the ‘stan d ard ’ value). Simulations perform ed us

ing this potential showed th a t the isotropic and nem atic phases, dom inated by
short range repulsion, remained unchanged, whereas the stability of the Sa was
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critically dependant on the anisotropy in the attractive forces. A subsequent sys
tem atic study into the effects of molecular elongation on the Gay-Berne phase
diagram [171] showed significant changes notably in the location of th e isotropicnem atic transition. Also, an investigation of the generic effects of the attractive
p art of the potential [170] showed th a t smectic order is favoured as k' is increased,
thus confirming the im portance of attractive forces for the form ation of smectic
phases by rod-shaped particles.
Thus, due to many developments and an extended possibility of param eterisation,
the Gay-Berne model is one of the most versatile and com putationally efficient
molecular models for liquid crystal, simulation (see recent reviews in [172-174]).
Depending on the chosen shape and energy param eterisation, it can be used to
model many different liquid crystals, from linear mesogens to discotic LC [175,176]
and even, recently, pear-shaped particles [177]. It can also be combined w ith other
potentials leading to, e.g., G B +point dipole [178] and GB -f- point quadrupole
[179,180].

4.2.2

The rod-sphere potential

p a n ic le i

Fig. 4.3: schematic diagram of a rod and sphere

The Gay-Berne potential introduced in the previous section gives an interaction for
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two identical b ut uniaxially anisotropic particles. Later developments by Cleaver
et al [181] generalised this potential to allow non identical particle to be dealt
with. This lead to some simulation work on LC m ixtures [182-187]. The GB
potential can, alternatively, be simplified to make it appropriate for the interaction
between a sphere and GB particle. In this case, the shape param eter is given by

<Kf U • U j) = (To

j2 + d2 V j-u.1

(4 9)

where Zj, d{ and d are, respectively, the rod length, rod diam eter and sphere
diam eter. The corresponding well-depth term is:

(4.10)

where ^ = k controls the well-depth anisotropy of the interaction.
The form. 4.9 was first noted in an aside in Berne and Pechukas original paper
[159]. It was only through the generalised form derived by Cleaver et al, however,
th a t it was made clear th a t there is a continuous route between the rod-rod and
rod-sphere shape param eters, corresponding to a gradual shrinking of one of th e
rods to a sphere.
By changing the ratio k! , it is possible to create systems in which th e spheres
either favour the ends of the rods ( k <

1)

or make no distinction between the

rod’s ends and sides ( k = 1). Finally, if k > 1, the spheres can be made to favour
the sides of the rods rather th an their ends (see Fig. 4.4).
The behaviour of this class of system was investigated through a comprehensive
simulation study by Antypov [185]. This showed the effects of adding small spher
ical particles to a fluid of rods which would otherwise represent a liquid crystalline
substance [187].
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(a)

k

=

1/5

(b)

k

= 1

(c)

k

—

5

Fig. 4.4: Potential energy contour plot of the rod-sphere interaction for different
value of k — ^E [186]

4 .2 .3

P r e lim in a r y s im u la tio n s r e s u lts

Before dealing with the modifications made to this potential in order to retrieve
amphiphilic behaviour, we first present a prelim inary simulation study of this
simple rod-sphere system. The aim here is to validate the simulation code by
making comparison with A ntypov’s results.
A system of 1024 particles was simulated in the canonical or constant NVT ensem
ble using the MD algorithms described earlier. The param eterisation of the system
studied was as follows. The sphere-sphere interactions, via the Lennard-Jones po
tential, set the unitary interaction strength of e = eo and the sphere diam eter of
j = (T0- The rod-rod interaction was set up with the original param eterisation
w ith the elongation ratio k, = cre/<70 set to 3 (with the ro d ’s diam eter equal to the
sphere’s diameter) and the ratio ess/e ee set to 5. This param eterisation prom otes
normal liquid crystalline behaviour where the molecules tend to lie parallel with
one another. Finally, the rod-sphere potential was set up with k — 5 by setting
eE = 0.2e0 and es = £o-
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In a 50/50 system (512 rods and 512 spheres), a compression series was performed
over the range of densities 0.22 < p < 0.50 at a constant tem perature of T — 0.7.
At each density, the nematic order param eter, potential energy per particle and
pressure were measured. As shown in Fig. 4.2.3, the order param eter results are
in very good agreement with A ntypov’s. From these data, an ordering transition
is apparent at around p = 0.44.
Antypov
New results

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
CM
CL

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.46
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0.5

P*

Fig. 4.5: Order param eter P2 vs.p for a 50/50 rod-sphere m ixture w ith k, = 5 at
T - 0.7

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.6: (a) Isotropic (p = 0.40) and (b) LC phase (p = 0.49) for a rod-sphere
m ixture with k, = 5 at T = 0.7
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Two configuration snapshots taken below and above this transition density are
shown in Fig. 4.6. These bo th indicate phase coexistence between rod-rich and
sphere-rich phases, the sphere-rich droplet being cylindrical in shape due to the
influence of the periodic boundary conditions. In agreement w ith A ntypov’s anal
ysis, the high density arrangem ent is found to be a smectic rod-rich phase, w ith
director oriented parallel to the axis of the sphere-rich cylinder.

4.3

M o d ellin g am p h ip h ilic b eh aviou r

The Gay-Berne model has been extensively used to simulate therm otropic LCs,
b ut little work has been devoted to using it to model the properties of lyotropic
systems. Here it is proposed to use the Gay-Berne model as the basis of a single
site potential with which to model amphiphilic behaviour with spheres acting as
solvent particles. The rod-sphere interaction studied by Antypov can be modified
for ju st this purpose.
In A ntypov’s model, the param eter k controlled the well-depth anisotropy of the
solvent spheres around the rod molecule (see Fig. 4.4). For instance, in th e case
k

=

the spheres favoured the rods’ ends only. In this study, it is proposed

to develop A ntypov’s rod-sphere potential further by giving it dipolar symmetry.
By breaking the head-tail sym m etry of the interaction, one can conceive of a
potential in which the spheres favour only one end of each rod. This would then
be analogous to the hydrophilic p art of an amphiphilic molecule, the other, less
attractive, end representing the hydrophobic p art of the molecule. In order to
achieve this, it is only necessary to modify the energy param eter p a rt of the
model. Thus, the energy param eter, e, can been expressed as function of the dot
product Uj • Tij which effectively characterises the angle between the two vectors
shown on Fig. 4.3.
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4.3.1

T he cubic m odel

To achieve this we consider, as an initial model, the functional form

e {fij.Uj) = e0 l + A (fij.uj) + B (r^ .Uj) 2 + C (r^.U j ) 3

(4.11)

where A , B and C are real param eters.
A cubic form is an obvious initial choice here as polynomial functions are simply
constructed using multiplication and addition only and, above all, are continuously
differentiable. This polynomial of degree 3 is also an obvious extension of the
polynomial of degree

2

used in A ntypov’s rod-sphere potential although it does,

in principle, introduce two extra degree of freedom when tuning the model. The
physical significance of the 3 param eters A , B and C is not readily seen from this
basic expression. Instead, we seek to characterise the model using simple criteria
directly related to the amphiphilic properties of the molecules.
To this end, we impose that:

• k <

1

• e(f U ■flj = - ! ) = eoK (hydrophobic tail, less attractive to water)
• £(fij • Uj = + 1) = 6 o/ k (hydrophilic head, more attractive to water)

On imposing these conditions on Eqn. 4.11, it is straightforw ard to show th a t

(4 1 2 )
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where k is a param eter controlling the anisotropy of the interaction. The param 
eter C is then a free param eter controlling the degree of inflection of the potential
curve (see Fig. 4.7(b)).
However, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 4.7(b) th a t, as C is increased, the
potential becomes non-monotonic which would result in un-physical effects such
as the end of the hydrophobic tail being more attractive th an the middle of the
rod.

In order to resolve this problem, a further constraint of zero gradient is
= 0. For small to m oderate k \ this point

imposed at ry • Uj = —1, i.e.

then corresponds to a maximum which, together w ith the condition e(f;j • Uj =
+ 1 ) = e0 / K , leads to a monotonic function. This then leads to the following
relationships:

3 (2B
I f ,
2 I 3 + 2e0 V

B = - ^ + \

1'
k'

(4.14)

<415)

+ h

C =

(4,16)

Given this approach, the asymm etric rod-sphere potential becomes fully defined
by the param eter k alone. Fig. 4.7(a) shows a comparison between A ntypov’s
model and this ‘cubic’ model for k = 1/5 and eo = 1 (A =

2

,B =

1 .6

, C = 0.4).

In this figure, one can clearly see the breaking of the sym m etry present in the
original model developed by Antypov.
However, the zero gradient condition at ry • Uj =

—1

could also correspond to

a minimum rather t h a n - a maximum and this would make the potential non•2

monotonic. The relevant second derivative ... - v2 shown in Fig. 4.8 indicates
a vr i j ' u j /

th a t, if 1 / k is greater th an 7, the second derivative becomes positive and th e
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Cubic model
Antypov’s model
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Fig. 4.7: (a): Comparison between A ntypov’s model and the cubic model for
k = 5 with a constraint on the gradient at f;j • Uj = —1 (b): plot of the cubic
model for different values of C for k = 5 with no constraint on the gradient at
fij • U j =

-1

point fy • Uj = —1 corresponds to a minimum.
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1 / k which becomes positive when 1 / k > 7

a t f;; • u; = —1 as a function of
1J

J

In this model, the sphere-sphere potential representing the solvent-solvent interac
tion via the Lennard-Jones potential has an interaction strength of 6 l j = eo- One
can then take the hydrophilic region to be the p a rt of the rod where the strength
of the rod-potential is greater th an th a t of the sphere-sphere interaction. This
allows one to define the HLB (see previous chapter) as the length ratio between
the region where e < eo and the region where e > eo- For this model, e = eo at
Tij'Uj =

0

which corresponds to the middle region of the rod and, therefore, given

an HLB ratio of 50%
Thus, this ‘cubic’ model satisfies the initial requirements of an am phiphilic po
tential between the rods and the spheres: one end of the rod is strongly a ttra c te d
to spheres whereas the other end has a reduced well-depth (though it is still a t
tractive). However, this initial m athem atical form shows some lim itations : the
param eter 1 / k has to be smaller than 7 in order to avoid non-monotonic be
haviour and no free param eter is available w ith which to change the HLB value of
90

the model. However, in seeking a model capable of modelling generic amphiphilic
behaviour, a functional form, where bo th the amphiphilic strength and the HLB
ratio can vary, is preferable.

4.3.2

T he exponential m odel

In order to achieve this, we now consider an exponential form for the m athem atical
expression of the energy param eter:

e(ru • uj) = e0 [ - A - B - exp ( C ■(fy • uj))]

(4.17)

where the coefficients A,B and C are clearly different from those used in the cubic
alternative.
Here again (and recalling th a t k < 1), the two basic initial constraints used earlier
for the cubic model are applied:

•uj =

•

e (fij

•

£ (f U • U j

=

-1 )

=

+1) =

eoK

6q /k

(hydrophobic tail, less attractive to water)
(hydrophilic head, more attractive to water)

Imposing these conditions on Eqn. 4.17, one can readily find th at:

(4.18)

B =

(4.19)

The third param eter, C , then controls the sharpness of the decay between the two
fixed end points. From this, it is then possible to define a HLB using C to set the

crossover point between the hydrophobic and the hydrophilic parts of the model,
defined by the point where the potential curve e(rjj • uj) = e0- A value for the
HLB can then be defined as xq w ith e(fy • Uj = Xq) — eo? where —1 < xq < +1.
Rewriting this in term s of conventional HLB language, we then define the model
param eter

(4.20)

H — 50(1 + Xq) — 50 • ( 1 + — • In ( ~ ~ g —

where H can vary from 0 to 100% and corresponds to the relative size of the
hydrophobic region compared to the to tal length of the rod.

Note th a t while

Eqn. 4.20 cannot be analytically inverted to give C as a function of H , numerical
inversion is always possible. Fig. 4.9 shows plots of C vs. H for different values
of

1 / k! .
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Fig. 4.9: Plot of the param eter C as a function of H for different values of

1 /

k

In this new formulation, then, the well-depth function is controlled by ju st 2
parameters: the hydrophilic to hydrophobic ratio and the hydrophilic strength,
respectively, H and k .
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.10: Equipotential contour plot of the two models: (a) Exponential model
for k, = 1 / 5 and H =50 - (b) A ntypov’s model for k = 1 / 5
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Fig. 4.11: Energy functions for A ntypov’s rod-sphere interaction and two different
param eterisations of the exponential model. The black dotted line corresponds to
the constant eo = —1
Thus, Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 show comparisons w ith A ntypov’s model in the case k =
1/5. In A ntypov’s model, both ends of the rod are attracted to the spheres (high
negative well-depth values at e(f;j • uj = —1) and e(fy • uj = 1). In com parison,
for the new ‘exponential’ model only one end of the rod is strongly attractive.
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Furtherm ore, by modifying the H value, it is possible to control the extent of the
hydrophobic attractive region.

4.4

R esu lts

In the previous section it was shown th a t the basic rod-sphere interaction can
be modified to give a variable and controllable strength anisotropy and HLB ra
tio. However, the interaction between rod-like particles, th a t is, the amphiphileamphiphile interaction, could also be considered a significant factor when m od
elling amphiphilic self-assembly. Clearly, this interaction m ust play a role in de
term ining the ways in which the rods pack together and, therefore, the shapes of
the resulting self-assembled aggregates.
In the Gay-Berne potential, it is straightforw ard to modify the rod-rod interaction
so th a t the side-side arrangem ent is favoured over the end-end configuration or
vice-versa. However, in this study, we have elected to focus on the am phiphile
solvent interaction. Thus the param etrization l / d = 3.0, ess/e ee = 1.0, fi — 1.0
and v =

1.0

is adopted, so th a t there is no orientational dependance in the well-

depth of the rod-rod interaction. This assum ption is obviously not physical in the
sense th a t, in real amphiphilic molecules, the head group does not interact in the
same way w ith another head group as it does w ith an hydrophobic tail. However,
the aim of this study is to find the minimum requirements, in term s of modelling,
needed to achieve amphiphilic behaviour. To this end, we ignore the orientation
dependance of the rod-rod interaction on the grounds th a t it may play only a
secondary role in self-assembly processes. Indeed, investigation of the validity of
this assum ption is central to the work presented in this thesis.
The sphere-sphere Lennard-Jones potential used to represent the solvent-solvent
interactions remains the same as th a t used in the previous section and will not be
changed through the rem ainder of this thesis.
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4.4.1

Effect o f concentration on phase behaviour

In order to examine the amphiphilic properties of the ‘exponential’ model, a
system atic series of exploratory simulations has been performed to investigate
the concentration dependance of the H = 80% and 1 / k = 5 system (denoted
‘H80K5’). These simulations were all performed in the constant N V T ensem

ble using the standard MD algorithm described in the previous chapter. Except
where stated otherwise, the to tal number of particles in the system was kept at
N = 1024 while the numbers of rods and spheres were adjusted so as to provide
each desired concentration. In order to judge the ability of this model to recover
genuinely global amphiphilic behaviour, the different concentration systems were
quenched from random isotropic configurations previously equilibrated a t high
tem perature. In doing this, care was taken to compensate for the differing vol
umes of the different particle shapes. Specifically, this was achieved by running
all systems at approximatively the same volume fraction.
Considering the rod as a linear chain of spheres the volume of a rod can be
approxim ated by

= ^ *Vsph

Vrod ~

Therefore, taking

k

(4.21)

= 3, the to tal volume of particles in the system is:

Voce ~ Ngph’Vsph.'l'.Nrod’SVsph = Vsph‘{NSph~l'3Nrod) = Vsph' (-^YtofaZT2-/Vrod.) (4.22)

Thus, the volume fraction can be expressed as:

tr
^occ
Vsph * \Ntotal T 2iVr0(/)
Tr
/ .
\
Vf = - — « — —
= Vsph • (p + 2Crod)
*total
*total
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/ A 00\
(4.23)

Therefore, for each concentration, the box density was adjusted so as to achieve a
volume fraction of 0.44 which, at m oderate tem peratures, corresponds to a liquid
phase for Lennard-Jones particles.
The initial configuration for each concentration was prepared by taking an isotropic
configuration of 100% rods and substituting a proportion of these rods by spheres
in order to obtain the required concentration ratio. Each of these configurations
was then initially equilibrated to the required volume fraction at T — 2.0 in the
constant N V T ensemble before quenching to lower tem peratures in order to gen
erate amphiphilic phases.

5% r o d s y s te m

At 5% (by number), in this small system size, the rods aggregated into a sin
gle roughly spherical object (see Fig. 4.12). In the equilibrated structure, the
green tails, representing the hydrophobic regions, are agglomerated together while
the red heads, representing the hydrophilic head groups, are in contact w ith the
spheres (solvent molecules). This structure, therefore, has the form expected for
a micelle-like object.

Fig. 4.12: spherical self-assembled agglomerate found at 5% rod at T = 0.7 - For
clarity the solvent spheres are not represented
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The sequence of configuration snapshots shown in Fig. 4.13 illustrates the dy
namics of the self-assembly exhibited by this system.

From this, one can see

th a t a rapid initial clustering takes place during the opening 0.2 • 106 MD steps.
Subsequently, these clusters persist and unite to give a pair of aggregates (t =
0.4 • 106 MD steps). Eventually, these two objects fuse and form a single aggre
gate (t = 1.0 • 106 MD steps). This roughly spherical aggregate then persists for
the remaining 1.0 • 106 MD steps.

(a)

(d)

0 (start)

(b)

t =

0.6 • 106 steps

(e)

t = 0.8 •

t =

t —

0.2 • 106 steps

(c)

t =

0.4 • 106 steps

106 steps

(f)

t =

1.0 • 106 steps

Fig. 4.13: Configuration snapshot sequence for 5% rod system at T = 0.7

The evolution of the number of particles involved in the aggregate, plotted on
Fig. 4.14, clearly shows a two-stage process where the main aggregate rapidly
forms after only 50 • 103 steps and remains unchanged for about 150 • 103 steps at
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Fig. 4.14: Evolution of the principal moments of Inertia and size of the m ain
aggregate in the 5% system at T — 0.7

which point it coalesces with the other smaller aggregates almost simultaneously
over a short period (about 10-103 steps). It is interesting to compare this plot with
th a t for the principal moments of inertia of the main aggregate. One can observe
th a t the aggregate formed before 0.2 • 106 steps is nearly spherical as its moments
of inertia are close to each other. Furtherm ore, when the other aggregates first
join the main one, these d ata indicate a cylindrical shape (II ~ I m
rapidly adjusts into near-spherical again.

Is) which

Note th a t the time required for the

aggregate to return to a spherical shape is about the same as th a t of the initial
self-assembly from the isotropic configuration.
Fig.4.15 shows the radial distribution functions (RDF) for the sphere-sphere and
the rod-rod species calculated over the second 106 time steps of this run. These
plots suggest th a t both the spheres and the rods are in their liquid state as their
RDFs are characteristic of a liquid. Furtherm ore, there is steady monotonic de
crease in the rod-rod radial distribution function grr(r) at large separations, which
is indicative of macrophase separation between the two components. This is con-
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Fig. 4.15: Sphere-sphere and rod-rod radial distribution functions of the 5% rod
system at T = 0.7 averaged over 106 steps after equilibration of 106 steps

sistent with the aggregation of the rods into a single cluster as observed from
the configuration snapshots. This can be explained by the fact th a t only a single
micelle formed here, and, emphasises th at, this arrangem ent is indistinguishable
from th a t of a completely phase separated system (recall, e.g. Fig. 4.6).
Due to the small system size used here, it is not possible to establish, from this
simulation, whether this result corresponds to a genuine micellar phase or if the
system has simply undergone bulk phase separation as seen w ith other m ixtures
of hard rods and spheres [185,187]. Also, the structure of this aggregate and the
associated self-assembly dynamics might have been affected by the influence of
the periodic boundary conditions.
In order to address this question, a larger system was required to allow the longer
length-scale properties of this system to be probed.

To this end, a system of

8192 particles (containing 410 rods corresponding to a 5% system) was created by
replicating eight images of the initial configuration of the 1024 particle system.
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The 8192 particle system was then run for 1 • 106 MD steps, all of the sim ulation
param eters such as the time step, cutoff radius, neighbour list radius, etc.., being
set to those used in the previous simulation. A configuration file was dum ped
every 1000 steps for post-sim ulation analysis. This run took apprim ately 15 days
to run on a single node of a 2.8 GHz O pteron processor.

Fig. 4.16: Configuration snapshot after 106 MD steps w ith N = 8192 for 5% rod
concentration at T = 0.7

Fig. 4.16 shows a configuration snapshot of the resultant structure suggesting a
multi-micellar arrangem ent after 1 • 106 steps at T = 0.7. From this, one can see
a number of aggregates, all of which, have roughly the same size and shape and a
similar arrangem ent of the amphiphiles.
To enable a more rigorous analysis of this system, a cluster counting algorithm was
developed. In such an algorithm, when distinguishing between a non-aggregated
particle and a particle belonging to a cluster, it is common for a simple cutoff
distance between particles to be used as the criterion. For the amphiphilic systems
100

considered here, however, the distance between the particle centres of mass proved
poor at differentiating between monomers and aggregated particles. R ather, the
distance between the ‘hydrophobic ends’ (green ends) of the rod particles was
found to be a more robust indicator. These sites form a dense cloud of points
in the core of each micelle, which can be identified using relatively small cutoff
distances. Reducing the cutoff distance is useful since it helps avoid counting
nearby monomers (or particles from another micelle) as being p art of a given
cluster.
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Fig. 4.17: Evolution of the number of monomers with tim e for a range of cluster
cut-off distance rc

To check the equilibration of the 8192 particle system, the number of monomers
in the system was monitored in time with this cluster counting algorithm (see
Fig. 4.17). From this analysis, one can observe th a t, for a range of cutoff values, the
monomer number attained a non-zero steady state value, after about 0 .6 -106 tim e
steps, the early stage of the run being characterised by a rapid initial clustering of
the particles. Following the initial self-assembly process of 0.6-10° steps, a num ber
of clusters had formed in equilibrium with these monomers. From the cluster101
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Fig. 4.18: Probability distribution n • P(n) vs. cluster size n for the 8912 particle
system at 5% rod concentration and T = 0.7 averaged over 0.6 • 106<5^ < t <
1.0 • 106£t for a number of cutoff distances rc

counting algorithm, a probability size distribution function P (n ), where n is the
cluster size, can be calculated for different cutoff distances. These distributions
functions n- P( n) shown in Fig. 4.18, averaged over all configurations for 0.6-106 <
t < 1.0 • 106, appear to be very sensitive to the cutoff distance rc. Thus, as
rc becomes larger (i.e. >

1 .2 0

<to), the algorithm starts identifying two separate

aggregates as a single cluster, resulting in a noisier distribution function w ith some
sharp peaks at large n. On the other hand, if the cutoff distance is kept too small,
no or very few clusters are identified, and the distribution function ju st shows
a monotonic decay. At the interm ediate cutoff values (rc = 0.90cro), sm oother
distribution functions can be found where a high monomer peak is followed by a
broad second peak centered on the aggregate preferred size or m ean aggregation
number (of ~ 25 in this system).

The minimum appearing in between these

favorable n values dem onstrates th a t particles are less likely to reside in clusters
of interm ediate sizes (i.e. sub-micellar aggregates) th an as monomers or in 25member micelles (as confirmed by the configuration snapshot Fig. 4.16). The long
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tail th a t we can observe in the n-P(ri) d ata for n > 40 arises due to the occasional
appearance of large assemblies. This is likely due to micelle fusion followed by
fission, leading to large but short-lived aggregates.
Aggregate moment of inertia data, averaged over the same tim e window, give
information about the shapes of the aggregates present in the system as a function
of their size. From the cluster-counting algorithm, it was possible to calculate the
inertia tensors for all clusters of size n > 1 (i.e. not counting monomers) and
average them over time and cluster size.
Fig. 4.19 shows the 3 principal moments of inertia averaged over tim e as a function
of the cluster size. By correlation of this plot w ith the micelle size distribution
function (Fig. 4.18), it can be seen th a t at the mean aggregation number, the
micelles are at their most spherical (7^, I m and Is are at their closest to |) .
At larger n, these d ata become rather noisier, due to the worsening statistics,
but they tend increasingly to those expected for cylindrical micelle shape, again
consistent with these larger assemblies being related to fusion and fission events.
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Fig. 4.19: Principal moments of inertia as a function of aggregate size for 8192
particle 5% system at T = 0.7, based on an rc value of 0.9(jo
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10

% r o d c o n c e n tr a tio n s y s te m

At a rod concentration of 10%, the 1024 particle system developed to form a single
aggregate which distorted and eventually fused with its periodic image (through
the PBCs) to form a rod-shaped or tubular aggregate th a t stretched across the
simulation box (see Fig. 4.20(a)).
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Fig. 4.20: (a): Final configuration snapshot of a 10% rod system a T = 0.7
showing a ‘tu b u la r’ micelle (b): Evolution of the principal moments of inertia and
size of the main aggregate in the 10% system at T = 0.7

The evolution of the size of the main aggregate (see Fig. 4.20(b))shows again a
rapid initial clustering th a t took place in about 50 • 1035t as for the 5% system.
However, this self-assembly process took place in only one stage, presum ably due
to the higher concentration of rods. Also, the moment of inertia d a ta indicate
th a t the aggregate was only slightly cylindrical before it fused w ith its own image
through the PBC at 0.6 • 1065£. The aggregate then clearly changed its shape to
this tubular ‘micelle’.
Furtherm ore, the fact th a t the system remained stable for nearly 0.5- 10rMT, before
being ‘tra p p e d ’ by the PBC, indicates th a t the system size is probably an issue
here. Thus, it is difficult to state categorically wether this particular concentration
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corresponds to a cylindrical micelle or if a ‘worm’ can really be obtained w ith this
model param eterisation. Clearly, more study should be performed on this system
to answer this question.
The configuration snapshot in Fig. 4.20(a) shows th a t the aggregate was not quite
circular about its long axes. R ather, the cross-section of this cylinder corresponds
to a small bilayer patch with cap-ends, which suggests th a t a bilayer might form
with increasing concentration.

20% to 40% ro d s y s te m

Increasing the rod concentration to 20%, and again starting from a random initial
configuration, the system freely self-assembled into a lamellar bilayer structure.

I

(a) 20%

(b) 30%

(c) 40%

Fig. 4.21: Final configuration snapshots for different rod concentration at T — 0.7

As can be seen from Fig. 4.21(a), this increase in the rod concentration resulted in
the formation of a bilayer-like structure from an initial random configuration. For
this system size, this lamellar phase was found to persist up to 40% concentra
tion. At 20%, a single bilayer was formed and stabilised by the periodic boundary
conditions. In this system, a few amphiphiles remained out of the bilayer, aggre
gating together in the solvent (possibly trying to form a micelle). At 30% and
40%, two bilayers were formed. However, the inter-bilayer distance changed from
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approximatively 3 layers of spheres to only 2 layers of spheres w ith this increase
in rod concentration.

(a)

t

= 0 (start)

(d) t = 240,000 MD
steps

(b) t
steps

80,000 MD

(c) t = 160,000 MD
steps

(e) t = 320,000 MD
steps

(f) t = 400,000 MD
steps

=

Fig. 4.22: Evolution of the 30% system in time

The self-assembly process of this lamellar phase was also found to be in qualitative
agreement with the free energy pathway described by M arrink et al. (see C hapter
2). As can be seen from the series of configuration snapshots shown in Fig. 4.22,
the formation of the bilayer by the initially homogeneous 30% system involved a
rapid aggregation into micelle-like objects which then readily fused into a bilayer.
Finally the development of this defect-free bilayer proved to be a much slower
process, consistent with the slow free energy variation in tim e identified by M arrink
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for this process (see chapter 2).
Fig. 4.23, which shows the evolution of the total potential energy of the 30%
system, also illustrates the different stages of development involved in this lamellar
phase formation. The initial stage corresponds to a rapid aggregation of the free
amphiphiles (see configuration snapshot in Fig. 4.22(a)) into random ly shaped
aggregates (see configuration snapshot in Fig. 4.22(b)). These aggregates, then,
slowly arrange themselves before the bilayer forms through the PBC, leading to a
steep section in the potential energy time line at around 0.2 • 106 steps. Finally, a
slow re-arrangem ent process takes place in which the bilayer frees itself of various
defects, but the system potential energy remains virtually unchanged. After 0.4 •
106 steps the lamellae are equilibrated and the potential energy remains constant
at a steady state value of about —8.7eo per particle.
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Fig. 4.23: Potential energy of the 30% system versus tim e steps

The evolution of the bilayer size, shown in Fig. 4.24, for the 30% system indicates
a longer tim e of initial self-assembly of about TO -10° (twice a long as for the lower
concentration systems). Also, the moment of inertia d ata indicate a ‘flat.’ shape
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Fig. 4.24: Evolution of the principal moments of Inertia and size of the main
aggregate in the 30% system at T = 0.7

indicative of a flat bilayer as confirmed by the configuration snapshots. Note the
sharp change in the aggregate shape at about 0.5 • 106 step, probably indicative
of the bilayer merging through the PBC with its own image as the configuration
snapshots also suggest.

The associated decrease in the number of particles is

probably due to a rearrangem ent of the particles between the two bilayers present
in the simulation box.
Fig 4.25 shows the rod-rod parallel distribution function g/ /(r) for different con
centrations and tem peratures. This illustrates the variation of g/ / ( r) w ith tem 
perature for the 30% rod concentration system. These plots clearly indicate a
layered structure with a spacing of around 5<to which becomes increasingly diffuse
with increasing tem perature.
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Fig. 4.25: Rod-rod parallel distribution function, g//(r) for different tem perature
at 30% rod concentration

50% a n d 60% ro d s y s te m

At 50 — 60% rods, the bilayer structure still persists locally, but develops larger
length-scale curvature.

Furtherm ore, the structures formed are bi-continuous.

However, on repeating runs with different initial configurations, no ‘global’ struc
ture could be formed reproducibly at these concentrations for this system size and
ensemble. Fig. 4.26(a) shows an example of one of the structures adopted by a
50% rod system. We show eight replicated periodic images of this configuration
here to illustrate the range and complexity of the curved bilayer network formed
by this system. Generally, at these concentrations, these systems appear to seek
to maximise their bilayer interfacial area because the rod-sphere interaction is
sufficiently strong to dom inate at low tem perature, leading to fingering of the
water domain. The 60% rod system also consists of very curvy bilayers though
the solvent-sphere phase continues to percolate.
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(a) 50% - represented with boundary conditions

(b) 60%

Fig. 4.26: Configuration snapshots of two systems forming curved lamellar phases

70% to 90% r o d c o n c e n tr a tio n s y s te m s

At 70%, the solvent domains appeared, from configuration snapshots, to cease to
be continuous, shrinking to form solvent droplets surrounded by amphiphilic rods.
Fig. 4.27 shows the final configuration snapshots for the 70% and 80% systems
at T = 0.7. To explore the structural changes associated with this concentration
increase, a cluster analysis on the spheres was performed for 70, 80 and 90% as
shown on Fig. 4.28. These plots clearly illustrate the formation of stable sphere
clusters for all three systems. However, for 70%, the number of cluster in the
system is close to unity suggesting th a t the spheres could, in fact ju st percolate
at this concentration. This is confirmed by the associated probability distribu
tion function, which indicates a single cluster of about 300 sphere, confirms the
bi-continuous state of this system.

The probability distributions for 80% and

90%, in contrast, indicate isolated droplets with average cluster sizes of 15 and 5,
respectively.
Thus, with increasing the concentration above 70%, the structures formed by these
ssytems cease to be bi-continuous and inverse phases are formed. This behaviour
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(a) 70% rod system, inverse cylindrical
micelle

(b) 80% rod system, inverse
spherical micelle

Fig. 4.27: configuration snapshots of amphiphilic inverse phases
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Fig. 4.28: Cluster analysis on the spheres with rc = 1.3cr0 at T = 0.7

is, therefore, characterised by water droplets encapsulated w ithin an am phiphile
solution (the opposite of a normal micellar phase where surfactant droplets form
in water). Thus the water fingers present in the 60% system have closed up to
form inverse micelles.
Fig. 4.29 shows the sphere-sphere radial distribution function of the 80% rod
system for 3 different tem peratures T = 0.7, T = 0.9 and T = 1.2. These plots
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Fig. 4.29: (a): sphere-sphere radial distribution function, gaa(r), for 3 different
tem peratures for the 80% rod system - (b): gss(r) for 70%, 80% and 90% rod
concentration at T = 0.7

clearly indicate a peak at 7ao- Also, the prohibited region at distances of around
3 —4<7o suggests both a clustering of the spheres and the possible form ation of a
regular array of these clusters. W ith increasing tem perature, the mid-range peak
is shifted to larger distances and becomes broader, suggesting relaxation of the
structure. Also, at T = 1.2, an increased value of the sphere-sphere distribution
function at around separation of 3 — 4cr indicates a higher incidence of spheres
outside the main clusters, and, then, melting of the structure.

E v o lu tio n o f a m p h ip h ilic s tr u c tu r e w ith c o n c e n tr a tio n

It is also interesting to observe the change in the RDFs with concentration in
order to understand the structural changes th a t occur as the rod concentration is
increased. Fig. 4.30 shows the variation of the sphere-sphere and rod-rod RDFs
for the full range of concentrations studied at T = 0.7.
Although the gss(r) does not show much structure, one can clearly see the gradual
development of inverse phases as the peak at about 7cr0 grows continuously with
increasing concentration.

Note also the unliquid-like behaviour of the solvent
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Fig. 4.30: (a) Rod-rod radial distribution function, grr(r )i and (b) sphere-sphere
radial distribution function, gss(r), as a function of the rod concentration at T =
0.7

spheres between 40 and 60%. This is probably due to a combination of a relatively
low tem perature and the fact th a t only 2 layers of spheres were present between
the rod layers of these lamellar phases, leading to capillary-induced stratification
or crystalisation.
In order to investigate the structural changes associated w ithin the am phiphilic
aggregates, the parallel component of the rod-rod RDF has been com puted and
is shown in Fig. 4.31.
At low concentrations (i.e. below 20%), g/ / ( r ) indicates a relatively flat distribu
tion for all separation distances. Above 20%, a peak starts to appear at around
2.5(Jo indicative of a layering of the rods : a lamellar phase has formed. At 60%,
the layering of the rods starts to disappear when the system starts to develop in
verse phases. From 70%, the peaks become more diffuse and eventually disappear.
Again a flat distribution is observed indicating th a t the layers formed at medium
concentration have vanished being replaced by inverse phases.
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Fig. 4.31: Evolution of the parallel rod-rocl distribution function, g//(r), w ith rod
concentration

4 .4 .2

E ffe c t o f m o le c u la r p a r a m e te r s

In this section, we briefly survey the effect of the model param ters k and H on
the system phase behaviour. The aim here is to determ ine the sensitivity of the
model to changes in the interaction param eters.

E ffect o f k , th e a m p h ip h ilic s tr e n g th

The effect of the param eter k which controls the strength of the anisotropy of
the rod-sphere interaction, i.e.

the hydration strength, has been investigated

with this model. To this end, a series of simulations has been perform ed on an
N — 1024 10% rod system at constant tem perature (T = 0.7) w ith the HLB set
to H = 50%. Here, the value of the amphiphilic strength has been modified every
1.0 • 106 tim esteps in the sequence k = 1/5, k = 1/3, k = 1/2.5 and finally
k

= 1 (where no amphiphilic behaviour should be expected).
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Fig. 4.32: Principal moments of inertia, II, I m and Is, of the largest cluster
determined using rc = 0.9ao. The regions (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the
k, values and configurations snapshots shown on Fig. 4.33

The moments of inertia of the largest aggregate formed in this system has been
monitored over the course of the simulation run and is shown on Fig. 4.32. From
t — 08t to t = 1.0 • 106St, (k! = 1/5) one can observe the self-assembly of a near
spherical aggregate from a random initial configuration. This is confirmed by the
configuration snapshot on Fig. 4.33(a) th a t displays a multi-micellar arrangem ent
of near-shperical micelles.
At t = 1.0- 106£t, the amphiphilic strength was switched to 1/3 and one can notice
a repartitioning of the principal moments of inertia indicating a more cylindrical
shape of the main aggregate in the system. As shown by the configuration snap
shot of Fig. 4.33(b), here all the amphiphiles have aggregated into a single cluster
w ith a cylindrical symmetry. This closed cylinder remained stable until the am
phiphilic strength was reduced to 1/2.5 at t = 2.0 • 106(5t. Here, a similar change
was found to th a t observed previously for the H80K5 system at 10% rod concen-
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Fig. 4.33: Study of the effect of the rod-sphere interaction strength - 10% rod
H = 50% system of 1024 particles at constant T — 0.7

tration (see Fig. 4.20(a) and Fig. 4.20(b)). Thus, the aggregate fused w ith itself
through the PBC and formed a ‘tu b u la r’ micelle (Fig. 4.33(c)). This transition is
clearly stabilised by the PBC and much less noise can be observed on the moment
of inertia data. At t = 3.0 • 106()C the amphiphilic strength was switched to unity
which, in principle, shall not promote and amphiphilic behaviour as no anisotropy
is present in energy param eter of the rod-sphere potential. As expected, the pre
vious structure theno collapsed to give an isotropic m ixture of rods and spheres
(Fig. 4.33(d)).
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This brief survey suggests th a t the amphiphilic behaviour (i.e.

the structure

shape) exhibited by these systems is sensitive to the hydrophilic interaction strength
k

: reducing the hydrophilic strength 1/ k progressively reduces the curvature in

the structure. The amphiphilic aggregates are suprisingly stable even at very low
amphiphilic strength such as k = 1/2.5. it is, then, only when the amphiphilic
strength is reduced to unity th a t the structure collapses. The sensitivity of phase
properties to the model param eters n will be examined in more detail in the
following chapter.

E ffect o f ZZ, th e h y d ro p h ilic to lip o p h ilic b a la n c e (H L B )

Finally, in this intial survey, we have performed some simulations w ith another set
of param eters specifically, we have examined the concentration dependance phase
behaviour of an H50K5 system in order to analyse the effect of the hydrophilic to
hydrophobic ratio, controlled by ZZ, on the phase behaviour. The same procedures
and simulation param eters used for the H80K5 system are applied here.

The

results are summarised via the configuration snapshots shown in Fig. 4.34.

(a) 5 to 30%

(b) 40 to 60%

(c) 70 to 90%

Fig. 4.34: Typical configuration snapshots of the H50K5 system for different rod
concentration. Solvent spheres in (a) are om itted for clarity

W ith increased amphiphile concentration, the phase behaviour of this system has
been found to be significantly different from th a t of the H80K5 system. At 5% rod
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concentration, a micellar phase is found, which rem ains stable until 30%. These
micelles appear, though, to be not ■as well defined as those obtained w ith the
H = 80% systems. For rod concentration of 30% to 60%, a bilayer structure is
formed when the micelles sta rt to join through the periodic boundary conditions.
However, no genuine lamellar phase has been formed. R ather, very curvy entan
gled bilayers have formed. From 70%, inverse phases, similar to those obtained
w ith the H80 system, are found.
In conclusion, the H50K5 presents an expected sequence of amphiphilic behaviour
w ith increasing concentration. However, the num ber of different phases observed
seems to be significantly smaller th an th a t seen for the H80K5 system, and the
phase properties (e.g. micelle structure, bilayer flexibility) are clearly different.

4.5

C on clu sion

In this chapter, a rod-sphere com puter model has been developed based on a
m ixture of Gay-Berne and Lennard-Jones particles. This m ixture involves th e
use of the Lennard-Jones potential for the spheres, the constant well-depth GayBerne potential for the rod particles and finally, a modified version of the GayBerne potential for the rod-sphere interaction. This rod-sphere potential has been
adjusted in order to incorporate an amphiphilic behaviour into the system. In this,
one end of the rod is strongly attracted to the solvent sphere, the other end being
only weakly attracted.
B oth ‘cubic’ and ‘exponential’ forms for of the energy param eter allow us to break
the original sym m etry imposed in A ntypov’s form ulation of the rod-sphere inter
action. However, the ‘exponential’ model has proven to be preferable since only
two param eters are needed to define it, and it does not suffer from m athem atical
lim itations (unlike the ‘cubic’ model).
From the prelim inary simulations presented in this chapter, it seems th a t this
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model is suitable for studying the effects of molecular interaction param eters on
self-assembly processes. Molecular characteristics such as the hydrophobic chain
length and the hydrophobic strength can be readily changed w ithin this generic
model and their effects on phase properties assessed. The range of phases acces
sible to this model is surprisingly large, given its simplicity, and the simulation
timescales accessible appear more than adequate for phase stability to be estab
lished. We are not aware of any other model capable of exhibiting this range of
phase behaviour from a single molecular param eterisation. It is also notew orthy
th a t the self-assembly processes observed here are driven purely by the amphiphilic
effect (modelled here by the dipolar sym m etry in the rod-sphere interaction). This
contests starkly w ith the ‘solvent-free’ amphiphile models analysed in other re
cent studies of bilayers and vesicles [122-129]. Here, the effect of concentration has
been studied for the set of param eters H = 80% and k = 1/5. Then, the effect
of varying the hydrophobic strength k has been examined at constant H = 50%.
W hile concentration is the m ain determ inant of phase stability, k also plays a
key role. Little tem perature dependance has been observed, other th an to gain
isotropy by imposing high tem perature values.
There is also a clear dependence of the structure on the HLB ratio (param eter
H). However, the H = 50% system did not produce a lamellar phase, possibly
due to unrealistic features in its potential. This issue will be assessed in the next
chapter, in which an alternative model will be developed and its phase behaviour
assessed in detail, particularly in the low concentration, micellar region of phase
space.
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C hapter 5

Effect of amphiphilic properties
on micellar behaviour

W hile the ‘exponential’ model investigated in the previous chapter successfully
yields the conventional lyotropic self-assembling structures, it appears inappro
priate for investigating the effect of the HLB ratio. Specifically, a t m oderate HLB
values, the crossover between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of the intermolecular potential appears too diffuse for this aspect of amphiphilic behaviour
to be recoverable. In this chapter, therefore, we investigate an alternative ‘ta n h ’
form for the well-depth component of the intermolecular potential and w hat effect
this has on the resultant phase behaviour. The structure of this chapter is as fol
lows. First, a description of this alternative potential and some com parisons w ith
the previous ‘exponential’ model are presented. Then, as an example, a detailed
simulation study of a particular micellar system, performed using this alternative
amphiphile-solvent potential, is presented. Finally, we study the effect of varying
the model param eters H and k on the properties of the resulting micellar phases.
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5 .1

R e fin e m e n t o f th e r o d -sp h e r e p o te n tia l

5.1.1

D e fin itio n o f t h e m o d e l

As summarised in C hapter 3, recent simulation studies have shown successful
coarse-graining of all-atom lipid molecules [117-119]. The effective lipid-water
potentials used in these studies showed a sharp transition between the hydropho
bic and hydrophilic parts of the amphiphilic molecules. In designing a potential
possessing this characteristic feature, adopting an S-shaped hyperbolic tangent
(tanh) dependance in the well-depth function appears a viable approach.
This S-shaped curve (Fig. 5.1) shows early exponential growth for negative x,
which slows to linear growth near x — 0, then approaches f i x ) = 1 w ith an expo
nentially decaying gap. The tanh function describes a type of sigmoidal function
(name due to the sigmoid shape of its graph) employed for many applications
involving the S-curve of population growth, and is used in a wide range of fields,
from biology to economics. This sm ooth switch from -1 to 1 would be useful for
modelling the hydrophobic-hydrophilic transition described earlier.

1

f(x)=tanh(x)
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Fig. 5.1: Plot of the hyperbolic tangent function }{x) = tanh(x)
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By using a generic form such as e{x) = a + b * tan h ((x — Xo)/c ), one could tune
the param eters a, 6 and c to control the shape of the energy param eter function:
the param eter c can change the slope of the linear growth part, b controls the
am plitude of the switch while a is just a shifting value along the ordinate axis.
Finally, the Xq value can be used to set the location of the transition position
either to positive or negative values of x.
Relating this functional form to the amphiphilic potential of interest here, one
can define the following m athem atical expression:

e(fy • uj) = a + frtanh

where S — 1
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Fig. 5.2: A lternative ‘ta n h ’ energy functions of the rod-sphere interaction

emax and emin correspond to the depth of the potential at the ro d ’s ends, i.e. the
head and the tail. Thus, in this model, emax controls the hydrophilic strength, i.e.
the head’s hydration level, and emin controls the ta il’s hydrophobicity. These two
param eters could be set independently. However, in order to be consistent w ith
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the previous model, these two param eters are set to emin = k and emax = l / « \
The param eter H is defined, as previously, by the ratio of the length of the ‘hy
drophobic’ region over the ro d ’s to tal length. A third param eter, I, controls the
sharpness of the cross-over. As can be seen in Fig. 5.2, for I = 0.01, the potential
corresponds nearly to a st.ep-function, whereas, for I = 1.0, the potential is nearly
linear in lij • ry. Obviously, this paraineterisation does not fit our requirement
for a sharp switch, whereas too sharp a transition could induce very high intermolecular forces. The interm ediate param eter value I — 0.1, corresponding to an
interm ediate transition sharpness, has therefore been adopted for the rest of this
study.
o
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Fig. 5.3: Comparison of different energy functions for the rod-sphere interaction

Fig. 5.3 shows a comparison between this tanh model and the exponential model
for different H values with k = 1/5. From this graph, one can see th a t the two
H = 50% potential curves display very different switching behaviours between the
‘hydrophobic’ and ‘hydrophilic’ regions. Conversely, the ‘exponential form ’ w ith
H = 80% (used for the simulations in C hapter 4) is numerically quite similar to
the ‘tanh form’ with H = 90%. As such, one would expect the tan h form to be
both able to access the range of phase behaviour observed in chapter 4 and, due
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to its consistently sharp switching between the head and the tail regions, more
appropriate for investigating the behaviour of lower H systems.
C ontour plots of the rod-sphere potential energy, shown on Fig. 5.4 for different I i
and k values, illustrate these differences more clearly. Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(b)
illustrate the form of the tan h model for H = 50% and H = 80%, respectively, for
k

= 1/5. Fig. 5.4(c) and Fig. 5.4(d) show the equivalent contour plots obtained

with the ‘exponential’ form of the potential. W ith the exponential model, as H is
decreased to 50%, the crossover region of the potential becomes very diffuse and
the strongly attractive region becomes very small, giving a poor representation of
a genuine amphiphile having 50% of its length hydrophilic. The extrem e cases,
corresponding to H = 50%, k = 1/2 and H = 90%, k = 1/5 are shown on
Fig. 5.4(e) and Fig. 5.4(f) w ith the tan h formulation of the potential energy. Note
th a t Fig. 5.4(f) confirms th a t the H = 90%, k = 1/5 potential w ith the ta n h
model is close to the H = 80%, k — 1/5 potential w ith the exponential model,
i.e. the exponential model becomes close to the tan h model for high H values.

5.1.2

P hase behaviour as a function o f

and

H

k!

w ith in

creasing concentration
As for the exponential model, the approxim ate phase behaviour of the ta n h sys
tem s has first been determ ined from a series of quenching runs perform ed in,
constant NVT simulations, at a tem perature of T — 0.9 for different rod con
centrations. Starting from an isotropic configuration of 1024 particles, previously
equilibrated at high tem perature, each system was run for

2

• 1 0 6 steps.

Fig. 5.5 shows the resulting final configuration snapshots of the H80K5 system
(defined as H = 80% and k '= 1/5) for different rod concentrations. This sys
tem shows an extensive range of amphiphilic phase behaviours in agreem ent w ith
experimental results: at low amphiphilic concentrations, spherical micelles are
formed (Fig. 5.5(a)) which transform into cylindrical micelles w ith increasing
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Fig. 5.4: Contour plots of a range of rod-sphere potentials
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(f) spherical inverse micelles: 90%

Fig. 5.5: Configuration snapshots of the H80K5 system at T — 0.9 for different
rod concentrations

concentration (Fig. 5.5(b)). At 30%, a lamellar phase is formed which persists
at 40% (Fig. 5.5(c)). Then, from 50% to 70%, curved bilayer form ation occurs
(Fig. 5.5(d)). Finally, at 80% and 90%, inverse micellar phases develop (Fig. 5.5(e)
and Fig. 5.5(f)).
Similar quenches on systems with different H values and concentrations have been
performed for a number of other k = 1/5 and k = 1/2 systems. The results of
these simulations are summarised in Fig. 5.6 in the form of approxim ate phase
diagrams constructed by analysing the final configuration snapshots.
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Fig. 5.6: Approximate H vs.rod concentration phase diagrams for tan h model
system at T — 0.9. Black lines are guides to the eyes

From these phase diagrams, one can clearly see the effects of concentration and
the HLB on the phase behaviour: As the concentration and H are increased,
the shapes of the aggregates vary from positive curvature (micelles) to negative
curvature (inverse micelles) via a broad region of near-zero curvature, bilayerforming systems. Decreasing k, to 1/5 causes aggregates with more curvature to
be formed. The flat bilayer region is, thus, reduced to a small area of the phase
diagram w ith high H values, whereas the k = 1/2 system displays flat bilayers
over the entire range of H values studied. In the same way, the inverse micelle
regions are smaller for the strongly hydrophilic head group systems and cover only
the high amphiphile concentrations.
In all cases, the lyotropic phase sequence follows the form expected for system
with inherent positive curvature:
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spherical micelle —►cylindrical micelle —> curved bilayers —» flat bilayers —*• nonspherical inverse micelle —> spherical inverse micelle

This sequence is in generic agreement w ith experiment, theory (see C hapter 2 ) and
simulation (see C hapter 3). However, some phases are absent from these phase
diagrams. Phases such as the hexagonal phases (normal and inverse), cubic phases,
sponge phases and the vesicle region are missing. This may be due to system
size effects as these phases are, indeed, mesoscopic, requiring large length-scale
structures, and, therefore, a much bigger system to be simulated. Furtherm ore,
it is has been shown th a t some phases are difficult to obtain unless, non-cubic
simulation boxes are used [105,106]. Alternatively, the phases may simply not be
formed for this model param eterisation or might require, e.g., a m ulticom ponent
system to stabilise.

5.2

P relim in a ry sim u la tio n s at 5% rod co n cen 
tra tio n

Having establish th a t the tan h model yields a wide range of amphiphilic phases,
we now use it to examine in greater detail, ju st one of these phases: the spherical
micellar phase.
Prelim inary to some bigger system runs, a series of simulations on small size
systems were performed for a wider range of k and HLB values at a fixed concen
tration ratio of 5%. The motivation for studying these 5% system in more detail
was to perform an initial exploration of param eter space in order to guide the
choice of system for subsequent much larger and longer simulation runs.
Fig. 5.7 shows a table representing the final configuration snapshots obtained for
systems ranging from

=

1 /2

to k ' = 1/5 and H = 50% to 90%. From these

snapshots, it is apparent th a t the shapes and structures of the aggregates formed
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Fig. 5.7: Final configuration snapshots obtained from NVT simulation a t T = 0.9
for systems ranging from ft' = 1/2 to ft' = 1/5 and / / = 50% to 90%
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are sensitive to changes in both k or H. Looking a t extreme cases, the H90K2
system forms a single aggregate with, apparently, low radial ordering of the rods,
while the H50K5 system has hardly formed a micelle. The la tter observation may
be due to too low a tem perature (or a comparatively high well-depth energy) being
used which limits the mobility w ithin the system. Interm ediate param eterisations
show structures involving multiple micelle arrangem ents (e.g. H70K5), more ra
dially ordered micelles (e.g. H70K3) and cylindrical aggregates (e.g. H80K2).
For all of these systems, however, the PB C s have a significant effect on the selfassembly, as th e sizes of the micellar objects are of the same order as the box size.
Clearly, therefore, much bigger system are required in order to draw any firm
conclusions on the behaviour of these systems as a function of H and k . From
this initial exploration, then, we have chosen to use the k = 1/2 and k = 1/4
systems over a range of different H values for larger scale runs. Comparison of
the behaviour of these systems is made in section 5.4, following a description of
the processes found accessible to these simulations.

5.3

O bserved stru ctu res and p ro cesses o f th e m i
cellar p hase

Before exploring the effect of molecular interactions on micellar properties, a de
tailed study of the H70K2 system at 5% rod concentration is presented. In this,
a system of 8192 particles (containing 410 rods, corresponding to a 5% system)
was created by replicating (in a

2

x

2

x

2

cube) eight images of the initial dis

ordered configuration of the 1024 particle system previously equilibrated a t high
tem perature (T = 2.0). This 8192 particle system was then run for

1

• 10° MD

steps in N V T at T = 0.9, all of the simulation param eters such as the tim e step,
cutoff radius, neighbour list radius, etc.., being set to those used in the previous
simulations. A configuration file was dum ped every 1000 steps for post-sim ulation
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analysis.

5.3.1

Self-assem bly properties

Configuration snapshots taken at different times during this sim ulation run are
presented in Fig. 5.8. The configuration at t = 05t (Fig. 5.8(a)) shows the initial
random configuration. Then, a rapid aggregation of the rods can be noticed similar
to the evolution observed w ith the exponential model in the previous chapter. At
t = 0.06-106£t, one can observe the form ation of several distinct aggregates. These
assemblies increase their size as further monomers join the developing aggregates
until a dynamic equilibirum is attained at t « 0.4 • 1065t (Fig. 5.8(e)). Fig. 5.8(f)
shows the final configuration snapshot from this run. Here, the rods are clearly
aggregated into several distinct clusters, coexisting w ith free non-agglom erated
amphiphiles or monomers.
The evolution of the number of monomers during the course of the sim ulation
run, calculated with the cluster counting algorithm described in chapter

4, is

shown in Fig. 5.9 for a range of values of the cluster counting cut-off distance r c.
These plots indicate an equilibration tim e of about 0.4 • 106 steps a t which the
monomer number attains a steady value for all values of rc. As for the exponential
model, the num ber of monomers decreases w ith increasing cut-off distance r c.
This is consistent w ith the clustering of the amphiphilic rods observed on th e
configuration snapshots (Fig. 5.8), but offers little information on which contact
distance is most appropriate for this micellar system. The corresponding n .P (n )
curves, shown in Fig. 5.10, indicate how the cluster size distribution function of
the system varies as the cluster counting cut-off distance is increased from

0 .1

to 1.6cr0. These distribution functions (as well as other observables presented in
w hat follows) were averaged over configuration snapshots taken from tim e-steps
4 • 1056t to 106 £t. From these plots, one can observe a similar behaviour to th a t
found for the exponential model. For small contact distances (i.e. r c < 0.7cro),
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(c) t = 0.10-

(d) t = 0.24 • 106<ft

I 0 65t

(e) t = 0.40 • 106<ft

(f) t = 1 • 106^

Fig. 5.8: Configuration snapshots of the H70K2 system taken at different tim e
steps at T = 0.9
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Fig. 5.9: Monomer count vs. tim e step for the H70K2 system at T = 0.9 and a
range of rc values

the probability distribution function is ju st a monotonic decay. For large contact
distances (rc > 1.0cro), peaks develop at large cluster sizes. Interm ediate contact
distances lead, however, to the classic form of a standard micelle size distribution
function with a high monomer peak and a micelle peak at n « 25 (the aggregation
number) for rc = 0.80cro.

5 .3 .2

M ic e lle s t r u c t u r e

The average principal moments of inertia, shown in Fig. 5.11, illustrate the be
haviour of the corresponding aggregate shapes as a function of the aggregate oc
cupancy or size n. W hen the micelle size is smaller than the aggregation number,
the shapes of the aggregates tend to be cylindrical. Interestingly, the aggregation
number, i.e. the most stable micelle size, corresponds to the n -value at which
the cluster shape is closest to being spherical.

From n ~ 25 to n ^ 60, the

moments of inertia diverge slightly indicating a shape change from spherical to
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Fig. 5.11: Principal moments of inertia of the H70K2 system at T = 0.9 com puted
for rc = 0.80cro

slightly cylindrical. W hen the micelle size reaches n ~ 60, more changes are seen
in the distribution of the moments of inertia, indicating a possible discontinuous
change in the aggregate shape, although the statistics here are poor. This ap
parent sphere-cylinder crossover is possibly related to occasional micelle-micelle
fusion events.
Conformational information can also be readily calculated from the sim ulation
configurations. Thus, the structural conformations adopted w ithin the micelles
can be extracted from the com putation of appropriate molecular angular and
positional correlation functions, namely gang(cos(9)) and gpos(x)- The approach
used in the com putation of gpos(r) is very similar to th a t used for g(r), <?||(r||)
and g±(r±). For gpos('r')i histograms of the distance between the centre of mass
(COM) of each micelle and each of its component particles are considered. This
distribution is therefore equivalent to an RDF between the micelle COM and its
component particle and is, therefore, similar to a density distribution of the amphiphiles within a micelle. To calculate gang{cos9), where 9 is the angle subtended
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Fig. 5.12: Positional distribution functions gpos(r ) for H70K2 particles in micelles
of occupancy n = 10 — 20, n = 20 — 30, n = 30 —40

by two molecular centres at a micelle COM, again only the particles belonging to
each micelle are considered. These distributions are then averaged over the run
and the number of micelles formed by each system. Note th a t a com putation de
pending on micelle size is required for both of these distribution functions since the
structural conformations show some size-dependence. Due to the relatively small
system sizes available here, there are rather few micelles of each particular size.
Therefore, the

gpos{ r

) and

g ang { c o s ( 9 ) )

d ata have been grouped (and averaged)

over 3 categories of micelle size: 10-20, 20-30 and 30-40 particles.
Fig 5.12 illustrates the Gaussian-like distribution of the gpos(r) d a ta obtained for
this system for the three different micelle size categories. From these plots, the
distribution mean value clearly increases w ith micelle size. This is an expected
behaviour due to the packing properties of the particles. As the particles aggre
gate, their excluded volumes also lead to the formation of a forbidden region in
the centre of the micelles. For micelle sizes of 10 to 20 particles, the distribution
function displays a forbidden radius of « 0.5<r0 from the micelle COM in which
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the particles centres cannot reside. This indicates a sphere of about lcro diam eter
containing no particle centres. As the micelle size increases, the size of the forbid
den region does not change as all distributions start to accum ulate a t r ~ 0.5<Jo.
However, the mean value of the distributions is shifted to larger values as n is in
creased. If a micelle remained spherical as its size increased, the forbidden region
would become larger which is not the case here. This implies, therefore, th a t w ith
increasing size, the micelle changes shape and adopts a more cylindrical shape, as
shown by the moment of inertia data.
The angular distribution functions on Fig. 5.13 also offer useful insight into micel
lar structure. Here, for all micelle size ranges this function shows approxim ately
the same structure, displaying one peak at around cos($) « 0.8. This suggests
th a t each particle in a micelle has a ring of nearest neighbours at an angular
displacement of ~ cos- 1 (0.8) = 37°. However the position of the first peak does
show some dependence on the micelle size as shown on Tab. 5.1
1 0-20

0.75
41°

20-30
0.80
o
b00

size
cos( 0 )
e

30-40
0.85
32°

Tab. 5.1: Highest peak position of g ang(c o s9 ) for different micelle sizes

The normalised d ata shown on Fig. 5.13(b) clearly show the shifting of the peak
position toward smaller angle values as the micelle size is increased. T his peak
can also be seen as a signature of the curvature of the aggregate, which decreases
w ith increasing micelle size.

5.3.3

M icelle dynam ics

In the previous section, the structure of micelles has been assessed by analysis of
their sizes and shapes as well as the positional and orientational conform ations
of their constituent particles. We now consider larger length-scale stru ctu re, i.e.
the micelle-micelle structure. Here, individual micelles can be regarded as single
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entities and the individual amphiphiles can be ignored. At this supra-m olecular
scale, properties such as micelle diffusion and the micelle-micelle radial distribu
tion function can be examined. Furtherm ore, micelle histories can be captured by
tracking population change through time, w ith a view to gaining inform ation on
micelle life-times.
To achieve these analyses, it is necessary to be able to track each micelle through
time, i.e. from stored configuration to stored configuration. In the analysis per
formed so far, micellar clusters were identified for each given configuration b u t no
attem p t was made to follow them in tim e through several configurations. How
ever, as .the list of particles w ithin each micelle changes over time, this micelle
tracking is not a trivial m atter and a population com parator was required.
This has been achieved by calculating the intersection fl and the union U between
two populations Pj and P j .

_

Pj)
U {Pu Pj)

, v
(5‘ ]

w ith Pj denoting the population of cluster z, w ith i and j being clusters identified
from designated configurations.
The ratio C ij can be seen as a self-similarity coefficient between micelles i and j
as it is equal to unity if the two populations are the same and identical to zero
if they are completely dissimilar. Alternatively, if one particle has left or joined
the micelle, the intersection is reduced, leading to a slight decrease in C jj. In the
same way, if two micelles coalesce, the union shows a large increase, leading to a
big drop in the calculated self-similarity coefficient.
This population com parator was used to track micelles through tim e as follows:
given a particular micelle i of population Pi at a tim e £, its self-similarity coeffi
cients w ith all of the clusters j present at tim e t + 10006t were calculated. The
cluster j showing the maximum similarity w ith cluster i was then considered to
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Fig. 5.14: Plot of the tim e evolution of the self-similarity coefficient for a single
micelle from system H70K2

be the ‘sam e’ micelle subject to a slight time-evolution in its population. The
occupancy list of this new micelle was then used as the reference population for
the next comparison at t + 2000^.

M ice lle p o p u la tio n c h a n g e a n d re n e w a l

In order to calculate the change of micelle’s population with time, the self-similarity
coefficient has been calculated w ith respect to an original population for all sub
sequent populations identified by the procedure described above.
Fig. 5.14 shows a plot of the resulting self-similarity coefficient evolution calcu
lated for a single micelle selected from the H70K2 ssytem. Here, t = 0St corre
sponds to the time when the micelle being considered was first identified. Between
t = 0 • 106St and t « 0.4 • 106^ , a slow linear decay can be observed, such th a t
after approximately 0.3 • 106St, the self-similarity coefficient has decreased from
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unity to « 0.80. This suggests a slow turnover of the micelle’s population due to
monomers leaving an d /o r joining the main aggregate. The large am plitude noise
component associated with this decay indicates th a t these leaving and rejoining
events take place on a very short timescale. This noisey character w ith an under
lying linear trend suggests, then, two distinct monomer behaviours operating on
well-separated timescales.
At t « 0.4 • 1 0 _ 6 £t, the self-similarity coefficient shows a clear drop indicating a
significant event: either a fusion w ith another micelle or breakdown of this micelle
into two clusters. From detailed investigation of the configuration files, we have
found th a t it does, in fact, correspond to a fusion w ith another micelle. This
process is described in more detail in the next section.
After this fusion event, the ‘new’ population exhibits once more, a noisy, slow,
linear decay, somewhat slower th an th a t from before the fusion. This decrease in
gradient may be due to a change of the monomer exchange rate due to a change
in micelle size. It would be interesting to analyse the effect of micelle size on
this exchange rate, however, the relatively small num ber of long-lived micelles
identifiable here limits the statistical significance of such a measurement.
To summarise, these self-similarity evolution indicate th a t the micelle’s population
can be changed by 3 different processes acting on different timescales

• rapid rattling motion of monomers leaving and rejoining the micelle
• monomer exchange between micelles
• fusion/break-up process of micelles

The moment of inertia timelines confirm the rapid piston-like m otion of monomers
and leads to rapid shape changing of micelles, i.e. the cylindrical micelles indentified earlier change their shape and orientation very rapidly due to a radial
pistoning of the monomers.
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It is also interesting to note th a t the self-similarity coefficient does not reduce
to zero over the course of the simulation. This means th a t the micelle has not,
actually, completely renewed its population, although the self-similarity is down
to « 0.25. Furtherm ore, the fusion event had a particularly dram atic effect on the
micelle population. If no fusion between micelles were possible, the self-similarity
coefficient would have decreased to only ~ 0.544 after 1.0 • 106 <5£ tim esteps.

Fusion process betw een tw o m icelles

The fusion event responsible for the sharp drop in the self-similarity coefficient
of the micelle history described in the previous section (recall Fig. 5.14), is now
described in detail. By identifying the final micelle and applying our tracking
scheme backward through time, we have been able to trace the evolution of this
process. This observation is confirmed by the configuration snapshots taken at
different tim e during this fusion process shown on Fig. 5.15.
On these snapshots, two initial independent micelles have been coloured red and
green. Note a initial single monomer coloured blue. T h a t way, it is possible to
follow the behaviour of the these two initial populations after the fusion event.
The snapshots presented here illustrate the different stages involved in this fusion
process.
The formation of the two initial micelles takes place in about 0.1 • 106 <5£. First
random ly aggregated (Fig. 5.15(a)), the red and green rods self-assemble together
forming two distinct micellar clusters (Fig. 5.15(b)). These two micelles are very
stable and remain relatively unchanged similar over ^ 0.2 • 106 <5£. As they come
close enough to each other, a red rod bridges the gap between the two micelles
briefly, leaving the ‘red’ micelle for the ‘green’ micelle. The two micelles then join,
forming a cylindrically shaped assembly (Fig. 5.15(e) and Fig. 5.15(f)), which then
relaxes to a spherically shaped micelles (Fig. 5.15(g) and Fig. 5.15(h))
Fig. 5.16 shows the evolution of the num ber of amphiphiles in the micelle during
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Fig. 5.15: Configuration snapshots of the fusion process taking place for the H70K2
system. The two initial micelles are coloured in red and green. T he separate
monomer is coloured blue
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Fig. 5.16: (a): measure of the micelle size vs tim esteps (b): history of the micelle
principals moments of inertia

the fusion process (micelle size) and the associated principal moments of inertia.
From these two graphs, and consistent with the drop in Fig. 5.14, it appears th a t
this fusion event takes place between 0.39- 106St < t < 0.40-1066£. The noise asso
ciated with the micelle size evolution is due to monomer exchange fluctuation, i.e.
entering and exciting out of the main aggregate. It can also be seen th a t the fusion
process is accompanied by an im portant change in the shape of the aggregate: as
the two micelles come into contact, the aggregate retains a cylindrical shape th a t
quickly relaxes to a near-spherical shape in about 0.04 • 106th, in aggrements w ith
the configuration snapshots obervation. Later, at t = 0 .4 4 -106(5£, one can observe
the blue monomer joining the main aggregate, as can be seen by an increase of 1
in the micelle size evolution graph.
Fusion events such as this one likely to be more frequent during the self-assembly
phase of a quench than in an equilibrated system since sub-micelle size assemblies
are more likely during equilibration. These sub-micelles are likely to join in order
to atta in the preferred size and shape. Once equilibration is achieved, however,
less fusion will be observed though break-up may be noticed more frequently
than before equilibration. However, it is difficult to observe this effect in these
simulations as the time and length scales are still too small and the num ber of
fusion/break-up events is too low for a correct statistical analysis to be perform ed.
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M ic e lle -m ic e lle in te r a c tio n

The micelle-micelle interaction can also be investigated by calculating th e micellemicelle g(r). This is achieved by calculating the center of mass of each micellar
cluster at every time step, considering a certain cateogry of cluster sizes. Fig. 5.17
illustrates the behaviour of the micelle-micelle gir) for different cluster sizes.
Note th a t for small cluster sizes (n < 20), a fictitius peak appears at small dis
tances

2 — 3(To). This is probably due to the fact th a t very small identified

clusters can be very close to each others. However, these are not to be taken into
account as they represents sub-micellar aggregates. Thus, only the g(r) for large
cluster sizes (n > 20) has a significance when considering micelles of sizes close to
the aggregation number. For this size category, the fictius peak at small distances
has disappeared and only the second peak remains at ~ 10<7o.
In term s of interaction potential, the micelle-micelle radial distribution can be
very useful when compared with other fluid models. Fig. 5.18 display the different
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Fig. 5.18: Comparison of radial distribution functions from different fluid models

RDFs obtained from simulation of hard spheres, gaussian spheres and LennardJones spheres of size <To = 1.0. The hard sphere model, as its name indicates,
doesn’t allow particle to overlap. This can be easily seen on the RDF w ith a
prohibited region at r < cr0. On the contrary, the gaussian model, initially de
signed to represent coarse-grained star polymer [188], posses a slow decay down
to ~ 0 . 5<t o

.

The Lennard-Jones fluid, being ‘softer’ than the hard sphere model,

allows some overlapping of the particles and, therefore, corresponds to an inter
m ediate behaviour between the two previously cited models.
Compared with these models, the micelle-micelle radial distribution functions cal
culated here display a ‘very soft’ micelle-micelle effective potential which allow
overlapping in order to perm it fusion events. Thus, the micelle-micelle interaction
could be modelled using an bounded pair-potential, th a t is with a finite potential
value at full full particle overlap (r — 0) such as the Gaussian sphere model, with
a sphere of size ~ 6 — 7<jq .
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Fig. 5.19: Micelle RMS displacement of cluster of size n > 2 in the H70K2

M ice lle d iffu sio n

The micelle diffusion was difficult to measure due to the relatively small num ber
of micelles in the system (< 10) and a very low displacement rate. The averaged
micelle displacement after 0.6 • 106 steps was « 3a0 which corresponds to half the
micelle’s effective size determ ined earlier by the micelle-micelle RDF.

5 .3 .4

M o n o m e r e x c h a n g e a n d d y n a m ic s

The monomer behaviour noted from Fig. 5.14 suggests a rattling m otion in which
monomers rapidly enter and leave the micelle. Also, the slow underlying decay of
the self-similarity coefficient indicates th a t monomers are lost and replaced by oth
ers ones as the micelle size remains roughly constant. Furtherm ore, the monomer
number has been shown to be constant after equilibration (recall Fig. 5.9). All of
this evidence suggests a degree of exchange of monomers between the micelles.
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Further evidence for this can be found by measuring the monomer life-time distri
bution as shown on Fig. 5.20. This plot displays a very large number of short-lived
monomers and has a discernible long tail of long-lived monomers w ith a life times
of as much as 0.225-106St for this system. This raises the prospect of being able to
trace the paths of long-lived monomers to assess how they are exchanged between
micelles.
H70K2

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

t / 1 0 6 5t

Fig. 5.20: Monomer life-time distribution

This entering and leaving processes of the monomers can be observed through
an exchange process taking place in the H70K2 system. As shown on the con
figuration snapshots of Fig. 5.21, a monomer leaves the top micelle to later join
a neighbouring micelle. During this process, the monomer has to tu rn round in
order to be able to insert itself into its new micelle, the hydrophobic tail entering
first. A nother process th a t can take place is a monomer leaving a micelle for a
significant time and, instead of joining another cluster, eventually coming back to
its initial micelle (see configuration snapshots on Fig. 5.22).
The dynamics of the long-lived monomers identified above are, presumably, the
diffusive behaviour observed for a single monomer in a sea of spheres subject
to perturbations by some effective micelle-monomer interaction. To investigate
the behaviour of a monomer in the proxim ity of a micelle, either to enter or
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(d) t0 + 8 - 1 0 3St

(e) £0 + 11 • I 0 3 5 t

(f)

t0 +

15 • 103<ft

Fig. 5.21: Snapshots of a monomer exchange process between two distinct micelles
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(a)

(d)
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(b) to + 3 • 103<!>t

(c)

(e)

(f)

to

+ 14 • 1035£

to

+ 7 • 103<5t

to +

16 • 103 5 t

Fig. 5.22: Snapshots of a monomer coming in and out of the same micelle

leave it, a 3D distribution of the angle between the monomer ideal trajectory
(i.e.

the micelle COM to particle center vector) and its orientation vector 9

as a function of the micelle-monomer distance has been com puted.

Only the

entering/leaving monomers are considered and the micelle-monomer distance is
shifted by the micelle radius so as to reduce the effect of micelle size on this
measurement. In practice this is achieved by calculating R(t) — d where R(t) is
the distance from the micelle COM to the monomer at a tim e t and d corresponds
to the distance between the micelle COM and the ro d ’s position once it has joined
the micelle. (Fig. 5.23).
As it appears th a t H and k have little im pact on this measurem ent, these distri-
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U;

M on om er

M icelle

Fig. 5.23: Diagram representing a micelle and a free monomer

butions have been averaged over all the sim ulated systems to give the probability
m ap shown on Fig. 5.24(a). This shows th a t when the monomer-micelle distance
is small, the monomers preferably adopt cos(9) values of « —1 corresponding to
radial alignment w ith the hydrophilic end pointing outwards. At R — d values
of ~ 2 — 3cr0, the preferred cos(0) value is « + 1 . This suggests th a t the orien
tation flipping mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5.21 is a relatively common event.
These d a ta also points the possibility of determ ining an effective monomer-micelle
interaction for this class of systems.
However, it is not clear w hether this observation indicates a genuine phenom ena
as the calculation has been restricted to entering and leaving monomers only.
One could argue, alternatively, th a t there is no particular angular dependence
in this effective micelle-monomer interaction and th a t Fig. 5.24 only shows th a t
monomers have got to ‘tu rn in’ in the right way for a successful insertion. This
could particularly be the case here, due to the lack of flexibility of the particle used.
This alternative view is supported by a second calculation of the micelle-monomer
radial distribution function as a function of cos(9), this time averaged over all
of the monomers in the system (Fig. 5.24(b)). This plot clearly indicates the
independence of this distribution function on cos(9): suggesting th a t monomers
of all orientations get close to the micelle, but th a t they do not join it unless their
orientations are appropriate.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.24: (a): Averaged distribution of cos(9) as a function of r of entering
and leaving monomers only from a micelle (b): Averaged distribution function
g(r,cos(9)) of all monomers

5 .4

E ffect o f m o d e l p a r a m e te r isa tio n o n s y s te m
p r o p e r tie s

The aim of this section is to investigate the sensitivity of the model system prop
erties to the molecular param eters H and k . For this purpose, a range of H values
(H = 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 %) and 2 values of k! ( k ' = 1/2 and k =1/4) have been
used. Thus, the whole range of amphiphilic behaviour is covered here, from large
to small hydrophilic head group and from low to high amphiphilic strength. All
of the simulations presented is in this section have been performed w ith the same
param eters, system size and run lengths as were used in the previous section.
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(a) H = 50%

(b ) H = 60%

(c) H = 70%

(d ) H = 80%

Fig. 5.25: Final configura
tion snapshots for different
values of H at T = 0.9 and
k

(e) H = 90%
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=

1 /2

(a) H = 50%

(b ) H = 60%

(c) H = 70%

(d ) H =

Fig. 5.26: Final configura
tion snapshots for different
values of H at T = 0.9 and
k = 1/4

(e) H = 90%
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Fig. 5.27: Cluster size distribution functions n • P(n) for H = 50, 60, 70 and 80%
at both k = 1/4 and k — 1/2 computed with rc = 0.80(To
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5.4.1

M icelle structures

M icelle size and shape

T he final configuration snapshots obtained from these runs are shown on Fig. 5.4
for k = 1/2 and Fig. 5.4 for k = 1/4. From these, the effect of H seems to
be significant w ith respect to micelle size and shape. For bo th k values, bigger
clusters appear as H is increased. This is due to the fact th a t smaller headgroups
lead to less curvature and, therefore, the form ation of larger aggregates. This view
is confirmed by the n • P{n) plots shown in Fig. 5.27. In both cases, small head
group (large H value) is associated w ith large micelles and broad distribution
functions. Compared w ith k =

1/ 2

, the distributions shown for k = 1/4 display

higher peaks, slightly shifted to smaller aggregation numbers. Thus, an increase in
the amphiphilic strength (equivalent to decreasing k ) results in smaller micelles,
these being available in larger quantities for a given monomer concentration. For
H=80% and k = 1/4, micellar behaviour breaks down as the distribution starts
showing multiple peaks. Ultimately, decreasing head group size combined w ith an
increasing head-solvent attraction seems to, instead, develop bilayer-like patches
of different size (see Fig. 5.25(e) and Fig. 5.26(e)).
The effects of H and k on micelle shape are shown on Fig. 5.28 w ith the principal
moments of inertia plotted as a function of the cluster size n. For bo th k values,
the variation of the shape with H generally follows the same trend as was observed
for the exponential model (see C hapter 4) and is consistent w ith other studies
[189],
Tab. 5.2 shows the moment of inertia values at the aggregation num ber for each
system. From these data, the micelle shape appears largely independant of H and
k

. Fig. 5.28(b) and Fig. 5.28(d) show a close-up of the MOI d ata over the cluster

size range 2 < n < 15. This reveals an interesting behaviour of the micelle shape
for different H values at low n. Thus, for any n < 15, I s { H = 80%) < I s ( H =
70%) < I S (H = 60%) < I S {H = 50%) and I L(H = 80%) > I L{H = 70%) >
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H50K2
H60K2
H70K2
H80K2
H50K4
H60K4
H70K4
H80K4

II
0.398
0.389
0.393
0.396
0.404
0.396
0.391
-

I

m

0.341
0.345
0.350
0.346
0.341
0.343
0.345
-

Is
0.25
0.265
0.255
0.256
0.253
0.260
0.262
-

~ Agg. Numb.
14
22

30
35
12

15
25
-

Tab. 5.2: Principal moments of inertia taken at the aggregation num ber for all
systems. Note the H80K4 system w ith no values as no true peak can be observed
in the cluster size distribution function n • P{n)

I l {H = 60%) > I l {H = 50%) although, I m remains constant w ith H.

This

corresponds to a slight flattening combined w ith an elongation of the micelles as
H is increased.
The effect of the model param eters on the aggregate shape can, then, be sum
marised as such:

• As n is increased, the micelle shape becomes increasingly cylindrical for a
given set of param eters H and k .
• A slight flattening and elongation of the micelles is seen w ith increasing H.
• n has virtually no effect on the shape of a given micelle size although their
n • P( n) distribution functions are significantly different.

M icelle structural conform ation

The positional distribution functions, gpos(T), com puted for all of the systems
studied are shown on Fig. 5.29.

From these plots, the effect of n, H and k

on the internal positional organisation of the micelle components is apparent.
The variation of the peak heights here reflects to the variation of the num bers
of micelles observed for each size category of sizes. C ertain categories are not
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Fig. 5.28: Principal moments of inertia vs. cluster size n. (a) and (c) illustrate
d ata for the systems with k = 1 / 2 and k = 1 / 4 , respectively, (b) and (d) show
the same plots zoomed into the region 2 < n < 15
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represented in all cases, since some systems simply do not exhibit these cluster
sizes.
A good way of comparing these distributions is to characterise them by their
different moments. Fig. 5.30 shows the first moment or mean w ith increasing H
as a function of k and micelle size.
From these data, it is clear th a t the average radial position of the amphiphiles
remains largely independant of H for a given micelle size and value of the amphiphilic strength k . Also, it can be observed th a t this average position increases
w ith micelle size and is smaller for all k = 1/4 systems th an for the equivalent
k

=

1 /2

systems. The k = 1/4 distributions for small and m oderate cluster sizes

are generally sharper th an those for k =

1/ 2

.

One can also observe th a t some of the distributions are slightly skewed towards
larger r values. This is consistent with the breathing of the micelles and piston
like motion of the amphiphiles observed in anim ation of these systems. However,
it is difficult to quantify this skewness due to poor statistics: too few micelles are
present to allow statistically significant m easurem ents to be achievable.
Fig. 5.31 illustrates the behaviour of the orientational structure of the amphiphilic
rods within a micelle for different size categories. These gang (cos(#)) curves indi
cate a qualitative change related to the amphiphilic strength param eter k . For
k

= 1/4, two or more relatively narrow peaks can be found whereas for k = 1/2,

less structure and only one peak can be found at large cos( 0 ).
This fact is confirmed by the radial ordering of the molecular orientation u* w ith
respect to their position to COM vector r*. The radial order param eter P r ( ui - 7^)
has been calculated and averaged over micelles of the three size category consid
ered here, and is plotted in Fig. 5.32 as a function of H and k . From this graph, it
becomes apparent th a t the radial ordering of the micelles is larger for the k = 1/4
systems th an for the k =

1 /2

systems which, as we have seen above, display a

more diffuse internal structure. Also, it can be noted th a t this radial order pa-
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Fig. 5.29: The positional distribution functions, gpos(r) for eight of the system s
studied, broken down into 3 different micelle size cateogories
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Fig. 5.30: mean or first moment of the positional distribution function gp0s(r )

ram eter increases with decreasing H. Confirmed by the configuration snapshots,
the H50K4 micelles are well defined (P r of ~ 0.8-0.9) whereas the H80K2 micelles
display low P r values of ~ 0.5, consistent with their bilayer patch structure.
The positions of the prim ary peaks in gang(cos(9)) are summarised in Fig. 5.33.
The variation of these distributions as the param eter H is increased is quite
marked and agrees with previous analysis performed in this chapter.

In both

cases (V = 1/2 and « = 1/4), the reduction of headgroup size causes the highest
peak position to be shifted to smaller angles.
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studied, broken down into 3 different micelle size cateogories
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5 .4 .2

S t r u c t u r e a n d d y n a m ic a s p e c ts o f t h e m ic e lla r b e 
h a v io u r

m ic e lle-m ic elle in te r a c tio n

As it has been shown earlier, the observed change in micellar population is due to
monomer exchange and, even more dramatically, to micelle-micelle events such as
fusion or break-up. The fusion/breakup events can be viewed as being influenced
by an effective micelle-micelle-interaction which can itself be characterised by
the micelle-micelle radial distribution function. This RDF has, therefore, been
com puted for all of the systems studied by considering the centres of mass of all
micelles of a given size category. Fig. 5.34 shows the resulting curves for micelle
sizes n > 10 for the k = 1/2 and k — 1/4
In all cases, as H in increased, the peaks of the RDF functions are shifted to higher
values. This is consistent with the previous analysis which linked increasing H
to enlargement of micelles.

Note th a t for the k = 1/2 systems, a anom alus
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Fig. 5.35: Averaged distance between micelles estim ated from radial distributions
functions

peak appears at short distances ( « 3<to) which becomes more pronounced as H is
increased. This is probably a consequence of the micelle size lower lim it chosen
for this calculation being too small for these systems (micelles are generally bigger
for these k =

1 /2

systems) so th a t the algorithm picks up small sub-aggregates

in addition to the main micelles. For k = 1/4, this effect is not apparent as the
micelles are smaller and b e tte r defined for these systems.
Tab. 5.35 indicates the position of the first tru e micelle-micelle peak in the radial
distribution functions of Fig. 5.34. From these data, it can clearly seen th a t th e
average distance between micelle increases w ith H and decreases w ith k .
An interesting comparison can be then made between the H 7 0 K 4 and H 6 0 K 2 sys
tems. By looking at the configuration snapshots of Fig. 5.26(c) and Fig. 5.25(b),
these two systems seem to be similar in term s of num ber of micelles present.
The associated cluster size distribution functions indicate th a t the H 6 0 K 2 sys
tem has a broad peak positioned at an aggregation num ber of ~

20

whereas the

H 7 0 K 4 system has a narrower peak centered around ~ 25. The H 7 0 K 4 mi
celles are, therefore, slightly bigger in term s of the num ber of amphiphiles they
contain.

However, if one looks at the associated radial distribution functions,

the average distance between micelles is bigger for the H 6 0 K 2 system th an for
H 7 0 K 4 by about 0.5cro. This apparent contradiction is explained, however, by
the micelle structural conformation analysis presented earlier. W hile the inertia
analysis indicates th a t the two systems contains both near-spherical micelles w ith
no significant differences (Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.2) in their shape, the positional dis
tribution functions (Fig. 5.29) indicate th a t the H 6 0 K 2 micelles are more diffuse
and th a t their average radii are bigger th an those of the H 7 0 K 4 micelles. T he
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strong amphiphilicity of the H 7 0 K 4 system, then, seems to induce the amphiphile
to pack more efficiently within the micellar aggregate. This is confirmed by the
orientational distribution function showing more structure for H 7 0 K 4 th an for
H6 0K 2 (Fig. 5.31). For the low amphiphilicity system, in contrast, the effective
micelle radius is larger allowing more monomer exchange w ith the solvent. This
is also confirmed by the broad peak observed of the k = 1/2 systems on the size
distribution functions compared with the narrower peak observed w ith k = 1/4
(Fig. 5.27).

M ice lle d iffu sio n
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Fig. 5.36: RMS displacement of micelles (micelle size > 10) for different systems.

Micelle mobility has also been measured for all systems, yielding the results shown
on Fig. 5.36. By examining these plots for k = 1/2 and k = 1/4, all of the systems
display a similar diffusion p attern m igrating from ~ 2a0 to ~ 5a0 after 0.6 • 106bT.
However, these d ata are very noisy due to the small number of long-lived micelles
present in each system. While these d ata indicate th a t micelle m igration does take
place on the timescales accessible to our simulations, the average displacem ent
over 0.6 • 106d£ is less than the micells radius values.

This indicates th a t our

simulations are not able to access the diffusive behaviour of the micelles. Given
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the considerable level of overlaps in these data, it appears inappropriate to use
them to infer any H or k dependence of micelle mobility.

5 .4 .3

M o n o m e r D y n a m ic s

It has been shown so far th a t this model is able to access the length and time
scales required to observe micelle-micelle events like fusion and break-up. Also,
it has been established th a t all k — 1/2 and k = 1/4 systems w ith H < 80%
spontaenously form micelles w ith coexistence in free monomers. In this section,
the dynamics of these free monomers is considered.
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Fig. 5.37: Evolution of the monomer number, rc = 0.85<to

Fig. 5.37 represents the evolution of the monomer num ber in each system for
k

— 1/2 (Fig. 5.37(a)) and k = 1/4 (Fig. 5.37(b)). From these d ata, it appers

th a t all systems share the same dynamic pathway to cluster form ation. As has
been seen earlier, the monomer numbers attain non-zero steady state values after
a rapid initial clustering. It can be also observed th a t the steady state monomer
number is approximately equal for all H values for a given k and th a t this value
is higher for k — 1/2 th an for k — 1/4.

The one exception to this is the

H50K2 system which possesses the highest number of monomers of all the system
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simulated.
It is also interesting to analyse the life-times of the monomers for each system: a
distribution of the monomer life-times is plotted for each system on Fig. 5.38.
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Fig. 5.38: Monomer life-time distribution

These distributions of monomer life time show for all systems:

• High number of short-lived monomers
• A long-tail for the long-lived monomers

The large number of short-lived monomers corresponds to particles which are, in
fact, bouncing in and out of their micelle. Thus, in line with the high frequency
fluctuations in the micelle shapes and occupancies, these are amphiphiles which
are considered monomers by the cluster counting algorithm but remain associated
with a particular micelle.
The behaviour of the long-lived micelles appears to show some H dependence, the
distributions progressively widening with decrease in H. For all systems, though,
some monomer lifetimes in excess of 5 • 10A5t were observed, confirming th a t
monomers are able to reside in the solvent for extended periods before eventually
joining one of the micelles.
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5.5

C on clu sion

In this chapter, an alternative amphiphilic potential w ith a sharper ‘sw itch’ be
tween the hydrophilic region and lipophilic region has been developed. This tan h
model has proved to be sucessful at reproducing amphiphilic phases and capable
of showing changes in system behaviour due to variation of the m odel’s two m ain
param eter H and k , the HLB and the am phiphilic strength.
The micellar phase region has then been investigated in greater detail in a large
simulation of the H70K2 system (H = 70% and k = 1/2). This has yielded
genuine micellar behaviour w ith a multiple micelle arrangem ent forming in equi
librium w ith monomers. Specifically, this CG model has exhibited to the selfassembly of several micelles of ~ 30 amphiphiles. Different micellar shapes have
been identified by analysis of the moments of inertia, cylindrical micelles seeming
to be favoured as the micelle size n increases. A tracking algorithm has been
developed to identify and follow the history and components of the micelles in
the system. Using this, the micelle population change has been m easured through
calculation of self-similarity coefficient. This self-similarity coefficient has shown
th a t micelle occupancies change via several processes:

• The rattling m otion of amphiphiles joining and leaving the m ain aggregate
on a very fast timescales. This is closely related to the breathing mode or
shape flu c tu a tio n s of the micelle.
• Some monomers leave the micelle on a longer timescale either rejoining
their initial micelle or joining another micelle. During this joining process,
monomers which flip their orientations appear to ‘dock’ more readily w ith
the receiving micelle.
• Fusion between two micelles. This process leads to dram atic changes in
micelle population.

T he micelle-micelle radial distribution fuction is similar to th a t of a G aussian
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sphere potential. This is consistent w ith the above observation: the ability of the
micelles to overlap, perm its fusion events.
The effect of the molecular interaction param eters H and k on the properties
of the micellar phase have also been investigated through further large system
simulations. These have shown th a t the micelle size distribution function n • P{n)
is very sensitive to the m odel’s param eters.

Thus, bigger micellar aggregates

can be generated by either increasing H or decreasing k . This enlargement is
accompanied by an elongation and flattening of the micelles. Structural analysis
indicates the dom inating effect of H on the micelle curvature. In comparison, k!
has a minor effect on the curvature b u t it does affect the intra-m icellar structural
organisation.
T he effective micelle-micelle interaction is also affected by H and k . As H (k ) is
increased (decreased), the micelle size increases, leading to a significant change in
the micelle-micelle g(r). However, micelle diffusion has proved difficult to assess
due to low mobility on the timescales accessible to our model. The monomer
dynamics showed boradly similar behaviour for all the systems studied, despite the
differences in the characteristics of the micelles coexisting w ith those monomers.
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C hapter 6

Behaviour o f m ixed m icelles

In the previous chapter, a detailed study of one-component micellar system s was
presented.

Experimentally, however, isometrically pure systems are expensive

to produce and generally have limited performance compared to less expensive
m ixture systems.

It is therefore bo th interesting and relevant to investigate

amphiphilic m ixture systems by com puter simulation.

In this chapter, binary

m ixtures of amphiphiles are considered and their micellar behaviours analysed.
Specifically, we investigate how micellar systems are affected by the m utual inter
action strength between the two types of amphiphiles and the com position of the
amphiphile mixtures.

6.1

S im u lation m eth o d s

In the binary m ixture systems investigated here, all of the am phiphilic rods em
ployed have the same geometry as has been used used in the previous chapters
(aee = 3 and ass = 1). The key difference between the two types of amphiphiles,
lies, then, in their rod-sphere interaction potentials, defined via the param eters
H and k . Specifically, we have chosen to investigate m ixtures of particles w ith
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param eterisation H70K2 and H50K4. These molecules have been selected as they
both form well-defined, near spherical micelles when present as the only amphiphile but yield very different cluster size distribution functions (recall C hapter
5).
In our model, the amphiphilic character of the rods is set via the rod-sphere (i.e.
the amphiphile-solvent) interaction only. Therefore, in studying the effect of the
m utual interaction between the two types of amphiphiles, only the Gay-Berne
potential dealing w ith the interaction between unlike rods is considered.
It is known from some recent coarse-grained models [118,119] th a t the accu
rate modelling of an amphiphile-amphiphile interaction is non-trivial due to the
complexity of the molecules involved. For instance, studies of lipid m ixtures in
all-atom simulations of bilayer systems have revealed complex structures and ar
rangem ents of the different lipid molecules [190]. In our model, the rod-rod poten
tial is modelled by the Gay-Berne potential using the param eterisation G B (k = 3,
k'

=

1

,v =

2

, fi =

1)

corresponding to a symmetric amphiphile-amphiphile inter

action. This means th a t the well-depth is independent of the relative orientations
of the two rods, i.e. the tail-tail, head-head and head-tail interaction strengths
are equal. As shown in the preceding chapter, this param eterisation, although un
realistic, proved successful in forming one-component micellar phases. Therefore,
we now extend the use of this assum ption to m ixtures in order to determ ine its
limits and analyse its effects on m ixture behaviour.

Using our model, the m utual interaction strength between unlike am phiphiles can
be modified while keeping the orientational dependance symmetric. As described
in C hapter 2 , theoretical tream tm ents show th a t reducing or increasing the inter
action strength can significantly modify the CMC and the distribution of th e two
types of amphiphiles between the monomer phase and micelle phase. Here, there
fore, we focus on the effects of varying this interaction strength. In doing this,
more complex micellar structures than those found in one-component system s are
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expected.
To achieve this, a coefficient (3 is introduced as weight factor on the attractive
p a rt of the Gay-Berne potential (see C hapter 4).

12

UcBihj, u i, uj) = 4e (r<j, u*, uj)

r tj - < r( fy , u f, u j ) + cr0

_________ 0 o_________
Xu - a f c j , u h uj) + do

'

~P

(6.1)

W hen (3 is equal to 1.0, no change is made to the original potential. As p is
reduced, the ‘am ount of attra ctio n ’ is reduced relatively to the ‘am ount of repul
sion’. W hen p is set to zero, Eqn. 6.1 corresponds to a purely repulsive potential.
Reducing the strength of the attractive component in this way has been used
in other simulation work [191,192] ingestigating phase separation of m ixtures of
symmetric Lennard-Jones particles.
The same simulation setup as th a t for the one-component systems has been used:
total num ber of particle N = 8192, cutoff distance
rni = 4.5<Jo. The simulations were run for

1

= 4<t0, neighbour list shell

• 106<ft at a constant tem perature

of T = 0.9. All m easurements were averaged from 0.4 • 106<ft to

1

. • 106<ft every

1 • 103^ .

6.2

R esu lts

In this section, the effects of reducing the m utual attractio n and varying the
composition ratio of the two types of amphiphile are presented. Comparisons of
micelle structures and compositions is then made w ith pure-com ponent systems.
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6.2.1

Effect o f m utual attraction betw een unlike am phiphiles

In these simulations, the (3 param eter has been varied from 1.0 to 0.25 at a constant
50/50 composition ratio.

For an ideal m ixture, at this composition ratio, an

isotropic m ixture of the two amphiphiles should be observed in b o th the micellar
phase and the monomer phase, i.e. micelles and monomers bo th composed of
50% type A and 50% type B. Neglecting the effects of the different amphiphilicsolvent interactions present, an ideal mixing behaviour should th en be expected
for (3 = 1.0, whereas in the system w ith (3 = 0.25 unlike amphiphiles would tend to
phase separate. Final configuration snapshots are shown on Fig. 6.1 for f3 = 1.00,
(3 = 0.75, (3 = 0.50 and (3 = 0.25. From these, one can clearly observe the effect of
decreasing (3 on the micellar structure. For [3 = 1.0, the micelles seem to be well
mixed (bi-disperse) while the system w ith (3 = 0.25 suggests both phase separation
of the two amphiphiles types w ithin individual micelles and a few pure micelles.

M icelle size distribution function

The size distribution functions calculated for the last

6

• 106 tim esteps of these

runs are shown on Fig. 6.2 along w ith the corresponding size distributions (re
call Fig.5.27) obtained previously for each of the pure components. From these,
Fig. 6.2(a) illustrates th a t even the {3 = 1.0 system departs significantly from
the ideal mixing behaviour for these two systems.

W hereas the H50K4 am-

phiphile exhibits a large num ber of small micelles and H70K2 a rath er broad
distribution of larger micelles, the (3 = 1.0 m ixture distribution function dis
plays a prevalence of even larger clusters.

C ontrary to the pure H70K2 am

phiphiles, the m ixture exhibits a reasonably sharper peak at aggregation num ber
A n & 32. This aggregation num ber is much higher th an th a t of the small mi
celles formed by H50K4 and also exceeds th a t of the micelles formed by H70K2.
This is a surprising result as one might have expected a linear m ixing of the
aggregation number for /3 = 1.0.

Thus, an aggregation num ber of approxi-
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(a)

(c)

0 =

0 =

1.0

(b)

0

= 0.75

0.50

(d)

0

= 0.25

Fig. 6.1: Configuration snapshots of 50/50 m ixtures of H70K2 (green+orange
rods) and H50K4(blue+red rods) systems for a range of 0 values
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Fig. 6.2: (Continued)
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60

70

80

m ately A™lx = (A%50K4 + A%70K2)/2 «

(12

+ 30)/2 = 26 was expected.

As

the m utual interaction strength is reduced to (3 = 0.75 (Fig. 6.2(b)) and (3 = 0.5
(Fig. 6.2(c)), the peak corresponding to the micelle aggregation num ber is shifted
towards smaller values and a long tail is developed at large cluster sizes. This be
haviour reaches a limit where, at (3 = 0.25 (Fig. 6.2(d)), a second peak appears at
a relatively high aggregation num ber (A n « 30). Here, the long tail observed for
interm ediate (3 seems to have transform ed into a distinctive peak. This behaviour
is a signature of a second micellar phase formation and of phase separation of the
two amphiphile types. The first peak' (at A n « 18) seems to correspond to the
H50K4 peak, whereas the second peak seems to relate to the form ation of H70K2dom inated micelles. However, further analysis is required in order to quantify
the degree of phase separation found as /? is decreased and its effect on micellar
structures.

Shape analysis

Micell shape analysis has been carried out on these m ixture systems by measuring
the principle moments of inertia using the methodology presented in th e previous
chapter. The resulting plots (Fig. 6.3) show a general trend which is very similar
to those exhibited by the one-component systems. For small cluster sizes, a cylin
drical shape is noted which converges to a more spherical shape as cluster size is
increased. The range 15 < n < 25 corresponds to the region where th e mixed
micelles are the most spherical. However, from n > 25, a dissimilar behaviour can
be observed from th a t seen for pure systems. In the pure systems, as n reaches
large cluster sizes, fy, becomes larger and Is becomes smaller while I m rem ains
constant for virtually all H and k . This behaviour of the inertia tensor indicates a
change in the aggregate shape going from near-spherical to a ‘flattened’ ellipsoid.
Here, though, the behaviour is qualitatively different as j3 is decreased: I I and Is
still go, respectively, larger and smaller but I m now increases. This is a signature
of cylindrical micelle shapes developing for n > 25 as f3 is decreased.
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Fig. 6.3: Principal moments of inertia vs. cluster size for the 50/50 composition
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An
h
hi
Is

(3 = 1.00
32
0.364
0.336
0.289

P = 0.75
24
0.381
0.339
0.281

/3 = 0.50
19
0.368
0.334
0.250

P = 0.25
18/30
0.386/0.377
0.337/0.347
0.285/0.245

H50K4
12
0.404
0.342
0.253

H70K2
30
0.393
0.351
0.256

Tab. 6.1: Principal moments of inertia for all m ixture systems at their aggregation
number(s) compared with the one-component systems taken at their aggregation
number

For one-component systems, we have concluded th a t the interaction param eters
(H and k ) had little effect on aggregate shape for a given micelle size. The mi
celle shape was, then, mainly determ ined by the micelle size, i.e. the num ber of
amphiphiles in a cluster. Differences in the overall micellar phase were, therefore,
mainly seen as changes in the cluster size distribution function. Flere, however,
clusters of a given size are seen to have significantly different shapes due to vari
ation of the m utual interaction strength (3. This suggests th a t the intram icellar
packing of the two types of amphiphiles may have a larger im pact on the micelle
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shape th an does anything observed for single component systems.
Tab.

6 .1

lists the principal moments of inertia taken at the cluster size correspond

ing to the aggregation num ber for each of the m ixture systems. For comparison
the corresponding d a ta for both pure amphiphiles are also given. For (3 = 1.0,
it is interesting to note the fact th a t the mixed micelles seem to be surprisingly
‘spherical’ for this relatively large aggregation number. For all pure systems stud
ied in the previous chapter, the moment of inertia corresponding to a cluster size
of « 32 would be more divergent. Furtherm ore, Fig. 6.3 indicates th a t these mi
celles remain close to being spherical up to very large cluster sizes (n = 70). In
w hat follows, we present further structural analysis aimed at characterising the
behaviour th a t underlies this observation. As (3 is decreased, th e principal mo
ments of inertia correspond to cylindrical micelle shapes. At (3 = 0.25, the small
micelles seems to have a relatively spherical shape whereas the bigger ones display
a cylindrical shape.

R adial d en sity distribution

The radial density distributions for particles in micelles have been calculated using
the methodology described in the previous chapter. The results shown in Fig. 6.4,
are broken down to show the contributions from each amphiphile type as well as
the to tal contributions regardless of the particle type. From this, one can assess
the effect of (3 and micelle size on the radial distributions of both am phiphile types
w ithin the micelles.
Fig. 6.4(a), 6.4(b) and 6.4(c) show these distributions for (3 = 1.0. For small
micelles (cluster size

10

< n <

20

), the two types of am phiphile exhibit very

similar distributions with m axim a at virtually the same radii. As the micelle size
is increased to 20-30 and 30-40, however, a distinction can be seen between the
distributions of the two types amphiphiles. The peaks are shifted shifted from
each other by ~ 0.5 — 0 .6 <Jo.for the clusters of size 30-40. As the aggregation
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Fig. 6.4: Positional distribution fucntions, yp0s('f'), for different values of (3 and 3
micelle size categories
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num ber of this system is A n « 32, and therefore belongs to this size category, this
shift corresponds to the dom inant radial structure found for this system. W hen
/3 =

1 .0

, there is no difference in the interaction potentials between like and un

like amphiphiles. However, it seems th a t the H50K4 amphiphiles are more likely
to be positioned further away from the micelle center of mass th an the H70K2
amphiphiles. This suggests th a t the H50K4 amphiphiles, which have longer hy
drophilic heads, form a slightly displaced outer shell overlapping w ith an inner
core of H70K2 molecules. This is confirmed by the configuration snapshot on
Fig. 6.1(a) the H50K4 being seen to act as wedges between the H70K2 particles
so as to satisfy the hydration requirement of the long H50K4 head group and the
‘hydrophobicity’ of the H70K2 tail. This packing arrangem ent probably arises
so as to a maximise of the cohesive interaction between the solvent spheres and
the hydrophilic head groups, while creating a minimal disruption of the interfa
cial region between the solvent and the micelle hydrophobic core. The diagram on
Fig. 6.5 illustrates schematically this packing of the two amphiphiles w ith different
HLB ratios. This behaviour could, in principle, be induced by any incom patibility
in the chain length an d /o r the head group size, resulting in this particular packing
geometry.
As (3 is decreased, the observed differences in the radial peak position diminishes
and at (3 = 0.25, no significant difference can be noticed. This probably due to
the fact th a t as (3 is decreased, the m utual interaction between the two types
of amphiphile is greatly reduced, so th a t am phiphiles of the same type sta rt to
cluster. Thus, the structure shown in Fig. 6.5 is no longer representative. However,
from these radial distribution data, it is difficult to determ ine the actual structures
adopted by the amphiphiles in these low (3 micelles.
W ith a strong miscibility, the two amphiphiles seems to adopt a preferred position
from the micelle centre of mass according to their HLB ratio in order to satisfy
the solvation requirement of the head group. However, the w idths of the two
distributions are also very different. As can be seen on Fig.6.4(c), the distribution
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solvated region

outer shell
inner shell
m icelle core

Fig. 6.5: Schematic diagram representing the packing geometry of two amphiphiles
with incompatible HLB for j3 — 1.00

corresponding to the H50K4 molecules has a w idth at half maxim um of ~ 1<j0
whereas th a t for the H70K2 is ~ 1.65cr0. Thus, whereas the H50K4 amphiphiles
appear pinned to the outer shell w ith little radial diffusion, the H70K2 amphiphiles
seem to be able to reside at radial distances spanning from ~ 0.7<To up to ~ 4.5croThis suggests th a t most of the piston motion comes from the inner core of H70K2
particles, occassionaly ‘poking’ their head into the solvent spheres (but not so far
th a t their tails get too ‘exposed’ to the solvent).
The structural conformations of the mixed micelles have been further analysed by
calculatingon of gCos(&) for all systems. For each system, the size categories ‘sm all’
(10 < n < 20), ‘m edium ’ (20 < n < 30) and ‘large’ (30 < n < 40) have been
analysed separately. The total contribution (noted ‘m ixt’), the like contributions
from each type of amphiphiles (noted ‘AA’ for H70K2 and ‘B B ’ for H50K4) and
the unlike contribution (noted ‘A B’) are presented in Fig. 6.6.
For (3 = 1.00 (Fig. 6.6(a)), the size category 30-40 is most dom inating since the
aggregation number of this system is ~ 32. From these plots, it can be seen th a t
the structure of the AB contribution and the BB contribution are in phase with
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the to tal contribution. While, the contribution from the H70K2 amphiphiles is
rather small and does not show much structure, the H50K4 amphiphiles appear
to set the structure observed in the mixed micelles. Furtherm ore, it is im portant
to note th a t all contributions show significant structure for all sizes, such th a t the
total distributions comprise approxim ately 50% from the AB contribution and
50% from equal contributions from the two like terms. This indicates th a t these
micelles have a composition of roughly 50% of both amphiphiles. Moreover, no
evidence of phase separation can be observed in these plots, indicating th a t the
micelles are well-mixed for all size categories. This is consistent w ith the isotropic
character of the structure described by Fig. 6.5.
For (3 = 0.75 (Fig.

6 .6

(b)), the overall distributions present a similar p a tte rn

to th a t of (5 = 1, the main contributions coming from the H50K4 am phiphiles.
However, a significant slope is now apparent in the AB contributions for the
medium and large size categories (20-30 + 30-40). This indicates a degree of local
phase separation due to the reduction in the m utual interaction strength.
On decreasing this m utual interaction strength even further to (3 = 0.50 (Fig. 6 .6 (c)),
the slope observed in the AB contribution is stronger and present for all size cat
egories. Also, it is clear th a t the mixed micelles have lost some of the stru ctu re
seen for higher (5 values. Thus, only micelles w ith the smallest size retain the
structural p attern observed above for /? = 1.0 and single com ponent k = 1/4
systems. Furtherm ore, the very m odest AB contribution observed for this size
category indicates a more marked phase separation between the two am phiphile
types, leading to the formation of pure H50K4 micelles. At larger micelle size,
the AB contribution increases but has a slope characteristic of phase separation.
However, the lack of structure found in the to tal distribution for these systems
indicates th a t the micelles are not pure. Also, it is known from previous analysis
th a t the two amphiphiles present very different curvatures when forming pure ag
gregates. This analyse explains the sphero-cylindrical structures observed on the
configuration snapshots in Fig.

6 .1

(c). As shown schematically on Fig. 6.7, the
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region of positive curvature

Fig. 6.7: Schematic diagram representing the sphero-cylindric micelle. The two
amphiphiles are phase separated w ithin the micelle and the high curvature forming
amphiphile is acting as cap-ends closing a cylindrical core formed by low curvature
amphiphiles

amphiphiles w ith low curvature {e.g. H70K2) tend to make up cylindrical core
whose ends are closed up by semi-spherical end caps m ade of am phiphiles w ith
high curvature {e.g. H50K4).
As f3 is decreased even further to 0.25 (Fig.

6 .6

(d)), the phase separation is

stronger. Pure H50K4 and H70K2 micelles are then seen in co-existence for the
small and medium size categories. For large aggregates, the sphero-cylinder form
is still preferred.

C om position vs. cluster size

Finally, in this section, an analysis of the composition of the micellar aggregates
has been performed for all systems. From this, the proportion of H70K2 particles
observed in the micelles is plotted in Fig.

6 .8
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as a function of cluster size n.
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Fig. 6.8: Proportion of H70K2 molecules in clusters of size n for different values
of (3

For an ideal m ixture, one would expect the composition to be independent of the
cluster size, indicating a constant composition of 50% for all aggregates: i.e. a
50/50 ratio for the free monomers and a 50/50 composition w ithin each micelles.
However, this behaviour is not even observed for (3 — 1.00.

For cluster sizes

above « 10, the average composition seems to be constant at approxim ately 48%.
However, when n < 10, a net preference for H70K2 can be noticed reaching 90%
composition for monomers (n = 1).
As (3 is decreased, the composition starts to show stronger dependance on micelle
size. The proportion of H70K2 in micelles exhibits a large drop between ~ 15 and
~ 25. This is consistent with the cluster size distribution functions shown previ
ously as this size region corresponds to the aggregation num ber of pure H50K4.
As (3 is decreased, then, more micelles with a high fraction of H50K4 am phiphiles
are formed at n values close to the aggregation number for pure H50K4.

for

equivalent reasons, micelles with a high fraction of H70K2 amphiphiles appear at
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a cluster size of > 30 (corresponding to the aggregation num ber of pure H70K4).
Interestingly, the monomer composition seems to be relatively independent of
the param eter (3 and is always dom inated by H70K2 amphiphiles. Even though
the micelles show diverse structural and compositional changes as a function the
m utual interaction between the two amphiphiles, the monomer composition is
virtually unchanged at over 90% of the amphiphile w ith the longer tail (or shorter
head group), i.e. a large HLB ratio.

6.2.2

Effect o f changing m ixing ratios

In the preceding section, the effect of reducing the m utual interaction strength
between the two types of amphiphiles was studied. It was found from this th a t very
different micellar structures form at a constant 50/50 composition ratio. In this
section, the effect of the composition ratio is studied for (3 = 0.50 and f3 = 0.75.
For each case, 3 concentration ratios has been used: 25/75, 50/50 and 75/25, all
at the same fixed to tal amphiphile concentration of 5%.

Simulations were run in the same conditions as were used in the previous section
and the final configuration snapshots are shown on Fig. 6.2.2 for (3 = 0.50 and
on Fig. 6.2.2 for (3 = 0.75. The cluster size distribution functions n • P (n ) have
been com puted and are shown on Fig. 6.11 for (3 = 0.50 and (3 = 0.75. In b o th
cases, one can observe a sm ooth transition in the shape of the distributions as
the proportion in H70K2 is increased. At 25/75 composition, only a few H70K2
amphiphiles are present and the cluster size distribution function is very close to
th a t seen for pure H50K4. The 50/50 composition ratio corresponds to the equiconcentration systems studied in the previous section.

At 75/25 composition,

relatively few H50K4 are present in the solution and the size distribution function
is close to th a t for a pure H70K2 system.
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(a)

25% H70K2 , 75% H50K4,

f3 =

0.50

(b) 50% H70K2, 50% H50K4,

(3 =

0.50

Fig. 6.9: Configuration snapshots
for (3 = 0.50 for 3 different com
position ratios

(c) 75% H70K2, 25% H50K4,

j3

= 0.50
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(a)

25% H70K2, 75% H50K4,

(3

= 0.75

(b) 50% H70K2, 50% H50K4,

/3

= 0.75

Fig. 6.10: Configuration snap
shots for (3 = 0.75 for 3 different
composition ratios

(c)

75% H70K2, 25% H50K4,

(3

= 0.75
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(b) and for three different composition ratios, compared with the pure systems
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T he principal moments of inertia for these systems are shown on Fig. 6.12 for
both (3 = 0.50 and [3 = 0.75. These exhibit behaviour consistent w ith previous
analysis. However, it is difficult to draw any novel conclusions regarding the effect
of the composition ratio on micelle shape.
Even though the shape analysis does not suggest much by way of original be
haviour, the effect of the composition ratio does have a dram atic effect on in-,
tram icellar structure. As can be seen on Fig. 6.13(a), the structure of the 25/75
composition system for (3 = 0.75 is dom inated by the H50K4 amphiphiles and
displays 5 characteristic peaks. The absence of a slope in the long range AB con
tribution indicates th a t no phase separation occurred here and th a t bi-disperse
micelles developed for all sizes. As the concentration of H70K2 is increased, there
is a gradual loss of structure in the resulting mixed micelles. At a com position
ratio of 75/25, the H70K2 amphiphiles dom inate the structure and a high degree
of phase separation can be observed in the AB contribution. This indicates th e
presence of sphero-cylindrical micelles, particularly at large n. The effect of the
composition on the (3 = 0.50 systems follows this same p attern w ith a gradual
loss of structure as the concentration o f H70K2 is increased.

The variation of composition w ith cluster size has also been analysed and is shown
in Fig. 6.14. For both f3 = 0.50 and (3 = 0.75, the mole fraction of H70K2 displays
a similar behaviour w ith increasing cluster size as the composition ratio is changed.
It can be seen th a t the molar fraction w ithin micelles tends to the to ta l m olar
fraction in the solution at large micelle size. Thus, the plot corresponding to the
total composition 25/75 tend towards ~ 0.25 at large n, the 50/50 towards ~ 0.5
and the 75/25 toward ~ 0.75. Interestingly, the monomer composition does not
vary much with the composition ratio and continues to show a very high mole
fraction of H70K2 amphiphiles. Even when only 25% of the to tal am phiphile
concentration is made of H70K2 amphiphiles, more th an 90% of the m onomer
phase is made up of H70K2 amphiphiles. For (3 = 0.50, one can observe a drop
in the fraction of .H70K2 molecules for micelles of size 10 < n < 25. As seen in
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the previous section, this reduction is due to a phase separation process. At this
range of n values, the form ation of pure H50K4 micelle is favoured. As the mole
fraction of H50K4 is increased, this feature becomes more marked. For (3 = 0.75,
in contrast, this effect is slightly weaker due to the reduced tendency toi phase
separate. Note th a t for the 75/25 composition, only few H50K4 amphiphiles are
present and thias reduction is no longer apparent.

6.2.3

Sum mary

In this Chapter, binary m ixtures of amphiphiles w ith different HLB ratio have
been studied. The effects of the m utual interaction strength j3 between th e two
different types of amphiphiles and the amphiphile composition ratio have been
studied. From the simulation results, it is clear th a t the systems do not display
a linear mixing behaviour even for a neutral m utual interaction strength {(3 =
1.00). The deviation from linearity increases as either the to tal composition ratio
is changed or (3 is reduced.

In all of the m ixture sytems, the composition is

to
II
I—1
o
o

dom inated by H70K2 particles (amphiphile w ith the longest chain).

25/75

-

50/50

(i)BD
(ii)BD
(iii)BD

75/25

-

0 = 0.75
(i)BD
(ii)BD
(iii)SC
(i)BD
(ii)SC
(iii)SC
(i)BD
(ii)SC
(iii)SC

0 = 0.50
(i)PS
(ii)PS
(iii)SC
(i)PS
(ii)SC
(iii)SC
(i)SC
(i)SC
(iii)SC

0 = 0.25
(i)PS
(ii)PS
(iii)SC
-

Tab. 6.2: BD = bi-disperse, SC = sphero-clyinder, PS = phase-separated. For
each case, the structures corresponding to the three size categories, (i) 1 0 - 2 0 , (ii) 2 0 30 and (iii)30-40 is indicated
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=

sphero-

(c) PS =
separated

phase-

Fig. 6.15: The three different structures of mixed micelles

The phase behaviour of these mixed micelles is summarised in Tab. 6.2 as a
function of /?, composition ratio and micelle size categories. W hatever interaction
is set between the two amphiphiles, the micelle structure is strongly dependant
on the degree of attraction between the two amphiphile types and three different
structures have been found. The first of these is large bi-disperse micelle where no
intramicellar micro-phase separation can be noticed (see Fig. 6.15(a)). This mixed
micelle presents, however, a degree of ‘radial’ phase separation since each type of
amphiphile prefers to reside at a different distance from the micelle centre of mass.
Thus, amphiphiles with long head groups tend to reside on an outer shell of the
micelle whereas the amphiphiles with shorter heads tend to occupy the micelle
core. This radially ordered mixed micelle structure is consistent with the findings
of other simulations [193] and experimental work [194-196] which prom otes the
existence of a radial-shell model for certain micelle m ixtures such as bile salt.
We have argued th a t this structure arises due to the specific energetic scales of
the different interaction strengths in the system. The strong w ater-head group
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interaction strength is required for the solvation of the head group and a strong
amphiphile-amphiphile interaction is also required compared to the solvent-tail in
order to m aintain this radial order.
W hen micro-phase separation is favoured, sphero-cylindrical mixed micelles tend
to be the dom inant structure (see Fig. 6.15(b)). In this, the amphiphiles w ith
long head groups, capable of forming high curvature aggregates, form endcaps
to a cylindrical core made of amphiphile w ith shorter head. W hen the tendency
to phase separate is made even stronger, two different types of spherical micelles
are formed in coexistence, each w ith a distinctive micelle size and shape (see
Fig. 6.15(c)). This behaviour is characterised by the development of an extra
peak in the micelle size distribution function n • P{n).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter, the principal results of this thesis are summarised and discussed,
and suggestions for future work are made.

7.1

C onclusions

The trend in simulation of biological systems has been towards more and more
complex all-atom models with increasing structural d e ta il, more complex all-atom
force fields and greater com putational expense. In contrast, the model presented
in this thesis is moving in the opposite direction, moving towards simpler phys
ical models focusing on global properties and generic phenomena. Here, to gain
com putational efficiency, we chose to represent each amphiphile using a single-site
particle. Avoiding chemical specificity, the general elongated shape of am phiphilic
molecules was modelled by the well-known Gay-Berne potential, commonly used
for rod-shaped therm otropic liquid crystal particles. Using a simple 12-6 LennardJones potential for the solvent spheres, the rod-sphere potential, governing the
amphiphile-solvent interaction, was then modified such th a t the solvent spheres
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were strongly attracted to only one end of of the rod particle. The rod-rod poten
tial well-depth, governing the amphiphile-amphiphile interaction strengths, was
set to have no orientational dependance such th a t the tail-tail, head-head and
head-tail interaction were equal in strength.
T hroughout this thesis, we have shown th a t this simple molecular model is able
to simulate the essential features of the phase behaviour of real lyotropic systems.
Given the unrealistic sym m etry of the amphiphile-amphiphile interaction, the
self-assembly processes observed here, are driven purely by the anisotropy of the
rod-sphere potential. The use of the Molecular Dynamics simulatiom technique
has perm itted us to study of the self-assembling behaviour of various amphiphilic
aggregates: from roughly spherical micelles, to cylindrical micelles, lamellae and
inverse micellar structures (see C hapter 4).
In C hapter 5, we showed th a t the use of an alternative amphiphile-solvent po
tential, w ith a sharp switch between the solvophobic and solvophilic regions has
allowed us to study the effect of simple molecular param eters on th e micellar
phase. In particular, the effects of the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) and
the amphiphilic strength have been studied.

The results suggest th a t all the

phase behaviour changes observed arise due to a change in the curvature adopted
by each aggregate. As the HLB increases, the hydrophilic head group reduces and
the curvature is decreased. Conversely, an increase in the amphiphilic strength
results in an increase in the curvature as more solvent spheres are packed around
each headgroup. As a consequence of this curvature change, different micelle sizes
and shapes have been observed. The HLB was found to be the dom inant factor in
setting these micellar behaviour, a secondary role being played by the am phiphilic
strength. Nevertheless, the amphiphilic strength had an im portant im pact on the
radial order and angular distribution of the amphiphiles w ithin the micelles. As
the amphiphilic strength was decreased, less structure could be found, the micelles
being less well defined and more diffuse.
O ther interesting phenom ena were also observed in these simulations. T he micellar
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aggregates were found to be very soft and active w ith an im portant ‘rattling
m otion’ characterising the amphiphiles leaving and re-entering the micelles at a
high frequency. Changes in the micelle’s molecular occupancy were also observed
involving both fusion of two micelles and long-lived monomer exchange through
the solvent. During this process, monomers were observe to flip their orientations
as they left the initial micelle in order to readily ‘dock’ w ith their new host micelle.
Complex breathing and oscillation modes of the micelles, altough not studied here,
were found for all of the systems studied here.
In C hapter

6

, m ixtures of two amphiphiles, w ith different HLB and amphiphilic

strength param eterisations, were studied as a function of the m ixture composi
tion and the m utual amphiphile attraction. For m utually attractive amphiphiles,
isotropically mixed micelles were found w ith a two-layer radial shell structure. By
reducing the m utual attraction, however, structurally segregated sphero-cylindrical
micelles were stabilised, the large head group amphiphiles forming high curvature
end caps of a low curvature cylinder made of amphiphiles w ith short head groups.
Further reduction in the mixed amphiphile-amphiphile interaction stength then
lead to two coexisting micelle structures, each one dom inated by ju st one of the
amphiphile types.

7.2

D iscu ssio n and critiq u e

M any of the coarse-grained models (CG) developed over the past years have given
improved understanding of self-assembling molecular systems in ways th a t com
plement more complex all-atom model approaches. Bead-chain models are usually
tuned to fit properties from all-atom models a n d /o r experim ental results. This
model, in contrast, is based on a single-site particle and, thus, pushes the lim it
of the coarse-graining approach rather further. The resulting lack of flexibility of
the model certainly has an im portant im pact on certain observed phenom ena, b u t
approaches for incorporating flexibility into Gay-Berne models have recently been
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investigated [197].
The head group - solvent interactions used in this study are probably unrealistically high. In fact, we have seen th a t even for low amphiphilic strength set to
k!

=

(i.e. solvent-head group set to

1 /2

2

eo and solvent-tail set to 0.5eo), mi

celle like self-assembly is occuring. This suggests th a t a high solvent-head group
interaction may not be required provided th a t the solvent-tail interaction is the
weakest in the system.
A nother issue arising from these results is the weak dependence of the monomer
dynamics on the HLB and amphiphilic strength. As we have seen in C hapter 5,
the concentration of monomers is equivalent in all the studied systems. A lthough
their lifetimes seems to be different, the behaviour of the monomers in the binary
m ixtures presented in C hapter

6

is also somewhat different from w hat could be

expected as the solubility of these amphiphiles should be different.
As discussed in the thesis, the entropy-driven ordering of w ater molecules near a
hydrophobic (non hydrogen-bonding) solute is not explicitly represented in this
model.

One could incorporate this effect by introducing, in the sphere-sphere

potential an orientation dependant ‘hydrogen bouding’ interaction.

This way,

the local ordering of the solvent particle near an hydrophobic surface would be
mimicked, and hopefully the entropy-driven hydrophobic effect modelled explicitly
[198-204].

7.3

S u ggestion s for fu tu re w ork and im p rove
m en ts

Due to the large number of independent model param eters, the work described
in this thesis is largely preliminary. Despite its relative simplicity, the model has
produced encouraging results and has opened up several possible directions for
further research listed below:
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• Study the effect of the hydration strength (head group - w ater interaction)
and the lipophilic strength (tail-tail interaction) independently.
• M ap a ‘real’ amphiphile-amphiphile potential from an all-atom model an d /o r
use an inverse M onte-Carlo like-scheme to generate an effective amphiphileamphiphile interaction. It would then be interesting to see if this generic
model can retrieve the phase behaviour of a specific am phiphile w ithout
recourse to more a complex solvent representation
• Study the bilayer region in greater detail. A series of slow quenching of this
sytem should give more insight into the behaviour of this phase.
• Study vesicle self-assembly.
• Study the possible cubic region found w ith the exponential model.
• Study ternary systems. The introduction of an oil-like particle can easily
be achieved by introducing a second type of sphere w ith an ‘opposite’ tan h
potential. The effect of molecular interactions on oil absorption by micelles
could then be investigated.
• Study the insertion of colloidal particles {i.e. a coarse-grained protein-like
molecule) through a bilayer.
• Use pear-shaped particles recently developed by [177] in order to induce
more curvature effects into the bilayers and study m ixtures of am phiphilic
rods and pears. The incorporation of amphiphilic character to pear-shaped
particles should be relatively easy as the necessary modifications concern
only the energy param eters of the Gay-Berne potential which are already
used in the design of pear-shaped particles.

One could then design am 

phiphiles w ith either positive or negative induced curvature by associating
the hydrophilic interaction with either the thick or thin end of the pear.
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A

p p e n d ix

T V

D erivation of Forces and Torques

In this appendix, the derivations of the forces and torques involved in th e Molecu
lar Dynamics programme used in this thesis, are presented. Following the simple
case of the Lennard-Jones fluid, the forces and torques are derived for the rod-rod
interaction and the rod-sphere interaction.

For the latter, the original defini

tion [185-187] and the 3 developments investigated in this thesis, nam ely the
cubic model, the exponential mode and the tan h model are presented.

A .l

C alcu lation o f forces for L en n ard -Jon es par
tic les

Provided th a t the analytical expression of the potential is continuous, it is possible
to calculate the force as such:

f(r) = —V r I/(r)

(A .l)

In the case of two spherical particles i and j interacting via the Lennard-Jones
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potential (see chapter 3, section 3.1.1), Eqn. A .l can be w ritten as

fLij

dULJ(rij) Tij _ 24e

drij

ij

(A.2)

Tin
i tj

Here, the potential depends only on the separation i\j between the two particles
i and j . Due to the spherical shape of the particle, no rotational forces or torques
have to be determined.
If a cutoff scheme at a distance rc is applied to the system, the potential becomes

ULj{rij) - ULJ(rc)

(n j < rc)

0

(rij > rc)

Uss{rij) =

(A.3)

Since U Lj(rc) is a constant, the expression of the forces is not affected by the
application of a cutoff scheme. The net force F t- on particle i is then given by a
simple vectorial sum over pairwise forces between i and its neighbouring particles
specified by the cutoff spherical range.

Fi = E

f« = - E

3

A .2

^ U s s ir a )

(A.4)

j

C alcu lation o f forces and torq u es for G ayB ern e p articles

A .2.1

Derivation o f th e forces and torques

In the case of single-site anisotropic particles, the molecular motion can be divided
into translational motion of the centre of mass and rotational m otion about it.
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Consider two Gay-Berne particles %and j w ith centre of mass position vectors r*
and Tj, respectively. As in a Lennard-Jones fluid, the distance between the two
= r^- —r*. The orientation of

particles is defined by the intermolecular vector

the particles is described by two unit vectors u z and Uj, parallel to the sym m etry
axes of the molecules.
As the potential depends not only on the particle separation

but also on the

relative orientations of the two particles u; and uJ? the Gay-Berne potential cannot
be tabulated and has to be calculated from its analytical expressions. Likewise,
the forces and torques need to be also evaluated analytically from the potential.
As for the case of the Lennard-Jones fluid, a truncated and shifted form of U ij, U r r
is considered when applying a cutoff scheme. In the conventional approach to the
calculation of forces and torques, the orientation dependance of U r r ^ ij,

u

z, u j)

can be w ritten in term s of scalar products of unit vectors fy , u* and u f

\ 12

URR(r, a, 6 , c) = 4e(r, a, b, c)

4e(r, a, b, c)

<70
\
r - cr(r, a, 6 , c) -f a0J

/

I
a0
\ r ~ a (ri a > c) +

\ 12

/

\

I

(To

rc - cr(r, a, 6 , c) + cr0 /

with r = Tij • Tij, a = \ii • ry , b = Uj •

CTq

\ r c - a(r, a, 6 , c) + a 0

and c = u, • u j.

Note th a t the energy and shape param eters e and a remain functions of r and not
rc being dependant upon scalar products of the form

• u*.

Considering this formulation of the potential, the force calculation is straightfor
ward and, according to Newton’s third law on the action-reaction principle, can
be w ritten as:

„

, O U

„

fj = _ f, = % = - V tliURR = - (

r

V
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R

O U

r

R

OUR R
lJ

I

)

/ .

_ \

(A.5)

In order to express fy as a function of unit vectors fjj, U; and Uj, the chain rule
can be applied such th a t

I]

f« -

d ( s . r y ) Vry ^

^A'6^

^

where the sum over s represents the sum over all the scalar products of unit vectors
involving r^ , namely a, b and r.
Furtherm ore, it can found th at,

/ F )r?- s x
v

^

( s

' r «

)

c) t

--

s2 \

=

=

( s X ’ s V ’ s Z )

=

s

{ A

-7 )

Therefore, Eqn. A.6 becomes:

• f

_

QUr r ^
5 r Tii

QUrr a QUrr a
da U i_ 56 Uj

For the rotational motion, in the case of the Gay-Berne potential, the particle is
axially symmetric and the torque acting on particle i can be expressed as:

Ti j = U i X g i = U j

Ti = ^
3

x

g ij

(A.9)

3

gij — —VuiURR

(A. 10)

Here, g * is defined as the gorque and is the derivatives of the potential Ur r w ith
respect to the orientational vector u*. This is the rotational equivalent to the
translational force F i defined as the derivative of Urr w ith respect to t*.
Note th a t the velocity Verlet algorithm used for the integration scheme of the
Molecular Dynamics programme uses the perpendicular component of the gorque,
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g/-, rather th an the torque when updating particle orientations and velocities (see
chapter 3, section 3.1.1).

gf = & - (gi '

.

(A-11)

As for the translational motion, the chain rule can be used to expand the expres
sions for the gorques such as:

g« = - V ajC/BR = - ^ ^ ^ y ( s - u i)

ea = -

A .2.2

9Ur r

-

-

OUr r a

-^ -u ,

(A. 12)

.

(A. 13)

Explicit analytical forms of all necessary derivatives

Using the standard definition of the Gay-Berne potential, the p artial derivatives
dudRR, dudRR, ^U
dRR and dudRR are given below.

where A c, A, B , B c are defined as:

r - cr(r, a, 6 , c) + a0J
i

j

\ r - cr(r, a, b, c) + cr0
12

<70

\

/

r c - cr(r, a, 6 , c) + cr0/

A. 3

\

(

6

<70

\ r c - <7(r >a ,

c) + <70

B

=

12 I

R

=

121 ---------- ^ 2 ^ ------- ) 13 —6 ^
rc - a(r, a, b, c) + <j0 J
\ r c - a(r, a, b, c) + a0

, °°--- .------- d
r —a(r, a, 6, c) + cr0 /

-

6

^

a°
- cr(r, a, 6, c) + <r0

C alcu lation o f forces and torq u es for th e
rod -sp h ere in teraction

As shown previously, the forces acting between two Lennard-Jones spheres can
easily be calculated. The forces acting between two Gay-Berne rods involve more
complex calculations due to the anisotropic shape of the particles.

Thus, not

only forces but gorques have to be taken in account. In this section, the forces

and gorques involved in the rod-sphere interaction are derived for the 3 different
potentials defined in this thesis, namely the cubic model, exponential model and
tan h model.
The explicit forms of the force and torque exerted on a Gay-Berne particle i by
a Lennard-Jones particle j are evaluated by applying Eqn. A . 6 to the following
rod-sphere potential

URS{r,a) = 4 e{r,a)

4 e(r,a)

v0
r —cr(r, a) + a0J

12

vo
rc —v(r, a) + vqJ

VO
\ r —a(r, a) + v 0

12

vo
\ r c - a(r, a) + v 0

. (A.18)

For this interaction, we have

_

dURs~
^
I*?-)
dr ij

Iij —

dURs ^
^
Ui
da

(A.19)

W hile the torque acting upon the rod is given by

T~ij

A . 3.1

lif

Rs
da ■tj

(A.20)

Original m odel

Using the same methodology as previously, one can find:

dURS
=
dr

4e

2 fix

//„2

v

(A - Ac) - ^ - ( B
CTnr6

(1 - x"72 )r3
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B e)--

Vo

(A.21)

dUns
da

A .3.2

=

2

4e

nx"a

(A C- A ) + ^ ~ ( B - B C)
(7c\T

(i -

(A.22)

Cubic m odel

Here are presented the explicit forms of dud^s and dL^ s . The same notation are
used as previously. The model param eters are denoted A k , Bk and Ck.

dURS
=
dr

4e Cr (A - A c) -

dURS
=
da

+ C )x " ( ^ ) (B - B c) -

2 (1

(1

4e C ’a(A - Ac) + 2(1 + C ) x ( B - B e)

+ C ) £ (A.23)

(A.24)

where

2

\

3

2

(A.25)

C - 1+ Ak

+ Bk

4 = A- ( J ) + 2B k

+ Ck

2

(A.26)

+ 3Ck ( J )

3

c: = (;) + *(S' +3C* 3
*

28
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( £ )

(A.27)

(A-28)

A .3.3

Exponential potential

For the exponential model, the same general forms of
Eqn.A .23 and

and

found in

Eqn.A.24 are used. Only the expression of C, C'r and

C'a are

modified such th a t

C = - A k - B k exp ( c k

c; =

C‘ = -

A .3.4

(^ ) )

(A.29)

^ e x P ( a .( 9 )

~

exP ( C> 0

)

Tanh potential

Similarly, the derivatives for the tan h model are defined by:

(a -31)
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